
Air Date Aired Time Aired Length Aired Material Title Script
10/1/2022 6:14:35 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 

early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/1/2022 6:22:52 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/1/2022 6:23:22 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/1/2022 6:41:10 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/1/2022 6:52:16 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/1/2022 6:52:46 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/1/2022 6:53:16 AM :30 La herramienta correcta The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort
National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics 
and the importance of prescribing them and using them properly.

10/1/2022 7:28:54 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/1/2022 7:59:24 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/1/2022 8:19:43 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/1/2022 8:20:13 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/1/2022 8:20:43 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/1/2022 8:21:13 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/1/2022 8:51:49 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/1/2022 8:52:19 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/1/2022 8:52:49 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/1/2022 9:20:56 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/1/2022 9:22:26 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/1/2022 9:49:51 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/1/2022 9:50:21 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/1/2022 10:20:32 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/1/2022 10:21:32 AM :30 Una en ocho mujeres :30 Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer death among Hispanic women in the United States and how early detection could 
save her life. This PSA encourages viewers to visit UnaEnOchoMujeres.com for more information.

10/1/2022 10:22:02 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/1/2022 10:53:33 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/1/2022 10:54:03 AM :30 La herramienta correcta The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort
National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics 
and the importance of prescribing them and using them properly.

10/1/2022 11:11:54 AM :20 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_20 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/1/2022 11:12:44 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/1/2022 11:13:14 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/1/2022 12:28:54 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/1/2022 12:59:24 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/1/2022 1:28:54 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/1/2022 1:59:25 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/1/2022 2:11:46 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/1/2022 2:22:31 PM :30 No sólo palabras :30 "Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English 
and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages women to pay attention to their bodies, attending to 
symptoms that could be related to gynecological cancer and to visit a doctor if the symptoms persist for two weeks or more.



10/1/2022 2:23:01 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/1/2022 2:34:51 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/1/2022 2:49:23 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/1/2022 3:32:25 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/1/2022 3:32:55 PM :30 Una en ocho mujeres :30 Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer death among Hispanic women in the United States and how early detection could 
save her life. This PSA encourages viewers to visit UnaEnOchoMujeres.com for more information.

10/1/2022 3:44:34 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/1/2022 3:45:04 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/1/2022 3:53:54 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/1/2022 3:54:24 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/1/2022 3:59:25 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/1/2022 4:14:08 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/1/2022 4:28:11 PM :30 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish FinishYourDiploma.org has already connected over 1.5 million men and women with free adult education courses, offering resources in English and Spanish. 
Encouraging the 34 million adults still living in America without high school diplomas to strive for more.

10/1/2022 4:41:55 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/1/2022 4:42:25 PM :30 La herramienta correcta The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort
National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics 
and the importance of prescribing them and using them properly.

10/1/2022 4:42:55 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/1/2022 5:06:09 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/1/2022 5:47:17 PM :30 No sólo palabras :30 "Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English 
and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages women to pay attention to their bodies, attending to 
symptoms that could be related to gynecological cancer and to visit a doctor if the symptoms persist for two weeks or more.



10/1/2022 6:10:55 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/1/2022 6:11:25 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/1/2022 6:11:55 PM :30 Una en ocho mujeres :30 Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer death among Hispanic women in the United States and how early detection could 
save her life. This PSA encourages viewers to visit UnaEnOchoMujeres.com for more information.

10/1/2022 6:12:25 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/1/2022 6:25:07 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/1/2022 6:49:09 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/1/2022 6:49:40 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/1/2022 7:23:20 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/1/2022 7:41:12 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/1/2022 7:41:42 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/1/2022 7:53:39 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/1/2022 8:57:57 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/1/2022 8:58:27 PM 1:00 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/1/2022 9:04:20 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/1/2022 9:08:30 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/1/2022 10:04:04 PM 1:00 Alfredo :60 We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled 
"Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life. It encourages 
viewers to visit join.bethemactch.org/360 to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be sent directly to them at no cost.

10/1/2022 11:05:46 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/1/2022 11:06:46 PM 1:00 No sólo palabras :60 "Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English 
and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages women to pay attention to their bodies, attending to 
symptoms that could be related to gynecological cancer and to visit a doctor if the symptoms persist for two weeks or more.

10/1/2022 11:10:37 PM 1:00 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/1/2022 12:07:45 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/1/2022 12:11:02 XM 1:00 Power of Smile Spanish 60 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/1/2022 12:12:01 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/1/2022 12:24:34 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/1/2022 12:33:50 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/1/2022 12:34:20 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/1/2022 12:34:50 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/1/2022 12:59:41 XM :30 La herramienta correcta The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort
National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics 
and the importance of prescribing them and using them properly.

10/1/2022 1:00:11 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/1/2022 1:00:41 XM :30 No sólo palabras :30 "Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English 
and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages women to pay attention to their bodies, attending to 
symptoms that could be related to gynecological cancer and to visit a doctor if the symptoms persist for two weeks or more.

10/1/2022 1:11:03 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/1/2022 1:11:33 XM :30 Una en ocho mujeres :30 Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer death among Hispanic women in the United States and how early detection could 
save her life. This PSA encourages viewers to visit UnaEnOchoMujeres.com for more information.

10/1/2022 1:27:49 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/1/2022 1:28:19 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/1/2022 1:38:23 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/1/2022 1:38:53 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/1/2022 1:39:23 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/1/2022 1:39:53 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/1/2022 1:49:42 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/1/2022 1:50:11 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/1/2022 2:03:12 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/1/2022 2:24:55 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/1/2022 2:34:27 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/1/2022 2:34:57 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/1/2022 2:35:27 XM :30 La herramienta correcta The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort
National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics 
and the importance of prescribing them and using them properly.

10/1/2022 2:35:57 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/1/2022 2:53:05 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/1/2022 2:53:35 XM :30 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish FinishYourDiploma.org has already connected over 1.5 million men and women with free adult education courses, offering resources in English and Spanish. 
Encouraging the 34 million adults still living in America without high school diplomas to strive for more.

10/1/2022 2:54:05 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/1/2022 2:54:35 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/1/2022 3:06:31 XM :30 No sólo palabras :30 "Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English 
and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages women to pay attention to their bodies, attending to 
symptoms that could be related to gynecological cancer and to visit a doctor if the symptoms persist for two weeks or more.

10/1/2022 3:22:15 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



10/1/2022 3:22:45 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/1/2022 3:44:21 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/1/2022 3:49:58 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/1/2022 3:50:29 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/1/2022 4:12:46 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/1/2022 4:23:52 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/1/2022 4:24:22 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/1/2022 4:24:52 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/1/2022 4:42:36 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/1/2022 4:53:58 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/1/2022 4:54:28 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/1/2022 4:54:58 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/1/2022 5:11:25 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/1/2022 5:11:55 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/1/2022 5:12:25 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/1/2022 5:25:07 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/1/2022 5:47:19 XM :30 No sólo palabras :30 "Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English 
and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages women to pay attention to their bodies, attending to 
symptoms that could be related to gynecological cancer and to visit a doctor if the symptoms persist for two weeks or more.



10/1/2022 5:47:49 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/1/2022 5:48:19 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/1/2022 5:48:49 XM :30 La herramienta correcta The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort
National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics 
and the importance of prescribing them and using them properly.

10/1/2022 5:58:11 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/1/2022 5:58:41 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/2/2022 6:13:06 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/2/2022 6:13:36 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/2/2022 6:23:04 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/2/2022 6:23:34 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/2/2022 6:24:04 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/2/2022 6:24:34 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/2/2022 6:40:50 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/2/2022 6:41:20 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/2/2022 6:52:22 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/2/2022 6:52:52 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/2/2022 6:53:22 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/2/2022 7:28:54 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/2/2022 7:29:24 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/2/2022 7:58:54 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/2/2022 7:59:24 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/2/2022 8:15:44 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/2/2022 8:16:44 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/2/2022 8:17:14 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/2/2022 8:27:55 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/2/2022 8:28:25 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/2/2022 9:18:54 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/2/2022 9:33:34 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/2/2022 9:46:11 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/2/2022 9:46:41 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/2/2022 9:47:11 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/2/2022 9:57:46 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/2/2022 10:12:01 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/2/2022 10:12:31 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/2/2022 10:23:49 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



10/2/2022 10:35:37 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/2/2022 10:36:07 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/2/2022 10:44:44 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/2/2022 10:45:14 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/2/2022 11:10:16 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/2/2022 11:23:13 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/2/2022 11:23:43 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/2/2022 11:24:14 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/2/2022 11:46:19 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/2/2022 12:00:39 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/2/2022 12:15:43 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/2/2022 12:16:13 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/2/2022 12:31:02 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/2/2022 1:55:29 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/2/2022 1:55:59 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/2/2022 1:56:29 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/2/2022 1:56:59 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



10/2/2022 2:01:48 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/2/2022 2:02:18 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/2/2022 3:01:52 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/2/2022 3:02:22 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/2/2022 3:02:52 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/2/2022 3:26:55 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/2/2022 3:27:55 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/2/2022 3:28:25 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/2/2022 3:50:21 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/2/2022 3:58:01 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/2/2022 4:12:04 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/2/2022 4:13:34 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/2/2022 4:28:33 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/2/2022 4:38:04 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/2/2022 4:51:21 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/2/2022 5:12:11 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/2/2022 5:13:11 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.



10/2/2022 5:13:41 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/2/2022 5:25:12 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/2/2022 5:39:14 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/2/2022 5:51:57 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/2/2022 6:11:27 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/2/2022 6:12:57 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/2/2022 7:04:56 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/2/2022 7:20:07 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/2/2022 7:20:37 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/2/2022 7:35:22 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/2/2022 7:48:32 PM 1:00 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/2/2022 8:25:36 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/2/2022 8:40:44 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/2/2022 8:51:45 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/2/2022 9:09:46 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/2/2022 9:28:18 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/2/2022 9:29:48 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/2/2022 9:52:43 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/2/2022 10:11:06 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/2/2022 10:28:41 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/2/2022 10:29:11 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/2/2022 10:46:50 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/2/2022 10:55:28 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/2/2022 10:55:58 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/2/2022 11:15:14 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/2/2022 11:15:44 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/2/2022 11:25:38 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/2/2022 11:26:08 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/2/2022 11:58:34 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/2/2022 12:33:34 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/2/2022 12:34:04 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/2/2022 12:40:01 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/2/2022 12:40:30 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/2/2022 12:49:02 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



10/2/2022 12:54:52 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/2/2022 12:55:22 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/2/2022 12:55:52 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/2/2022 12:56:22 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/2/2022 1:14:23 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/2/2022 1:22:33 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/2/2022 1:23:03 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/2/2022 1:23:33 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/2/2022 1:24:03 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/2/2022 1:42:34 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/2/2022 1:43:04 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/2/2022 1:43:34 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/2/2022 1:44:04 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/2/2022 1:55:33 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/2/2022 2:15:01 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/2/2022 2:15:31 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/2/2022 2:16:01 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



10/2/2022 2:16:31 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/2/2022 2:28:59 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/2/2022 2:38:51 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/2/2022 2:39:21 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/2/2022 2:50:50 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/2/2022 2:51:20 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/2/2022 3:15:14 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/2/2022 3:15:44 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/2/2022 3:16:14 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/2/2022 3:16:44 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/2/2022 3:27:55 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/2/2022 3:28:25 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/2/2022 3:41:35 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/2/2022 3:42:05 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/2/2022 3:53:21 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/2/2022 3:53:51 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/2/2022 4:12:49 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



10/2/2022 4:27:32 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/2/2022 4:28:02 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/2/2022 4:28:32 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/2/2022 4:29:03 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/2/2022 4:38:04 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/2/2022 4:38:34 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/2/2022 4:50:21 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/2/2022 4:50:51 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/2/2022 4:51:21 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/2/2022 5:11:23 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/2/2022 5:11:53 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/2/2022 5:19:38 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/2/2022 5:20:08 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/2/2022 5:20:38 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/2/2022 5:21:08 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/2/2022 5:27:27 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/2/2022 5:27:57 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.



10/2/2022 5:28:27 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/2/2022 5:53:13 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/2/2022 5:58:34 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/3/2022 6:11:51 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/3/2022 6:13:21 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/3/2022 6:22:24 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/3/2022 6:22:54 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/3/2022 6:23:24 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/3/2022 7:18:47 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/3/2022 7:19:47 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/3/2022 7:20:17 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/3/2022 7:29:04 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/3/2022 7:29:34 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/3/2022 7:42:26 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/3/2022 7:42:56 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/3/2022 7:43:26 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/3/2022 7:43:56 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



10/3/2022 7:54:03 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/3/2022 7:55:18 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/3/2022 7:55:48 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/3/2022 8:48:36 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/3/2022 8:59:33 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/3/2022 9:30:04 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/3/2022 10:30:19 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/3/2022 10:31:49 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/3/2022 10:53:41 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/3/2022 11:17:35 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/3/2022 11:18:35 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/3/2022 11:19:05 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/3/2022 11:31:02 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/3/2022 11:41:37 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/3/2022 11:52:19 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/3/2022 12:15:16 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/3/2022 12:23:37 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



10/3/2022 12:24:07 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/3/2022 12:24:37 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/3/2022 12:40:40 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/3/2022 12:41:11 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/3/2022 12:41:41 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/3/2022 12:52:18 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/3/2022 12:52:48 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/3/2022 12:53:18 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/3/2022 12:53:48 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/3/2022 1:35:26 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/3/2022 1:36:11 PM :15 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :15 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/3/2022 2:16:07 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/3/2022 2:16:37 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/3/2022 2:17:07 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/3/2022 2:17:37 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/3/2022 2:30:42 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/3/2022 2:40:09 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



10/3/2022 2:40:39 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/3/2022 2:50:08 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/3/2022 3:16:53 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/3/2022 3:17:23 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/3/2022 3:17:53 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/3/2022 3:30:24 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/3/2022 3:43:26 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/3/2022 3:51:05 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/3/2022 4:23:32 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/3/2022 4:44:59 PM :15 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_15 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/3/2022 4:55:11 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/3/2022 5:23:17 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/3/2022 6:23:19 PM 1:00 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60 Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in
addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will
act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of these potentially dangerous medications when they are no longer needed. Many patients report 
not finishing the opioids

10/3/2022 6:24:19 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/3/2022 6:26:52 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/3/2022 6:27:22 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/3/2022 6:28:22 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



10/3/2022 6:28:52 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/3/2022 6:45:42 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/3/2022 6:56:15 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/3/2022 7:39:23 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/3/2022 7:50:21 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/3/2022 7:50:51 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/3/2022 8:27:00 PM 1:00 Alfredo :60 We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled 
"Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life. It encourages 
viewers to visit join.bethemactch.org/360 to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be sent directly to them at no cost.

10/3/2022 8:37:21 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/3/2022 8:50:35 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/3/2022 8:50:50 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/3/2022 8:51:20 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

10/3/2022 9:20:54 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/3/2022 9:35:05 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/3/2022 9:35:35 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/3/2022 9:48:18 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/3/2022 9:48:47 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/3/2022 10:06:20 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



10/3/2022 10:06:50 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/3/2022 10:29:13 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/3/2022 10:29:43 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/3/2022 10:38:55 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/3/2022 10:39:25 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/3/2022 10:51:00 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/3/2022 10:51:30 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/3/2022 11:22:08 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/3/2022 11:25:27 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/3/2022 11:25:57 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/3/2022 11:26:27 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/3/2022 11:26:58 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/3/2022 11:27:27 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/3/2022 11:34:03 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/3/2022 11:34:33 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/3/2022 11:55:46 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/3/2022 11:57:57 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



10/3/2022 12:27:15 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/3/2022 12:41:18 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/3/2022 12:47:35 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/3/2022 12:48:05 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/3/2022 1:12:02 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/3/2022 1:12:32 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/3/2022 1:24:17 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/3/2022 1:24:47 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/3/2022 1:34:37 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/3/2022 1:35:07 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/3/2022 1:44:28 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/3/2022 1:53:24 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/3/2022 1:53:54 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/3/2022 2:14:12 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/3/2022 2:14:42 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/3/2022 2:25:30 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/3/2022 2:26:00 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.



10/3/2022 2:26:30 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/3/2022 2:27:00 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/3/2022 2:39:22 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/3/2022 2:50:51 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/3/2022 3:23:54 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/3/2022 3:24:24 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/3/2022 3:24:54 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/3/2022 3:25:24 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/3/2022 3:51:08 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/3/2022 3:51:38 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/3/2022 3:52:08 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/3/2022 4:22:39 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/3/2022 4:23:39 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/3/2022 4:24:09 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/3/2022 4:34:56 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/3/2022 4:35:26 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/3/2022 4:35:56 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



10/3/2022 4:55:41 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/3/2022 4:56:11 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/3/2022 4:56:41 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/3/2022 5:12:26 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/3/2022 5:12:56 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/3/2022 5:24:18 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/3/2022 5:24:48 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/3/2022 5:25:18 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/3/2022 5:25:48 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/3/2022 5:33:54 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/3/2022 5:34:24 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/3/2022 5:55:16 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/3/2022 5:58:28 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/4/2022 6:17:35 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/4/2022 6:31:17 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/4/2022 6:31:47 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/4/2022 7:17:13 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.



10/4/2022 7:18:13 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/4/2022 7:18:43 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/4/2022 7:29:34 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/4/2022 7:30:04 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/4/2022 7:54:00 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/4/2022 7:54:45 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/4/2022 7:55:15 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/4/2022 9:00:32 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/4/2022 9:30:04 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/4/2022 10:30:19 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/4/2022 10:31:19 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/4/2022 10:31:49 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/4/2022 10:40:11 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/4/2022 10:40:41 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/4/2022 10:50:13 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/4/2022 11:10:30 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/4/2022 11:11:30 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



10/4/2022 11:12:00 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/4/2022 11:23:06 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/4/2022 11:23:36 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/4/2022 11:33:14 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/4/2022 11:44:29 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/4/2022 12:06:24 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/4/2022 12:18:07 PM :15 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :15 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/4/2022 12:18:22 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/4/2022 12:18:52 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/4/2022 12:39:44 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/4/2022 12:40:14 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/4/2022 12:40:44 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/4/2022 1:35:13 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/4/2022 2:13:10 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/4/2022 2:24:23 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/4/2022 2:24:53 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/4/2022 2:32:45 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



10/4/2022 2:33:15 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/4/2022 2:33:45 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/4/2022 2:34:16 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/4/2022 2:44:28 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/4/2022 2:44:58 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/4/2022 3:57:36 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/4/2022 3:58:06 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/4/2022 5:05:55 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/4/2022 5:29:36 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/4/2022 5:46:18 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/4/2022 5:47:03 PM :15 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/4/2022 5:54:03 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/4/2022 5:54:33 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/4/2022 6:11:24 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/4/2022 6:11:54 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/4/2022 6:23:55 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/4/2022 6:24:25 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



10/4/2022 6:27:34 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/4/2022 6:28:04 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/4/2022 6:28:34 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/4/2022 6:46:38 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/4/2022 6:47:08 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/4/2022 7:43:13 PM :15 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15 Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in
addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will
act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of these potentially dangerous medications when they are no longer needed. Many patients report 
not finishing the opioids prescribed to them and half of people who misuse prescription opioids get them from a friend or family member Consumers should

10/4/2022 7:51:09 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/4/2022 7:51:39 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/4/2022 7:52:09 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/4/2022 8:28:15 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/4/2022 8:28:46 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/4/2022 8:51:58 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/4/2022 8:52:28 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/4/2022 9:36:11 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/4/2022 9:48:51 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/4/2022 10:07:43 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/4/2022 10:30:17 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



10/4/2022 10:39:10 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/4/2022 10:39:41 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/4/2022 10:51:53 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/4/2022 11:21:40 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/4/2022 11:24:19 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/4/2022 11:24:50 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/4/2022 11:25:20 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/4/2022 11:25:50 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/4/2022 11:33:38 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/4/2022 11:34:08 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/4/2022 11:34:38 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/4/2022 11:55:36 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/4/2022 11:57:47 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/4/2022 12:27:21 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/4/2022 12:42:48 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/4/2022 12:43:18 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/4/2022 12:49:35 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



10/4/2022 1:06:07 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/4/2022 1:06:37 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/4/2022 1:21:32 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/4/2022 1:29:05 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/4/2022 1:29:35 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/4/2022 1:38:02 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/4/2022 1:38:32 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/4/2022 1:52:42 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/4/2022 2:16:52 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/4/2022 2:17:22 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/4/2022 2:32:30 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/4/2022 2:33:00 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/4/2022 2:33:30 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/4/2022 2:34:00 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/4/2022 2:41:57 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/4/2022 2:42:27 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/4/2022 2:52:08 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



10/4/2022 3:22:27 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/4/2022 3:23:27 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/4/2022 3:23:57 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/4/2022 3:51:28 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/4/2022 3:51:58 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/4/2022 3:52:28 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/4/2022 3:52:58 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/4/2022 4:20:58 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/4/2022 4:21:28 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/4/2022 4:21:58 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/4/2022 4:22:29 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/4/2022 4:34:12 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/4/2022 4:34:42 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/4/2022 4:53:57 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/4/2022 4:54:27 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/4/2022 4:54:57 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/4/2022 5:10:54 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



10/4/2022 5:21:14 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/4/2022 5:21:44 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/4/2022 5:22:14 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/4/2022 5:22:44 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/4/2022 5:33:54 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/4/2022 5:34:24 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/4/2022 5:55:06 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/4/2022 5:58:16 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/5/2022 6:15:44 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/5/2022 6:16:44 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/5/2022 6:17:14 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/5/2022 6:27:10 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/5/2022 6:27:40 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/5/2022 6:28:11 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/5/2022 6:28:41 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/5/2022 6:42:50 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/5/2022 6:53:06 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/5/2022 6:53:36 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/5/2022 7:18:39 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/5/2022 7:19:54 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/5/2022 7:20:24 AM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/5/2022 7:29:04 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/5/2022 7:29:34 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/5/2022 7:30:04 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/5/2022 7:42:13 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/5/2022 7:42:43 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/5/2022 7:43:13 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/5/2022 7:53:44 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/5/2022 7:54:14 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/5/2022 7:54:59 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/5/2022 9:30:04 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/5/2022 9:58:57 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/5/2022 10:30:19 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/5/2022 10:31:04 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



10/5/2022 10:31:34 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/5/2022 10:32:04 AM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

10/5/2022 10:44:08 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/5/2022 10:44:38 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/5/2022 10:54:17 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/5/2022 11:15:59 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/5/2022 11:16:29 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/5/2022 11:16:59 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/5/2022 11:17:29 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/5/2022 11:29:01 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/5/2022 11:40:08 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/5/2022 12:15:01 PM :15 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :15 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/5/2022 12:23:41 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/5/2022 12:24:11 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/5/2022 12:24:41 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/5/2022 12:25:11 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/5/2022 12:39:52 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



10/5/2022 12:51:43 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/5/2022 12:52:13 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/5/2022 12:52:43 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/5/2022 12:53:13 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/5/2022 12:53:43 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/5/2022 1:37:00 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/5/2022 1:37:30 PM :15 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/5/2022 1:47:25 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/5/2022 1:56:45 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/5/2022 2:18:35 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/5/2022 2:19:35 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/5/2022 2:33:28 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/5/2022 2:44:04 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/5/2022 2:53:48 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/5/2022 2:54:18 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/5/2022 3:16:37 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/5/2022 3:17:07 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



10/5/2022 3:30:22 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/5/2022 3:42:35 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/5/2022 3:43:05 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/5/2022 3:51:01 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/5/2022 3:51:31 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/5/2022 4:22:39 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/5/2022 4:41:49 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/5/2022 4:42:19 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/5/2022 4:42:49 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/5/2022 4:55:14 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/5/2022 5:20:09 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/5/2022 5:36:51 PM :15 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/5/2022 5:51:15 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/5/2022 6:12:02 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/5/2022 6:12:32 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/5/2022 6:22:49 PM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

10/5/2022 6:27:22 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



10/5/2022 6:27:52 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/5/2022 6:28:22 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/5/2022 6:28:52 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/5/2022 6:44:44 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/5/2022 6:45:14 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/5/2022 6:45:44 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/5/2022 6:56:00 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/5/2022 7:37:40 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/5/2022 7:38:10 PM :15 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/5/2022 7:49:29 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/5/2022 7:49:59 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/5/2022 8:40:38 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/5/2022 8:51:39 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/5/2022 8:52:09 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/5/2022 9:33:27 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/5/2022 9:46:09 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/5/2022 9:46:55 PM :15 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



10/5/2022 10:06:53 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/5/2022 10:07:23 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/5/2022 10:29:21 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/5/2022 10:39:41 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/5/2022 10:51:09 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/5/2022 10:51:39 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/5/2022 11:11:16 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/5/2022 11:25:35 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/5/2022 11:26:05 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/5/2022 11:26:36 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/5/2022 11:27:06 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/5/2022 11:27:36 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/5/2022 11:33:34 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/5/2022 11:34:04 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/5/2022 11:34:34 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/5/2022 11:55:04 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/5/2022 11:58:13 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/5/2022 12:28:31 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/5/2022 12:29:01 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/5/2022 12:42:22 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/5/2022 12:42:52 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/5/2022 12:48:28 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/5/2022 12:48:58 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/5/2022 1:07:01 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/5/2022 1:07:31 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/5/2022 1:22:55 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/5/2022 1:34:03 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/5/2022 1:34:33 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/5/2022 1:42:33 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/5/2022 1:43:03 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/5/2022 1:52:50 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/5/2022 1:53:20 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/5/2022 2:18:12 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/5/2022 2:18:42 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



10/5/2022 2:26:54 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/5/2022 2:27:24 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/5/2022 2:27:54 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/5/2022 2:28:24 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/5/2022 2:36:54 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/5/2022 2:37:24 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/5/2022 2:49:28 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/5/2022 2:49:59 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/5/2022 3:24:35 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/5/2022 3:25:05 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/5/2022 3:25:35 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/5/2022 3:26:05 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/5/2022 3:52:58 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/5/2022 3:53:28 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/5/2022 3:53:58 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/5/2022 3:54:28 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/5/2022 4:21:46 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



10/5/2022 4:22:17 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/5/2022 4:22:47 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/5/2022 4:23:17 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/5/2022 4:32:52 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/5/2022 4:33:22 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/5/2022 4:33:52 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/5/2022 4:55:45 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/5/2022 4:56:15 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/5/2022 4:56:45 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/5/2022 4:57:15 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/5/2022 5:10:38 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/5/2022 5:11:09 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/5/2022 5:24:45 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/5/2022 5:25:15 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/5/2022 5:25:45 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/5/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/5/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/5/2022 5:54:35 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/5/2022 5:58:44 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/6/2022 6:16:00 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/6/2022 6:17:15 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/6/2022 6:17:45 AM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/6/2022 6:29:18 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/6/2022 6:29:48 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/6/2022 6:30:18 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/6/2022 6:40:40 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/6/2022 6:52:18 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/6/2022 7:17:12 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/6/2022 7:17:42 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/6/2022 7:18:12 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/6/2022 7:30:20 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/6/2022 7:41:37 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/6/2022 7:42:07 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/6/2022 7:42:37 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



10/6/2022 8:48:10 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/6/2022 8:58:58 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/6/2022 8:59:27 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/6/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/6/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/6/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/6/2022 10:44:47 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/6/2022 11:17:28 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/6/2022 11:18:28 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/6/2022 11:18:58 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/6/2022 11:33:25 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/6/2022 11:33:55 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/6/2022 11:42:54 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/6/2022 11:52:19 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/6/2022 11:52:49 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/6/2022 12:14:20 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/6/2022 12:24:27 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



10/6/2022 12:24:57 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/6/2022 12:25:27 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/6/2022 12:25:57 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/6/2022 12:42:22 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/6/2022 12:42:52 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/6/2022 12:51:46 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/6/2022 12:52:16 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/6/2022 12:52:46 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/6/2022 12:53:16 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/6/2022 1:24:48 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/6/2022 1:36:06 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/6/2022 1:46:58 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/6/2022 1:47:28 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/6/2022 1:56:05 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/6/2022 2:16:53 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/6/2022 2:17:53 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/6/2022 2:18:23 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



10/6/2022 2:31:52 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/6/2022 2:43:43 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/6/2022 2:44:13 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/6/2022 2:53:01 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/6/2022 2:53:31 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/6/2022 3:16:48 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/6/2022 3:17:18 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/6/2022 3:31:53 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/6/2022 3:40:54 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/6/2022 3:49:05 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/6/2022 4:18:31 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/6/2022 4:52:07 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/6/2022 4:52:37 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/6/2022 5:20:45 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/6/2022 5:40:03 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

10/6/2022 5:40:18 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/6/2022 5:51:24 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



10/6/2022 5:51:54 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/6/2022 6:09:51 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/6/2022 6:10:21 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/6/2022 6:22:45 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/6/2022 6:23:15 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/6/2022 6:27:41 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/6/2022 6:28:11 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/6/2022 6:28:41 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/6/2022 6:46:34 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/6/2022 6:57:07 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/6/2022 7:28:03 PM :15 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/6/2022 7:49:53 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/6/2022 7:50:23 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/6/2022 7:50:53 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/6/2022 8:31:01 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/6/2022 8:31:31 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/6/2022 8:40:15 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



10/6/2022 8:40:45 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/6/2022 8:53:16 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/6/2022 8:53:46 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/6/2022 9:39:37 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/6/2022 9:40:07 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/6/2022 9:51:06 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/6/2022 9:51:36 PM :15 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15 Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in
addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will
act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of these potentially dangerous medications when they are no longer needed. Many patients report 
not finishing the opioids prescribed to them and half of people who misuse prescription opioids get them from a friend or family member Consumers should

10/6/2022 10:07:43 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/6/2022 10:26:58 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/6/2022 10:37:11 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/6/2022 10:50:52 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/6/2022 10:51:22 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/6/2022 11:10:53 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/6/2022 11:11:23 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/6/2022 11:21:48 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/6/2022 11:22:18 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/6/2022 11:25:29 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



10/6/2022 11:25:59 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/6/2022 11:26:29 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/6/2022 11:26:59 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/6/2022 11:27:29 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/6/2022 11:33:37 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/6/2022 11:34:07 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/6/2022 11:34:37 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/6/2022 11:55:29 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/6/2022 11:58:15 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/6/2022 12:26:30 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/6/2022 12:27:00 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/6/2022 12:39:50 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/6/2022 12:46:40 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/6/2022 12:47:10 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/6/2022 1:07:26 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/6/2022 1:07:56 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/6/2022 1:20:56 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.



10/6/2022 1:21:26 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/6/2022 1:30:06 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/6/2022 1:30:37 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/6/2022 1:39:23 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/6/2022 1:39:53 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/6/2022 1:49:54 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/6/2022 1:50:24 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/6/2022 2:16:34 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/6/2022 2:17:04 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/6/2022 2:26:17 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/6/2022 2:26:47 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/6/2022 2:27:17 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/6/2022 2:27:47 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/6/2022 2:36:21 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/6/2022 2:36:51 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/6/2022 2:50:23 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/6/2022 2:50:53 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



10/6/2022 3:22:55 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/6/2022 3:23:25 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/6/2022 3:23:55 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/6/2022 3:24:25 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/6/2022 3:52:08 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/6/2022 3:52:38 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/6/2022 3:53:09 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/6/2022 3:53:39 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/6/2022 4:17:37 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/6/2022 4:18:07 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/6/2022 4:18:37 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/6/2022 4:19:07 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/6/2022 4:32:05 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/6/2022 4:32:35 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/6/2022 4:33:05 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/6/2022 4:52:36 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/6/2022 4:53:06 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



10/6/2022 4:53:36 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/6/2022 4:54:06 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/6/2022 5:13:37 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/6/2022 5:14:07 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/6/2022 5:23:47 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/6/2022 5:24:17 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/6/2022 5:24:47 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/6/2022 5:25:17 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/6/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/6/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/6/2022 5:54:59 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/6/2022 5:58:45 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/7/2022 6:17:28 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/7/2022 6:18:58 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/7/2022 6:34:26 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/7/2022 6:34:56 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/7/2022 6:53:34 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.



10/7/2022 7:18:10 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/7/2022 7:29:05 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/7/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/7/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/7/2022 7:40:53 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/7/2022 7:41:23 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/7/2022 7:41:53 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/7/2022 7:42:23 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/7/2022 7:42:53 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/7/2022 7:54:09 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/7/2022 7:54:54 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/7/2022 7:55:24 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/7/2022 8:59:17 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/7/2022 8:59:47 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/7/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/7/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/7/2022 10:31:20 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.



10/7/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/7/2022 10:44:15 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/7/2022 11:10:22 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/7/2022 11:26:08 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/7/2022 11:41:50 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/7/2022 11:53:01 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/7/2022 12:14:18 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/7/2022 12:23:08 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/7/2022 12:44:29 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/7/2022 12:51:58 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/7/2022 12:52:28 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/7/2022 12:52:58 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/7/2022 12:53:28 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/7/2022 1:24:02 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/7/2022 1:36:24 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/7/2022 1:46:13 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/7/2022 1:46:43 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/7/2022 1:56:51 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/7/2022 2:18:26 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/7/2022 2:19:26 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/7/2022 2:19:56 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/7/2022 2:33:07 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/7/2022 2:43:21 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/7/2022 2:52:48 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/7/2022 2:53:18 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/7/2022 3:14:39 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/7/2022 3:15:10 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/7/2022 3:30:31 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/7/2022 3:43:23 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/7/2022 3:51:42 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/7/2022 3:52:13 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/7/2022 4:24:23 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/7/2022 4:35:51 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/7/2022 4:44:48 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



10/7/2022 4:45:18 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/7/2022 4:45:48 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/7/2022 4:46:18 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/7/2022 4:56:21 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/7/2022 4:56:51 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/7/2022 5:21:26 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/7/2022 5:41:45 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/7/2022 5:42:15 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/7/2022 5:53:36 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/7/2022 6:14:57 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/7/2022 6:15:27 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/7/2022 6:22:53 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/7/2022 6:23:23 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/7/2022 6:23:53 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/7/2022 6:24:23 PM :15 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :15 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/7/2022 6:27:29 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/7/2022 6:27:59 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/7/2022 6:28:29 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/7/2022 6:28:59 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/7/2022 6:46:48 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/7/2022 6:47:18 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/7/2022 6:47:48 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/7/2022 7:41:23 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/7/2022 7:51:22 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/7/2022 8:33:22 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/7/2022 8:51:52 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/7/2022 8:52:22 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/7/2022 9:39:57 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/7/2022 9:51:01 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/7/2022 10:07:51 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/7/2022 10:08:21 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/7/2022 10:18:11 PM :15 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :15 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/7/2022 10:30:32 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/7/2022 10:42:27 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



10/7/2022 10:52:17 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/7/2022 10:52:47 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/7/2022 11:15:18 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/7/2022 11:22:27 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/7/2022 11:25:33 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/7/2022 11:26:03 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/7/2022 11:26:33 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/7/2022 11:27:03 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/7/2022 11:33:33 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/7/2022 11:34:03 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/7/2022 11:34:33 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/7/2022 11:54:47 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/7/2022 11:58:15 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/7/2022 12:47:24 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/7/2022 1:11:14 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/7/2022 1:11:44 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/7/2022 1:23:57 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.



10/7/2022 1:24:27 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/7/2022 1:24:57 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/7/2022 1:25:27 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/7/2022 1:41:40 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/7/2022 1:42:10 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/7/2022 1:52:08 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/7/2022 1:52:38 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/7/2022 1:53:08 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/7/2022 2:17:21 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/7/2022 2:17:51 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/7/2022 2:27:12 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/7/2022 2:27:42 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/7/2022 2:28:12 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/7/2022 2:28:42 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/7/2022 2:40:07 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/7/2022 2:40:37 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/7/2022 2:50:52 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



10/7/2022 2:51:22 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/7/2022 3:26:07 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/7/2022 3:26:37 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/7/2022 3:27:07 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/7/2022 3:27:37 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/7/2022 3:51:54 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/7/2022 3:52:24 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/7/2022 3:52:54 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/7/2022 3:53:24 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/7/2022 4:23:30 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/7/2022 4:24:00 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/7/2022 4:24:30 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/7/2022 4:25:00 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/7/2022 4:36:26 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/7/2022 4:36:56 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/7/2022 4:37:26 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/7/2022 4:56:51 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



10/7/2022 4:57:21 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/7/2022 4:57:51 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/7/2022 4:58:21 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/7/2022 5:15:15 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/7/2022 5:15:45 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/7/2022 5:23:59 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/7/2022 5:24:29 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/7/2022 5:24:59 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/7/2022 5:25:29 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/7/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/7/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/7/2022 5:54:17 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/7/2022 5:58:45 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/8/2022 6:14:25 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/8/2022 6:23:04 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/8/2022 6:23:34 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/8/2022 6:24:04 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.



10/8/2022 6:24:34 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/8/2022 6:41:35 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/8/2022 6:42:05 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/8/2022 6:55:18 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/8/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/8/2022 7:29:40 AM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/8/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/8/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/8/2022 8:21:06 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/8/2022 8:22:06 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/8/2022 8:22:36 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/8/2022 8:50:14 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/8/2022 8:50:44 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/8/2022 9:20:30 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/8/2022 9:21:30 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/8/2022 9:22:00 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/8/2022 9:49:56 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



10/8/2022 9:50:26 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/8/2022 10:21:17 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/8/2022 10:21:47 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/8/2022 10:22:17 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/8/2022 10:51:47 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/8/2022 10:52:17 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/8/2022 10:52:47 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/8/2022 10:53:17 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/8/2022 11:08:55 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/8/2022 11:09:25 AM :20 APDA - Look Closer_:20 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/8/2022 11:09:45 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/8/2022 11:10:00 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/8/2022 11:21:06 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/8/2022 11:21:36 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/8/2022 11:22:06 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/8/2022 11:59:25 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/8/2022 12:28:55 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



10/8/2022 1:28:55 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/8/2022 2:18:37 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/8/2022 2:29:39 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/8/2022 2:30:09 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/8/2022 2:39:51 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/8/2022 2:51:28 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/8/2022 3:34:39 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/8/2022 3:35:09 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/8/2022 3:46:58 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/8/2022 3:47:28 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/8/2022 3:53:32 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/8/2022 3:54:02 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/8/2022 3:59:25 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/8/2022 4:09:55 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/8/2022 4:25:18 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/8/2022 4:25:48 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/8/2022 4:33:24 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/8/2022 4:33:54 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/8/2022 4:34:24 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/8/2022 4:45:49 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/8/2022 5:00:40 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/8/2022 5:17:36 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/8/2022 5:32:46 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/8/2022 5:33:16 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/8/2022 5:33:46 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/8/2022 5:46:46 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/8/2022 6:09:45 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/8/2022 6:10:15 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/8/2022 6:10:45 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/8/2022 6:11:15 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/8/2022 6:21:11 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/8/2022 6:58:16 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/8/2022 7:17:07 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/8/2022 7:17:37 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



10/8/2022 7:18:07 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/8/2022 7:18:37 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/8/2022 7:27:40 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/8/2022 7:28:11 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/8/2022 7:40:42 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/8/2022 7:52:04 PM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

10/8/2022 7:53:04 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/8/2022 7:56:45 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/8/2022 8:53:20 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/8/2022 8:58:57 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/8/2022 10:15:27 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/8/2022 10:15:57 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/8/2022 10:24:38 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/8/2022 10:25:08 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/8/2022 10:41:07 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/8/2022 10:41:37 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/8/2022 10:53:11 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



10/8/2022 10:53:42 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/8/2022 11:11:34 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/8/2022 11:12:34 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/8/2022 11:20:32 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/8/2022 11:21:02 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/8/2022 11:48:00 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/8/2022 11:48:30 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/8/2022 11:49:00 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/8/2022 11:49:30 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/8/2022 11:58:13 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/8/2022 11:58:43 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/8/2022 12:09:47 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/8/2022 12:10:17 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/8/2022 12:20:44 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/8/2022 12:21:14 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/8/2022 12:34:46 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/8/2022 12:35:16 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



10/8/2022 12:35:46 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/8/2022 12:52:00 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/8/2022 12:52:30 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/8/2022 1:13:56 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/8/2022 1:14:26 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/8/2022 1:28:02 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/8/2022 1:28:32 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/8/2022 1:29:02 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/8/2022 1:29:32 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/8/2022 1:39:59 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/8/2022 1:40:29 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/8/2022 1:50:57 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/8/2022 1:51:27 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/8/2022 2:15:49 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/8/2022 2:23:05 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/8/2022 2:23:35 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/8/2022 2:24:05 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



10/8/2022 2:24:35 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/8/2022 2:40:02 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/8/2022 2:40:32 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/8/2022 2:41:02 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/8/2022 2:41:32 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/8/2022 2:53:41 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/8/2022 3:26:10 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/8/2022 3:26:40 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/8/2022 3:44:42 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/8/2022 3:45:12 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/8/2022 3:55:06 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/8/2022 3:55:36 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/8/2022 4:13:12 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/8/2022 4:13:42 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/8/2022 4:21:38 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/8/2022 4:22:08 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/8/2022 4:22:38 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



10/8/2022 4:44:23 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/8/2022 4:44:53 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/8/2022 4:53:53 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/8/2022 4:54:23 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/8/2022 4:54:53 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/8/2022 4:55:23 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/8/2022 5:10:15 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/8/2022 5:10:45 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/8/2022 5:11:15 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/8/2022 5:20:41 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/8/2022 5:21:11 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/8/2022 5:49:00 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/8/2022 5:49:30 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/8/2022 5:50:00 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/8/2022 5:50:30 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/8/2022 5:58:12 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/8/2022 5:58:42 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.



10/9/2022 6:14:47 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/9/2022 6:23:12 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/9/2022 6:23:42 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/9/2022 6:24:12 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/9/2022 6:24:57 AM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/9/2022 6:41:49 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/9/2022 6:42:19 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/9/2022 6:53:48 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/9/2022 6:54:18 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/9/2022 6:54:48 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/9/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/9/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/9/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/9/2022 8:14:32 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/9/2022 8:15:17 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/9/2022 8:15:47 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/9/2022 8:16:17 AM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



10/9/2022 8:29:22 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/9/2022 8:42:52 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/9/2022 8:43:22 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/9/2022 9:16:03 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/9/2022 9:16:48 AM :15 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/9/2022 9:31:21 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/9/2022 9:41:56 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/9/2022 9:42:26 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/9/2022 9:42:56 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/9/2022 9:43:26 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/9/2022 10:10:48 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/9/2022 10:11:18 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/9/2022 10:23:42 AM :15 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_15 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/9/2022 10:23:57 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/9/2022 10:36:32 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/9/2022 10:50:55 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/9/2022 10:51:25 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/9/2022 11:20:04 AM :15 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :15 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/9/2022 11:34:57 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/9/2022 11:46:41 AM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

10/9/2022 12:00:40 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/9/2022 12:44:43 PM :15 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_15 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/9/2022 1:54:33 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/9/2022 1:55:33 PM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

10/9/2022 2:01:08 PM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/9/2022 2:02:08 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/9/2022 3:03:29 PM 1:00 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/9/2022 3:26:03 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/9/2022 3:27:03 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/9/2022 3:27:33 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/9/2022 3:48:15 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/9/2022 3:56:53 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/9/2022 4:15:20 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/9/2022 4:15:50 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



10/9/2022 4:16:20 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/9/2022 4:16:50 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/9/2022 4:25:13 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/9/2022 4:25:43 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/9/2022 4:39:40 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/9/2022 4:51:45 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/9/2022 5:15:58 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/9/2022 5:16:28 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/9/2022 5:16:58 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/9/2022 5:17:28 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/9/2022 6:10:36 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/9/2022 6:12:06 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/9/2022 6:21:11 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/9/2022 6:46:06 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/9/2022 6:46:36 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/9/2022 6:47:07 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/9/2022 6:55:04 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.



10/9/2022 7:31:38 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/9/2022 7:32:08 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/9/2022 7:47:24 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/9/2022 7:47:54 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/9/2022 8:53:13 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/9/2022 9:06:37 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/9/2022 9:32:28 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/9/2022 9:43:04 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/9/2022 9:50:52 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/9/2022 9:51:22 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/9/2022 9:51:52 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/9/2022 9:52:22 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/9/2022 10:24:10 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/9/2022 10:36:07 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/9/2022 10:36:37 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/9/2022 10:53:29 PM :15 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15 Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in
addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will
act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of these potentially dangerous medications when they are no longer needed. Many patients report 
not finishing the opioids prescribed to them and half of people who misuse prescription opioids get them from a friend or family member Consumers should

10/9/2022 10:53:44 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



10/9/2022 10:54:14 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

10/9/2022 11:15:36 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/9/2022 11:16:06 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/9/2022 11:16:36 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/9/2022 11:17:06 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/9/2022 11:24:34 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/9/2022 11:53:02 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/9/2022 11:58:49 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/9/2022 12:35:31 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/9/2022 12:36:01 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/9/2022 12:43:20 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/9/2022 12:43:50 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/9/2022 12:52:30 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/9/2022 12:53:00 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/9/2022 12:57:01 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/9/2022 12:57:31 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/9/2022 12:58:01 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/9/2022 12:58:31 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/9/2022 1:15:21 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/9/2022 1:23:03 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/9/2022 1:23:33 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/9/2022 1:24:03 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/9/2022 1:24:33 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/9/2022 1:41:41 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/9/2022 1:42:11 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/9/2022 1:42:41 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/9/2022 1:43:11 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/9/2022 1:52:08 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/9/2022 2:11:05 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/9/2022 2:11:35 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/9/2022 2:12:05 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/9/2022 2:12:35 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/9/2022 2:24:03 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/9/2022 2:24:33 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.



10/9/2022 2:39:32 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/9/2022 2:40:02 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/9/2022 2:50:56 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/9/2022 2:51:26 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/9/2022 3:14:02 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/9/2022 3:14:32 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/9/2022 3:15:02 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/9/2022 3:15:32 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/9/2022 3:28:51 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/9/2022 3:29:21 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/9/2022 3:42:21 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/9/2022 3:42:51 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/9/2022 3:53:26 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/9/2022 3:53:56 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/9/2022 4:16:05 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/9/2022 4:16:35 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/9/2022 4:24:13 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



10/9/2022 4:24:43 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/9/2022 4:25:13 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/9/2022 4:25:43 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/9/2022 4:39:40 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/9/2022 4:40:10 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/9/2022 4:50:44 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/9/2022 4:51:14 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/9/2022 4:51:44 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/9/2022 5:07:43 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/9/2022 5:08:13 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/9/2022 5:15:11 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/9/2022 5:15:41 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/9/2022 5:16:11 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/9/2022 5:16:41 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/9/2022 5:27:19 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/9/2022 5:27:49 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/9/2022 5:28:19 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



10/9/2022 5:53:02 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/9/2022 5:58:50 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/10/2022 6:10:22 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/10/2022 6:11:37 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/10/2022 6:12:07 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/10/2022 6:25:54 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/10/2022 6:26:24 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/10/2022 6:26:54 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/10/2022 7:16:22 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/10/2022 7:41:48 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/10/2022 7:42:18 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/10/2022 7:42:48 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/10/2022 7:43:18 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/10/2022 7:52:13 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/10/2022 7:52:58 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/10/2022 7:53:28 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/10/2022 8:49:25 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



10/10/2022 8:59:15 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/10/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/10/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/10/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/10/2022 10:44:26 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/10/2022 10:53:54 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/10/2022 11:18:58 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/10/2022 11:19:28 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/10/2022 11:30:27 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/10/2022 11:40:06 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/10/2022 11:52:00 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/10/2022 12:13:33 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/10/2022 12:22:09 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/10/2022 12:22:39 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/10/2022 12:23:09 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/10/2022 12:42:51 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/10/2022 12:43:21 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



10/10/2022 12:43:51 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/10/2022 12:53:22 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/10/2022 12:53:52 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/10/2022 12:54:22 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/10/2022 12:54:52 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/10/2022 12:55:22 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/10/2022 1:34:38 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/10/2022 1:45:17 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/10/2022 1:54:15 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/10/2022 2:16:00 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/10/2022 2:17:01 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/10/2022 2:17:31 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/10/2022 2:31:38 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/10/2022 2:44:07 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/10/2022 2:52:07 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/10/2022 2:52:37 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/10/2022 3:17:10 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



10/10/2022 3:17:40 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/10/2022 3:31:15 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/10/2022 3:31:45 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/10/2022 3:45:04 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/10/2022 3:45:35 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/10/2022 3:53:19 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/10/2022 3:53:50 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/10/2022 4:19:43 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/10/2022 4:41:29 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/10/2022 4:41:59 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/10/2022 4:42:29 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/10/2022 4:42:59 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/10/2022 4:56:25 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/10/2022 5:20:25 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/10/2022 5:37:16 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/10/2022 5:37:46 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/10/2022 5:38:16 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



10/10/2022 5:50:03 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/10/2022 6:23:26 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/10/2022 6:23:56 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/10/2022 6:24:26 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/10/2022 6:27:22 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/10/2022 6:27:52 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/10/2022 6:28:22 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/10/2022 6:28:52 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/10/2022 6:45:36 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/10/2022 6:46:06 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/10/2022 6:46:36 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/10/2022 6:56:00 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/10/2022 7:48:04 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/10/2022 8:29:51 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/10/2022 8:30:21 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/10/2022 8:42:34 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/10/2022 8:53:05 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



10/10/2022 8:53:35 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/10/2022 9:49:37 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/10/2022 10:06:36 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/10/2022 10:29:40 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/10/2022 10:38:24 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/10/2022 10:38:54 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/10/2022 10:50:55 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/10/2022 10:51:25 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/10/2022 11:26:11 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/10/2022 11:26:41 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/10/2022 11:27:11 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/10/2022 11:27:41 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/10/2022 11:33:38 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/10/2022 11:34:08 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/10/2022 11:34:38 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/10/2022 11:55:43 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/10/2022 11:58:24 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.



10/10/2022 12:25:06 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/10/2022 12:25:36 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/10/2022 12:38:56 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/10/2022 12:39:26 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/10/2022 12:45:58 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/10/2022 12:46:28 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/10/2022 1:12:39 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/10/2022 1:13:09 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/10/2022 1:23:40 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/10/2022 1:24:10 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/10/2022 1:32:00 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/10/2022 1:32:30 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/10/2022 1:44:38 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/10/2022 1:45:08 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/10/2022 1:53:23 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/10/2022 1:53:53 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/10/2022 2:16:14 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



10/10/2022 2:16:44 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/10/2022 2:26:29 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/10/2022 2:26:59 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/10/2022 2:27:29 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/10/2022 2:27:59 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/10/2022 2:36:37 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/10/2022 2:37:07 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/10/2022 2:47:34 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/10/2022 2:48:04 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/10/2022 3:26:38 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/10/2022 3:27:08 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/10/2022 3:27:38 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/10/2022 3:28:08 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/10/2022 3:51:52 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/10/2022 3:52:22 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/10/2022 3:52:52 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/10/2022 3:53:22 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



10/10/2022 4:18:49 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/10/2022 4:19:19 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/10/2022 4:19:49 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/10/2022 4:20:19 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/10/2022 4:32:43 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/10/2022 4:33:13 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/10/2022 4:33:43 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/10/2022 4:56:55 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/10/2022 4:57:25 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/10/2022 4:57:55 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/10/2022 4:58:25 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/10/2022 5:14:36 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/10/2022 5:15:06 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/10/2022 5:25:53 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/10/2022 5:26:23 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/10/2022 5:26:53 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/10/2022 5:27:23 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



10/10/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/10/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/10/2022 5:55:12 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/10/2022 5:58:53 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/11/2022 6:18:58 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/11/2022 6:19:28 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/11/2022 6:20:28 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/11/2022 6:30:43 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/11/2022 6:31:13 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/11/2022 6:40:36 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/11/2022 6:52:15 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/11/2022 7:17:11 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/11/2022 7:18:41 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/11/2022 7:29:05 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/11/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/11/2022 7:41:27 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/11/2022 7:41:57 AM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



10/11/2022 7:42:27 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/11/2022 7:42:57 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/11/2022 7:52:28 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/11/2022 7:52:58 AM :15 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/11/2022 7:54:28 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/11/2022 8:49:17 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/11/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/11/2022 9:30:35 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/11/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/11/2022 10:44:19 AM :15 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/11/2022 11:15:50 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/11/2022 11:17:05 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/11/2022 11:17:20 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/11/2022 11:30:15 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/11/2022 11:41:18 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/11/2022 11:51:59 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/11/2022 12:15:34 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/11/2022 12:23:40 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/11/2022 12:24:10 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/11/2022 12:24:40 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/11/2022 12:39:58 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/11/2022 12:40:28 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/11/2022 12:54:59 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/11/2022 12:55:29 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/11/2022 12:55:59 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/11/2022 12:56:29 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/11/2022 1:46:49 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/11/2022 2:17:04 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/11/2022 2:18:34 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/11/2022 2:31:26 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/11/2022 2:31:56 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/11/2022 2:42:12 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/11/2022 2:42:41 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/11/2022 2:52:05 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/11/2022 2:52:35 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/11/2022 3:31:35 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/11/2022 3:32:05 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/11/2022 3:42:48 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/11/2022 3:52:16 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/11/2022 3:52:46 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/11/2022 4:21:43 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/11/2022 4:45:13 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/11/2022 4:45:43 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/11/2022 4:46:13 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/11/2022 4:55:27 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/11/2022 5:22:43 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/11/2022 5:37:03 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/11/2022 5:37:33 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/11/2022 5:38:03 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/11/2022 5:51:24 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/11/2022 5:51:54 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/11/2022 6:11:59 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/11/2022 6:23:23 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/11/2022 6:23:53 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/11/2022 6:24:23 PM :15 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :15 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/11/2022 6:28:04 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/11/2022 6:28:34 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/11/2022 6:29:04 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/11/2022 6:46:07 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/11/2022 6:46:37 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/11/2022 6:55:54 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/11/2022 7:28:14 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/11/2022 7:48:01 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/11/2022 7:48:31 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/11/2022 8:41:40 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/11/2022 8:52:31 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/11/2022 8:53:01 PM :15 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/11/2022 10:07:07 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



10/11/2022 10:39:32 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/11/2022 10:40:02 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/11/2022 10:51:01 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/11/2022 10:51:31 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/11/2022 11:26:51 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/11/2022 11:27:21 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/11/2022 11:27:51 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/11/2022 11:34:07 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/11/2022 11:34:37 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/11/2022 11:58:13 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/11/2022 12:25:15 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/11/2022 12:36:59 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/11/2022 12:37:29 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/11/2022 12:45:16 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/11/2022 12:45:46 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/11/2022 1:13:50 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/11/2022 1:14:20 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.



10/11/2022 1:24:32 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/11/2022 1:25:02 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/11/2022 1:33:54 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/11/2022 1:34:24 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/11/2022 1:49:50 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/11/2022 1:50:20 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/11/2022 1:56:25 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/11/2022 1:56:55 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/11/2022 2:17:41 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/11/2022 2:18:11 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/11/2022 2:27:28 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/11/2022 2:27:58 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/11/2022 2:28:28 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/11/2022 2:28:58 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/11/2022 2:37:17 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/11/2022 2:37:47 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/11/2022 2:48:01 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



10/11/2022 2:48:31 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/11/2022 3:26:06 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/11/2022 3:26:36 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/11/2022 3:27:06 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/11/2022 3:27:36 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/11/2022 3:51:01 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/11/2022 3:51:31 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/11/2022 3:52:01 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/11/2022 3:52:31 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/11/2022 4:20:50 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/11/2022 4:21:20 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/11/2022 4:21:50 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/11/2022 4:22:20 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/11/2022 4:35:57 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/11/2022 4:36:27 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/11/2022 4:36:57 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/11/2022 4:55:26 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



10/11/2022 4:55:56 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/11/2022 4:56:26 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/11/2022 4:56:56 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/11/2022 5:11:13 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/11/2022 5:11:43 XM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/11/2022 5:26:59 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/11/2022 5:27:29 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/11/2022 5:27:59 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/11/2022 5:28:29 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/11/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/11/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/11/2022 5:55:16 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/11/2022 5:58:42 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/12/2022 6:15:50 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/12/2022 6:30:01 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/12/2022 6:31:01 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/12/2022 6:41:48 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



10/12/2022 7:17:38 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/12/2022 7:19:08 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/12/2022 7:30:20 AM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/12/2022 7:54:55 AM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/12/2022 8:46:07 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/12/2022 8:47:07 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/12/2022 9:00:06 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/12/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/12/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/12/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/12/2022 11:11:00 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/12/2022 11:12:00 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/12/2022 11:12:30 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/12/2022 11:33:38 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/12/2022 12:09:15 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/12/2022 12:16:50 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/12/2022 12:17:20 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.



10/12/2022 12:17:50 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/12/2022 12:18:20 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/12/2022 12:33:06 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/12/2022 12:33:36 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/12/2022 12:34:06 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/12/2022 12:43:06 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/12/2022 12:43:36 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/12/2022 12:44:06 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/12/2022 1:23:14 PM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

10/12/2022 1:34:15 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/12/2022 1:34:45 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/12/2022 2:08:49 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/12/2022 2:20:19 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/12/2022 2:20:49 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/12/2022 2:29:07 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/12/2022 2:29:37 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/12/2022 2:30:07 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/12/2022 2:30:38 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/12/2022 2:43:26 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/12/2022 2:43:56 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/12/2022 3:52:33 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/12/2022 3:57:23 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/12/2022 3:57:53 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/12/2022 5:04:59 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/12/2022 5:05:29 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/12/2022 5:31:40 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/12/2022 5:41:42 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/12/2022 5:42:42 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/12/2022 5:53:29 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/12/2022 6:24:10 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/12/2022 6:24:40 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/12/2022 6:27:10 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/12/2022 6:27:40 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/12/2022 6:28:10 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



10/12/2022 6:28:40 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/12/2022 6:29:10 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/12/2022 6:55:54 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/12/2022 7:50:50 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/12/2022 7:51:20 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/12/2022 8:53:23 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/12/2022 9:15:32 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/12/2022 9:39:52 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/12/2022 11:03:00 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/12/2022 11:03:30 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/12/2022 11:04:00 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/12/2022 11:08:20 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/12/2022 11:08:50 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/12/2022 12:05:20 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/12/2022 12:08:33 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/12/2022 12:09:03 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/12/2022 12:09:33 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



10/12/2022 12:36:04 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/12/2022 12:36:34 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/12/2022 12:49:52 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/12/2022 12:57:25 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/12/2022 1:13:44 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/12/2022 1:14:43 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/12/2022 1:15:13 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/12/2022 1:25:08 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/12/2022 1:25:38 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/12/2022 1:55:28 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/12/2022 1:58:07 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/12/2022 2:17:45 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/12/2022 2:27:05 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/12/2022 2:27:35 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/12/2022 2:28:05 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/12/2022 2:28:36 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/12/2022 2:37:15 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/12/2022 2:37:44 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/12/2022 2:50:50 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/12/2022 2:51:20 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/12/2022 3:25:35 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/12/2022 3:26:05 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/12/2022 3:26:35 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/12/2022 3:27:05 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/12/2022 3:50:31 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/12/2022 3:51:01 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/12/2022 3:51:31 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/12/2022 3:52:01 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/12/2022 4:16:39 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/12/2022 4:17:09 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/12/2022 4:17:39 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/12/2022 4:18:09 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/12/2022 4:29:39 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/12/2022 4:30:09 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



10/12/2022 4:30:39 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/12/2022 4:52:26 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/12/2022 4:52:56 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/12/2022 4:53:26 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/12/2022 4:53:56 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/12/2022 5:14:53 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/12/2022 5:15:23 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/12/2022 5:24:36 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/12/2022 5:25:06 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/12/2022 5:25:36 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/12/2022 5:26:06 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/12/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/12/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/12/2022 5:54:58 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/12/2022 5:58:37 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/13/2022 6:17:28 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/13/2022 6:33:11 AM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



10/13/2022 6:34:41 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/13/2022 6:43:55 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/13/2022 6:53:34 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/13/2022 7:18:48 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/13/2022 7:43:05 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/13/2022 7:43:35 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/13/2022 7:44:05 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/13/2022 7:44:35 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/13/2022 7:54:37 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/13/2022 8:48:02 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/13/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/13/2022 9:58:51 AM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/13/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/13/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/13/2022 10:54:23 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/13/2022 11:15:12 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/13/2022 11:16:12 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



10/13/2022 11:16:42 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/13/2022 11:33:43 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/13/2022 11:43:47 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/13/2022 11:44:17 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/13/2022 11:53:56 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/13/2022 12:26:09 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/13/2022 12:26:39 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/13/2022 12:27:09 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/13/2022 12:27:39 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/13/2022 12:43:45 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/13/2022 12:44:15 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/13/2022 12:51:15 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/13/2022 12:51:45 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/13/2022 12:52:15 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/13/2022 12:52:45 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/13/2022 2:20:29 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/13/2022 2:33:46 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



10/13/2022 2:43:57 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/13/2022 2:44:27 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/13/2022 2:53:12 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/13/2022 2:53:42 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/13/2022 3:17:01 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/13/2022 3:30:02 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/13/2022 3:44:37 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/13/2022 3:52:19 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/13/2022 3:52:49 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/13/2022 4:18:15 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/13/2022 4:41:31 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/13/2022 4:42:01 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/13/2022 4:42:31 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/13/2022 4:55:47 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/13/2022 5:25:02 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/13/2022 5:40:57 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/13/2022 5:41:27 PM :15 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :15 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



10/13/2022 5:51:13 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/13/2022 5:51:43 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/13/2022 6:11:12 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/13/2022 6:23:53 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/13/2022 6:24:24 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/13/2022 6:24:54 PM :15 Power of Smile Spanish 15 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/13/2022 6:27:30 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/13/2022 6:28:01 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/13/2022 6:28:31 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/13/2022 6:29:01 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/13/2022 6:46:02 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/13/2022 6:46:32 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/13/2022 6:56:23 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/13/2022 7:53:43 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/13/2022 8:51:29 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/13/2022 8:51:59 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/13/2022 9:50:07 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



10/13/2022 10:08:39 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/13/2022 10:09:09 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/13/2022 10:29:20 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/13/2022 10:38:44 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/13/2022 10:39:14 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/13/2022 10:51:03 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/13/2022 10:51:33 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/13/2022 11:12:59 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/13/2022 11:26:18 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/13/2022 11:26:48 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/13/2022 11:27:18 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/13/2022 11:34:06 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/13/2022 11:55:55 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/13/2022 12:32:55 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/13/2022 12:48:06 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/13/2022 12:52:11 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/13/2022 12:52:41 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.



10/13/2022 1:11:28 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/13/2022 1:11:58 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/13/2022 1:23:08 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/13/2022 1:23:38 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/13/2022 1:33:51 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/13/2022 1:42:28 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/13/2022 1:42:58 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/13/2022 1:56:35 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/13/2022 1:57:05 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/13/2022 2:14:27 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/13/2022 2:14:57 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/13/2022 2:26:09 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/13/2022 2:26:39 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/13/2022 2:27:09 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/13/2022 2:27:39 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/13/2022 2:38:26 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/13/2022 2:38:56 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.



10/13/2022 2:52:58 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/13/2022 2:53:28 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/13/2022 3:25:38 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/13/2022 3:26:08 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/13/2022 3:26:38 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/13/2022 3:27:08 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/13/2022 3:50:53 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/13/2022 3:51:23 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/13/2022 3:51:53 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/13/2022 3:52:23 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/13/2022 4:17:22 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/13/2022 4:17:52 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/13/2022 4:18:22 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/13/2022 4:18:52 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/13/2022 4:31:11 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/13/2022 4:31:41 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/13/2022 4:32:11 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



10/13/2022 4:55:47 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/13/2022 4:56:17 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/13/2022 4:56:47 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/13/2022 4:57:17 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/13/2022 5:15:00 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/13/2022 5:23:15 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/13/2022 5:23:45 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/13/2022 5:24:15 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/13/2022 5:24:45 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/13/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/13/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/13/2022 5:55:25 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/13/2022 5:58:41 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/14/2022 6:15:12 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/14/2022 6:16:27 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/14/2022 6:16:57 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/14/2022 6:33:29 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/14/2022 6:33:59 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/14/2022 6:34:29 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/14/2022 6:44:32 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/14/2022 6:45:02 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/14/2022 6:54:41 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/14/2022 7:17:44 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/14/2022 7:19:13 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/14/2022 7:28:35 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/14/2022 7:29:05 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/14/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/14/2022 7:42:48 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/14/2022 7:43:18 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/14/2022 7:43:48 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/14/2022 7:54:33 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/14/2022 7:55:18 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/14/2022 7:55:48 AM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/14/2022 8:47:45 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



10/14/2022 9:00:25 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/14/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/14/2022 9:31:35 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/14/2022 9:57:48 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/14/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/14/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/14/2022 10:45:55 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/14/2022 11:12:25 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/14/2022 11:13:25 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/14/2022 11:13:55 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/14/2022 11:24:06 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/14/2022 11:35:37 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/14/2022 11:36:07 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/14/2022 11:48:04 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/14/2022 12:17:15 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/14/2022 12:24:33 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/14/2022 12:25:03 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



10/14/2022 12:25:33 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/14/2022 12:41:36 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/14/2022 12:42:06 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/14/2022 12:54:39 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/14/2022 12:55:09 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/14/2022 12:55:39 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/14/2022 12:56:09 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/14/2022 1:48:08 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/14/2022 1:56:15 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/14/2022 2:21:09 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/14/2022 2:22:39 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/14/2022 2:35:01 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/14/2022 2:35:31 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/14/2022 2:45:26 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/14/2022 2:45:56 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/14/2022 2:54:36 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/14/2022 2:55:06 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



10/14/2022 3:16:43 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/14/2022 3:32:08 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/14/2022 3:42:58 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/14/2022 3:52:04 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/14/2022 4:18:00 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/14/2022 4:38:49 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/14/2022 4:39:19 PM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

10/14/2022 4:51:54 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/14/2022 4:52:24 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/14/2022 5:21:56 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/14/2022 5:38:06 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/14/2022 5:38:36 PM :15 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :15 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/14/2022 5:50:16 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/14/2022 5:50:46 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/14/2022 6:15:40 PM :15 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15 Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in
addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will
act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of these potentially dangerous medications when they are no longer needed. Many patients report 
not finishing the opioids prescribed to them and half of people who misuse prescription opioids get them from a friend or family member Consumers should

10/14/2022 6:23:03 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/14/2022 6:23:33 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



10/14/2022 6:24:03 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

10/14/2022 6:27:46 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/14/2022 6:28:16 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/14/2022 6:28:46 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/14/2022 6:29:16 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/14/2022 6:44:40 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/14/2022 6:45:10 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/14/2022 6:45:40 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/14/2022 6:56:23 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/14/2022 7:50:08 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/14/2022 8:29:01 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/14/2022 9:50:49 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/14/2022 10:07:12 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/14/2022 10:07:42 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/14/2022 10:40:09 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/14/2022 10:50:45 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/14/2022 11:26:45 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/14/2022 11:27:15 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/14/2022 11:27:30 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/14/2022 11:28:00 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/14/2022 11:33:33 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/14/2022 1:26:26 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/14/2022 1:33:19 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/14/2022 1:33:49 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/14/2022 1:34:19 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/14/2022 1:50:55 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/14/2022 1:51:25 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/14/2022 2:17:26 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/14/2022 2:25:47 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/14/2022 2:26:17 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/14/2022 2:37:40 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/14/2022 2:50:08 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/14/2022 2:50:38 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/14/2022 3:25:49 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



10/14/2022 3:26:19 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/14/2022 3:27:19 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/14/2022 3:52:30 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/14/2022 3:53:00 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/14/2022 3:53:30 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/14/2022 3:54:00 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/14/2022 4:17:07 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/14/2022 4:17:37 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/14/2022 4:18:07 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/14/2022 4:29:52 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/14/2022 4:30:22 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/14/2022 4:30:53 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/14/2022 4:52:24 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/14/2022 4:52:54 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/14/2022 4:53:24 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/14/2022 4:53:54 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/14/2022 5:12:51 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/14/2022 5:13:21 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/14/2022 5:26:39 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/14/2022 5:27:09 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/14/2022 5:27:39 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/14/2022 5:28:09 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/14/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/14/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/14/2022 5:54:13 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/14/2022 5:58:34 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/15/2022 6:11:35 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/15/2022 6:12:05 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/15/2022 6:22:57 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/15/2022 6:23:27 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/15/2022 6:23:57 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/15/2022 6:24:27 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/15/2022 6:44:10 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/15/2022 6:44:40 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.



10/15/2022 6:54:15 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/15/2022 6:54:46 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/15/2022 6:55:16 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/15/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/15/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/15/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/15/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/15/2022 8:21:46 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/15/2022 8:22:16 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/15/2022 8:22:46 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/15/2022 8:23:16 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/15/2022 8:48:38 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/15/2022 8:49:08 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/15/2022 8:49:38 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/15/2022 9:18:25 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/15/2022 9:18:55 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/15/2022 9:19:25 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/15/2022 9:19:55 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/15/2022 9:51:11 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/15/2022 9:51:41 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/15/2022 9:52:11 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/15/2022 10:22:33 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/15/2022 10:23:03 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/15/2022 10:23:33 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/15/2022 10:24:03 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/15/2022 10:51:32 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/15/2022 10:52:02 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/15/2022 10:52:32 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/15/2022 10:53:02 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/15/2022 11:09:20 AM :20 APDA - Look Closer_:20 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/15/2022 11:59:10 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/15/2022 11:59:40 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/15/2022 12:28:55 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/15/2022 1:28:55 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



10/15/2022 1:58:55 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/15/2022 1:59:25 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/15/2022 2:16:34 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/15/2022 2:27:49 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/15/2022 2:28:19 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/15/2022 2:28:49 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

10/15/2022 2:37:12 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/15/2022 2:48:05 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/15/2022 3:04:17 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/15/2022 3:04:47 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/15/2022 3:57:19 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/15/2022 3:57:49 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/15/2022 4:02:30 PM 1:00 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/15/2022 4:03:30 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/15/2022 4:07:32 PM 1:00 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60 Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in
addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will
act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of these potentially dangerous medications when they are no longer needed. Many patients report 
not finishing the opioids

10/15/2022 5:04:49 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/15/2022 5:13:24 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/15/2022 6:12:15 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/15/2022 6:23:57 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/15/2022 6:24:27 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/15/2022 6:48:34 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/15/2022 6:49:04 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/15/2022 6:58:17 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/15/2022 7:10:34 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/15/2022 7:23:51 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/15/2022 7:24:21 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/15/2022 7:45:37 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/15/2022 7:55:05 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/15/2022 7:55:35 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/15/2022 8:17:44 PM 1:00 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/15/2022 8:18:44 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/15/2022 8:27:00 PM 1:00 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60 Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in
addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will
act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of these potentially dangerous medications when they are no longer needed. Many patients report 
not finishing the opioids

10/15/2022 8:39:57 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/15/2022 8:54:40 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



10/15/2022 8:55:10 PM 1:00 Alfredo :60 We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled 
"Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life. It encourages 
viewers to visit join.bethemactch.org/360 to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be sent directly to them at no cost.

10/15/2022 8:59:29 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/15/2022 9:57:35 PM 1:00 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/15/2022 10:04:36 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/15/2022 11:11:20 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/15/2022 11:12:20 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/15/2022 11:23:32 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/15/2022 11:24:02 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/15/2022 11:44:21 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/15/2022 11:44:51 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/15/2022 11:45:21 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/15/2022 11:45:51 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/15/2022 11:55:59 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/15/2022 11:56:29 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/15/2022 12:14:34 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/15/2022 12:26:51 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/15/2022 12:27:21 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.



10/15/2022 12:44:08 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/15/2022 12:44:38 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/15/2022 12:45:08 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/15/2022 12:56:32 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/15/2022 12:57:02 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/15/2022 1:06:18 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/15/2022 1:06:48 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/15/2022 1:19:16 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/15/2022 1:19:45 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/15/2022 1:29:12 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/15/2022 1:29:42 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/15/2022 1:30:42 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/15/2022 1:44:51 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/15/2022 1:45:21 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/15/2022 2:10:34 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/15/2022 2:22:35 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/15/2022 2:23:05 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



10/15/2022 2:24:05 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/15/2022 2:44:07 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/15/2022 2:44:37 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/15/2022 2:45:07 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/15/2022 2:45:37 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/15/2022 2:55:34 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/15/2022 3:21:42 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/15/2022 3:44:27 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/15/2022 3:44:57 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/15/2022 3:53:20 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/15/2022 4:14:11 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/15/2022 4:14:41 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/15/2022 4:30:01 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/15/2022 4:31:01 XM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/15/2022 4:31:31 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/15/2022 4:41:57 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/15/2022 4:42:27 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



10/15/2022 4:52:08 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/15/2022 4:52:38 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/15/2022 5:12:45 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/15/2022 5:13:15 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/15/2022 5:13:45 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/15/2022 5:23:57 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/15/2022 5:24:27 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/15/2022 5:45:21 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/15/2022 5:45:51 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/15/2022 5:46:21 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/15/2022 5:46:51 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/15/2022 5:55:58 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/15/2022 5:56:28 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/16/2022 6:13:50 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/16/2022 6:22:08 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/16/2022 6:22:38 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/16/2022 6:23:08 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



10/16/2022 6:23:38 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/16/2022 6:39:38 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/16/2022 6:40:08 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/16/2022 6:54:56 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/16/2022 6:55:26 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/16/2022 6:55:56 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/16/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/16/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/16/2022 8:12:00 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/16/2022 8:12:30 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/16/2022 8:13:00 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/16/2022 8:13:31 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/16/2022 8:23:36 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/16/2022 8:24:06 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/16/2022 8:35:48 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/16/2022 8:50:49 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/16/2022 9:16:25 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



10/16/2022 9:16:55 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/16/2022 9:31:24 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/16/2022 9:31:54 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/16/2022 9:44:12 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/16/2022 9:44:42 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/16/2022 9:45:13 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/16/2022 9:45:43 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/16/2022 10:00:34 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/16/2022 10:10:26 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/16/2022 10:11:12 AM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

10/16/2022 10:23:52 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/16/2022 10:24:22 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/16/2022 10:24:52 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/16/2022 10:35:26 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/16/2022 10:53:40 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/16/2022 10:54:10 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/16/2022 11:29:37 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.



10/16/2022 11:40:50 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/16/2022 11:51:34 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/16/2022 12:05:49 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/16/2022 12:33:20 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/16/2022 12:48:45 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/16/2022 1:17:10 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/16/2022 1:18:10 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/16/2022 1:18:40 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/16/2022 1:31:12 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/16/2022 1:45:10 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/16/2022 1:56:04 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/16/2022 2:06:35 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/16/2022 2:20:09 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/16/2022 2:20:39 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/16/2022 2:33:42 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/16/2022 2:50:51 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/16/2022 2:51:21 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/16/2022 3:23:34 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/16/2022 3:24:34 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/16/2022 3:25:04 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/16/2022 3:38:19 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/16/2022 3:49:18 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/16/2022 3:55:34 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/16/2022 3:56:04 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/16/2022 4:18:23 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/16/2022 4:19:23 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/16/2022 4:19:53 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/16/2022 4:32:19 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/16/2022 4:42:20 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/16/2022 4:54:02 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/16/2022 4:54:32 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/16/2022 5:10:08 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/16/2022 5:11:08 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/16/2022 5:11:38 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/16/2022 5:25:27 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/16/2022 5:25:57 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/16/2022 5:38:16 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/16/2022 5:49:39 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/16/2022 5:50:09 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/16/2022 6:09:12 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/16/2022 6:19:11 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/16/2022 6:19:41 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/16/2022 6:46:08 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/16/2022 6:46:38 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/16/2022 6:47:08 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/16/2022 7:20:13 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/16/2022 7:33:45 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/16/2022 7:34:15 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/16/2022 7:48:22 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/16/2022 7:48:52 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/16/2022 8:17:40 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



10/16/2022 8:30:17 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/16/2022 8:56:33 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/16/2022 9:31:25 PM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

10/16/2022 9:44:03 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/16/2022 9:53:32 PM 1:00 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :60 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/16/2022 10:16:53 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/16/2022 10:17:23 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/16/2022 10:28:00 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/16/2022 10:28:30 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/16/2022 10:39:06 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/16/2022 10:39:36 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/16/2022 10:50:51 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/16/2022 10:51:21 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/16/2022 11:16:09 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/16/2022 11:16:39 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/16/2022 11:17:09 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/16/2022 11:25:55 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.



10/16/2022 11:26:25 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/16/2022 11:51:00 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/16/2022 12:28:17 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/16/2022 12:40:17 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/16/2022 12:40:47 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/16/2022 12:49:05 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/16/2022 12:55:18 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/16/2022 12:55:48 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/16/2022 12:56:18 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/16/2022 12:56:48 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/16/2022 1:11:20 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/16/2022 1:22:14 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/16/2022 1:22:44 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/16/2022 1:23:14 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/16/2022 1:23:44 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/16/2022 1:43:37 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/16/2022 1:44:07 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



10/16/2022 1:44:37 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/16/2022 1:57:47 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/16/2022 2:15:46 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/16/2022 2:16:16 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/16/2022 2:16:46 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/16/2022 2:28:52 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/16/2022 2:29:22 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/16/2022 2:39:40 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/16/2022 2:40:10 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/16/2022 2:51:34 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/16/2022 2:52:04 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/16/2022 3:11:30 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/16/2022 3:12:00 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/16/2022 3:12:30 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/16/2022 3:23:20 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/16/2022 3:23:50 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/16/2022 3:35:17 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.



10/16/2022 3:50:19 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/16/2022 3:50:49 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/16/2022 4:19:38 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/16/2022 4:30:49 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/16/2022 4:31:19 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/16/2022 4:31:49 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/16/2022 4:32:19 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/16/2022 4:41:49 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/16/2022 4:42:19 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/16/2022 4:53:32 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/16/2022 4:54:32 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/16/2022 5:08:23 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/16/2022 5:08:53 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/16/2022 5:15:51 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/16/2022 5:16:21 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/16/2022 5:16:51 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/16/2022 5:17:21 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



10/16/2022 5:27:08 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/16/2022 5:27:38 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/16/2022 5:28:08 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/16/2022 5:50:59 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/16/2022 5:58:36 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/17/2022 6:12:25 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/17/2022 6:13:25 AM 1:00 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/17/2022 6:23:51 AM 1:00 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60 Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in
addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will
act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of these potentially dangerous medications when they are no longer needed. Many patients report 
not finishing the opioids

10/17/2022 6:24:51 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/17/2022 6:37:06 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/17/2022 6:48:49 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/17/2022 7:17:01 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/17/2022 7:18:31 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/17/2022 7:29:50 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/17/2022 7:30:20 AM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/17/2022 7:44:31 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/17/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



10/17/2022 11:15:41 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/17/2022 11:17:11 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/17/2022 11:30:16 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/17/2022 11:49:18 AM 1:00 Alfredo :60 We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled 
"Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life. It encourages 
viewers to visit join.bethemactch.org/360 to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be sent directly to them at no cost.

10/17/2022 12:17:10 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/17/2022 12:17:40 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/17/2022 12:24:46 PM 1:00 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/17/2022 12:25:46 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/17/2022 12:26:16 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/17/2022 12:43:48 PM 1:00 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/17/2022 12:44:48 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/17/2022 12:54:48 PM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

10/17/2022 12:55:48 PM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/17/2022 1:26:21 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/17/2022 1:37:33 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/17/2022 2:18:14 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/17/2022 2:19:14 PM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



10/17/2022 2:30:41 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/17/2022 2:41:45 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/17/2022 2:51:17 PM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/17/2022 3:14:51 PM 1:00 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_60 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/17/2022 3:15:51 PM :15 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/17/2022 3:29:39 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/17/2022 3:42:47 PM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/17/2022 3:51:57 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/17/2022 4:20:50 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/17/2022 4:31:08 PM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/17/2022 4:42:03 PM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/17/2022 5:23:19 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/17/2022 5:40:35 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/17/2022 5:41:05 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

10/17/2022 6:11:20 PM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

10/17/2022 6:24:04 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/17/2022 6:24:34 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



10/17/2022 6:27:43 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/17/2022 6:28:13 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/17/2022 6:28:43 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/17/2022 6:29:13 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/17/2022 6:46:08 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/17/2022 6:46:38 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/17/2022 6:47:08 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/17/2022 6:56:35 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/17/2022 7:51:39 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/17/2022 8:54:26 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/17/2022 9:39:52 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/17/2022 9:40:22 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/17/2022 9:51:52 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/17/2022 9:52:22 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/17/2022 10:49:46 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/17/2022 10:50:17 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/17/2022 11:23:38 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/17/2022 11:26:33 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/17/2022 11:27:03 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/17/2022 11:27:33 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/17/2022 11:28:03 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/17/2022 11:33:44 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/17/2022 11:34:14 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/17/2022 11:34:44 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/17/2022 11:57:56 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/17/2022 12:23:24 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/17/2022 12:36:55 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/17/2022 12:43:38 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/17/2022 1:07:53 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/17/2022 1:18:31 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/17/2022 1:19:01 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/17/2022 1:31:31 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/17/2022 1:39:54 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/17/2022 1:40:24 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/17/2022 1:57:16 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/17/2022 1:57:46 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/17/2022 2:18:45 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/17/2022 2:28:05 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/17/2022 2:28:34 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/17/2022 2:29:04 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/17/2022 2:29:34 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/17/2022 2:40:46 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/17/2022 2:41:16 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/17/2022 2:51:09 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/17/2022 2:51:39 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/17/2022 3:22:14 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/17/2022 3:23:14 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/17/2022 3:23:44 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/17/2022 3:50:29 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/17/2022 3:50:59 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/17/2022 3:51:29 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



10/17/2022 3:51:59 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/17/2022 4:19:54 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/17/2022 4:20:24 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/17/2022 4:20:55 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/17/2022 4:21:25 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/17/2022 4:31:43 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/17/2022 4:32:13 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/17/2022 4:32:43 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/17/2022 4:54:25 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/17/2022 4:54:55 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/17/2022 4:55:25 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/17/2022 4:55:55 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/17/2022 5:15:33 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/17/2022 5:26:48 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/17/2022 5:27:18 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/17/2022 5:27:48 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/17/2022 5:28:18 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



10/17/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/17/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/17/2022 5:55:18 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/17/2022 5:58:26 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/18/2022 6:15:41 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/18/2022 6:16:41 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/18/2022 6:17:11 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/18/2022 6:29:30 AM 1:00 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60 Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in
addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will
act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of these potentially dangerous medications when they are no longer needed. Many patients report 
not finishing the opioids

10/18/2022 6:30:30 AM 1:00 Alfredo :60 We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled 
"Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life. It encourages 
viewers to visit join.bethemactch.org/360 to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be sent directly to them at no cost.

10/18/2022 6:50:33 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/18/2022 7:17:23 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/18/2022 7:30:20 AM :15 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15 Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in
addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will
act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of these potentially dangerous medications when they are no longer needed. Many patients report 
not finishing the opioids prescribed to them and half of people who misuse prescription opioids get them from a friend or family member Consumers should

10/18/2022 7:39:34 AM 1:00 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/18/2022 7:40:35 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/18/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/18/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/18/2022 11:14:08 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia



10/18/2022 11:14:38 AM 1:00 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/18/2022 11:15:38 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/18/2022 11:32:56 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/18/2022 11:42:54 AM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

10/18/2022 12:16:54 PM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

10/18/2022 12:25:49 PM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/18/2022 12:26:49 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/18/2022 12:39:22 PM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/18/2022 12:50:37 PM 1:00 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_60 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/18/2022 12:51:37 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/18/2022 1:25:31 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/18/2022 1:47:01 PM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/18/2022 2:18:15 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/18/2022 2:32:22 PM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/18/2022 2:44:44 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/18/2022 3:16:10 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/18/2022 3:31:34 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



10/18/2022 4:19:20 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/18/2022 4:41:22 PM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/18/2022 5:22:00 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/18/2022 5:22:45 PM :15 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/18/2022 5:52:00 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/18/2022 6:23:24 PM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/18/2022 6:24:25 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/18/2022 6:24:55 PM :15 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/18/2022 6:29:10 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

10/18/2022 6:45:37 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/18/2022 6:56:04 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/18/2022 8:30:53 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/18/2022 8:53:47 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/18/2022 11:11:40 PM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

10/18/2022 11:26:13 PM 1:00 APDA - Look Closer_:60 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/18/2022 11:27:14 PM 1:00 Power of Smile Spanish 60 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/18/2022 12:25:22 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia



10/18/2022 1:11:33 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/18/2022 1:12:03 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/18/2022 1:24:42 XM 1:00 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :60 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/18/2022 1:34:08 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/18/2022 1:43:33 XM 1:00 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/18/2022 1:53:57 XM 1:00 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/18/2022 2:16:10 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/18/2022 2:25:44 XM 1:00 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60 Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in
addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will
act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of these potentially dangerous medications when they are no longer needed. Many patients report 
not finishing the opioids

10/18/2022 2:26:44 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/18/2022 2:35:36 XM 1:00 Alfredo :60 We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled 
"Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life. It encourages 
viewers to visit join.bethemactch.org/360 to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be sent directly to them at no cost.

10/18/2022 2:48:22 XM 1:00 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/18/2022 3:22:01 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/18/2022 3:22:31 XM 1:00 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/18/2022 3:23:31 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/18/2022 3:52:26 XM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

10/18/2022 3:53:26 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/18/2022 4:18:25 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



10/18/2022 4:19:55 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/18/2022 4:32:07 XM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/18/2022 4:33:07 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/18/2022 4:54:14 XM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/18/2022 4:55:13 XM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/18/2022 5:11:07 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/18/2022 5:11:37 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/18/2022 5:22:37 XM 1:00 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_60 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/18/2022 5:23:37 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/18/2022 5:33:55 XM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/18/2022 5:55:06 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/19/2022 6:14:08 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/19/2022 6:33:10 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/19/2022 6:33:40 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/19/2022 6:54:21 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/19/2022 7:17:05 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/19/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



10/19/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/19/2022 11:18:20 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/19/2022 11:19:20 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/19/2022 11:19:50 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/19/2022 11:34:12 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/19/2022 11:43:14 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/19/2022 11:52:22 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/19/2022 11:52:52 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/19/2022 12:16:28 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/19/2022 12:25:57 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/19/2022 12:26:28 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/19/2022 12:26:58 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/19/2022 12:51:37 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/19/2022 12:52:08 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/19/2022 1:47:00 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/19/2022 2:17:31 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/19/2022 2:29:28 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



10/19/2022 2:41:57 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/19/2022 2:51:34 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/19/2022 3:17:38 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/19/2022 3:30:07 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/19/2022 3:30:37 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/19/2022 3:43:08 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/19/2022 3:51:31 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/19/2022 4:22:09 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/19/2022 4:34:11 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/19/2022 4:55:49 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/19/2022 4:56:19 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/19/2022 5:24:10 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/19/2022 5:39:41 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/19/2022 5:50:06 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/19/2022 5:50:36 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/19/2022 6:24:40 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/19/2022 6:28:37 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



10/19/2022 6:29:08 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/19/2022 6:45:02 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/19/2022 8:25:39 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/19/2022 9:16:04 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/19/2022 9:51:13 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/19/2022 11:01:47 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/19/2022 11:02:17 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/19/2022 11:02:47 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/19/2022 11:03:17 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/19/2022 11:09:31 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/19/2022 11:10:01 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/19/2022 11:14:44 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/19/2022 12:10:03 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/19/2022 12:10:32 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/19/2022 12:11:03 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/19/2022 12:35:22 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/19/2022 12:51:22 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



10/19/2022 1:14:03 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/19/2022 1:14:33 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/19/2022 1:15:03 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/19/2022 1:15:33 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/19/2022 1:26:36 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/19/2022 1:27:06 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/19/2022 1:55:28 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/19/2022 2:19:48 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/19/2022 2:20:18 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/19/2022 2:31:15 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/19/2022 2:31:45 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/19/2022 2:32:15 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/19/2022 2:32:45 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/19/2022 2:41:00 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/19/2022 2:41:30 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/19/2022 2:52:56 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/19/2022 2:53:26 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



10/19/2022 3:24:01 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/19/2022 3:24:31 XM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/19/2022 3:25:31 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/19/2022 3:50:45 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/19/2022 3:51:15 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/19/2022 3:51:45 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/19/2022 3:52:15 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/19/2022 4:21:13 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/19/2022 4:21:43 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/19/2022 4:22:13 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/19/2022 4:22:43 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/19/2022 4:34:46 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/19/2022 4:35:16 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/19/2022 4:35:46 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/19/2022 4:56:19 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/19/2022 4:56:49 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/19/2022 4:57:19 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



10/19/2022 4:57:49 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/19/2022 5:14:21 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/19/2022 5:14:51 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/19/2022 5:23:07 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/19/2022 5:23:37 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/19/2022 5:24:07 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/19/2022 5:24:37 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/19/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/19/2022 5:54:58 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/19/2022 5:58:47 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/20/2022 6:18:20 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/20/2022 6:34:26 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/20/2022 6:43:59 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/20/2022 6:44:29 AM :15 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15 Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in
addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will
act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of these potentially dangerous medications when they are no longer needed. Many patients report 
not finishing the opioids prescribed to them and half of people who misuse prescription opioids get them from a friend or family member Consumers should

10/20/2022 7:17:47 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/20/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/20/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



10/20/2022 11:17:54 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/20/2022 11:35:32 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/20/2022 11:44:15 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/20/2022 11:54:00 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/20/2022 11:54:30 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/20/2022 12:16:15 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/20/2022 12:26:05 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/20/2022 12:26:35 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/20/2022 12:27:05 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/20/2022 12:42:01 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/20/2022 12:42:31 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/20/2022 12:53:39 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/20/2022 12:54:09 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/20/2022 12:54:39 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/20/2022 1:34:32 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/20/2022 1:45:58 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/20/2022 2:19:00 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia



10/20/2022 2:19:30 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/20/2022 2:20:00 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/20/2022 2:35:28 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/20/2022 2:44:59 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/20/2022 2:54:35 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/20/2022 2:55:05 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/20/2022 3:18:09 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/20/2022 3:40:43 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/20/2022 3:49:09 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/20/2022 4:21:40 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/20/2022 4:44:13 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/20/2022 5:20:40 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/20/2022 5:36:37 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/20/2022 5:37:07 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/20/2022 5:52:19 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/20/2022 5:52:49 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/20/2022 6:25:07 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/20/2022 6:28:40 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/20/2022 6:29:10 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/20/2022 6:46:07 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/20/2022 8:53:20 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/20/2022 11:27:15 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/20/2022 11:34:11 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/20/2022 11:34:41 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/20/2022 12:22:35 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/20/2022 12:34:39 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/20/2022 1:09:22 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/20/2022 1:09:52 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/20/2022 1:31:53 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/20/2022 1:42:01 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/20/2022 1:50:18 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/20/2022 1:50:48 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/20/2022 2:22:26 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/20/2022 2:22:56 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.



10/20/2022 2:32:49 XM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

10/20/2022 2:33:49 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/20/2022 2:43:27 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/20/2022 2:53:43 XM 1:00 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/20/2022 3:20:28 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/20/2022 3:21:28 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/20/2022 3:21:58 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/20/2022 3:52:29 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/20/2022 3:52:59 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/20/2022 3:53:29 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/20/2022 4:20:45 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/20/2022 4:21:15 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/20/2022 4:21:45 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/20/2022 4:22:15 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/20/2022 4:35:26 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/20/2022 4:55:15 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/20/2022 4:56:15 XM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/20/2022 5:13:16 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/20/2022 5:13:46 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/20/2022 5:25:39 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/20/2022 5:26:09 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/20/2022 5:26:39 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/20/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/20/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/20/2022 5:55:31 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/20/2022 5:58:39 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/21/2022 6:17:54 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/21/2022 6:19:09 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/21/2022 6:19:39 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/21/2022 6:35:17 AM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/21/2022 6:35:47 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/21/2022 6:36:17 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/21/2022 6:55:15 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/21/2022 7:17:10 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



10/21/2022 7:55:00 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/21/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/21/2022 11:11:55 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/21/2022 11:48:50 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/21/2022 12:14:57 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/21/2022 12:25:55 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/21/2022 12:26:25 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/21/2022 12:26:55 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/21/2022 12:27:25 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/21/2022 12:43:31 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/21/2022 12:52:46 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/21/2022 12:53:16 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/21/2022 12:53:46 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/21/2022 1:35:43 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/21/2022 1:45:33 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/21/2022 2:22:12 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/21/2022 2:22:42 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/21/2022 2:23:12 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/21/2022 2:34:57 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/21/2022 2:44:30 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/21/2022 2:53:38 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/21/2022 2:54:08 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/21/2022 3:17:21 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/21/2022 3:38:17 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/21/2022 3:48:02 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/21/2022 3:48:32 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/21/2022 4:20:44 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/21/2022 5:20:32 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/21/2022 5:50:38 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/21/2022 5:51:08 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/21/2022 6:10:45 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/21/2022 6:24:29 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/21/2022 6:28:49 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/21/2022 6:29:20 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/21/2022 7:49:07 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/21/2022 8:28:50 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/21/2022 8:41:38 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/21/2022 8:53:25 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/21/2022 9:30:49 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/21/2022 9:52:35 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/21/2022 9:53:05 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/21/2022 10:39:53 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/21/2022 10:49:53 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/21/2022 11:23:02 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/21/2022 11:27:08 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/21/2022 11:27:38 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/21/2022 11:28:08 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/21/2022 11:33:40 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/21/2022 11:34:10 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/21/2022 11:34:40 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/21/2022 1:29:10 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/21/2022 1:40:20 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/21/2022 1:40:50 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/21/2022 1:41:20 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/21/2022 1:43:42 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/21/2022 1:53:36 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/21/2022 2:06:51 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/21/2022 2:18:57 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/21/2022 2:19:27 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/21/2022 2:27:55 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/21/2022 2:40:08 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/21/2022 2:40:38 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/21/2022 2:51:15 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/21/2022 3:18:27 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/21/2022 3:18:57 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/21/2022 3:19:27 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/21/2022 3:51:46 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/21/2022 3:52:16 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



10/21/2022 3:52:46 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/21/2022 3:53:16 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/21/2022 4:19:49 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/21/2022 4:20:19 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/21/2022 4:20:49 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/21/2022 4:21:19 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/21/2022 4:35:38 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/21/2022 4:36:08 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/21/2022 4:36:38 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/21/2022 4:57:32 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/21/2022 4:58:02 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/21/2022 4:58:32 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/21/2022 4:59:03 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/21/2022 5:14:16 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/21/2022 5:14:46 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/21/2022 5:24:46 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/21/2022 5:25:16 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



10/21/2022 5:25:46 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/21/2022 5:26:16 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/21/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/21/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/21/2022 5:54:02 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/21/2022 5:58:40 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/22/2022 6:14:47 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/22/2022 6:21:44 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/22/2022 6:22:14 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/22/2022 6:22:44 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/22/2022 6:23:14 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/22/2022 6:40:47 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/22/2022 6:41:17 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/22/2022 6:52:16 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/22/2022 6:52:46 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/22/2022 6:53:16 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/22/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/22/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/22/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/22/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/22/2022 8:19:50 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/22/2022 8:20:20 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/22/2022 8:20:50 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/22/2022 8:21:20 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/22/2022 8:53:12 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/22/2022 8:53:42 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/22/2022 8:54:12 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/22/2022 9:19:42 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/22/2022 9:20:12 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/22/2022 9:20:42 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/22/2022 9:49:00 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/22/2022 9:49:31 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/22/2022 10:20:42 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/22/2022 10:21:57 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/22/2022 10:22:12 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/22/2022 10:51:28 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/22/2022 10:51:58 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/22/2022 10:52:13 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/22/2022 12:28:55 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/22/2022 12:59:40 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/22/2022 1:28:55 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/22/2022 2:11:40 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/22/2022 2:24:26 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/22/2022 3:36:32 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/22/2022 4:17:01 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/22/2022 4:27:26 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/22/2022 4:27:56 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/22/2022 4:35:42 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/22/2022 4:36:11 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/22/2022 4:36:42 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/22/2022 4:37:12 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/22/2022 4:46:33 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/22/2022 4:47:03 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/22/2022 5:01:18 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/22/2022 5:15:56 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/22/2022 5:33:13 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/22/2022 5:33:44 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/22/2022 5:34:14 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/22/2022 5:45:09 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/22/2022 5:45:39 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/22/2022 6:09:23 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/22/2022 6:09:53 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/22/2022 6:10:23 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/22/2022 6:10:53 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/22/2022 6:22:30 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/22/2022 6:46:11 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/22/2022 6:47:11 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/22/2022 6:47:42 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



10/22/2022 6:58:40 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/22/2022 7:23:20 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/22/2022 7:23:50 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/22/2022 7:44:37 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/22/2022 7:56:30 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/22/2022 8:15:17 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/22/2022 8:15:47 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/22/2022 8:16:17 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/22/2022 8:27:35 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/22/2022 8:57:51 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/22/2022 9:02:23 PM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/22/2022 10:10:34 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/22/2022 11:25:20 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/22/2022 11:26:20 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/22/2022 11:36:43 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/22/2022 11:37:13 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/22/2022 12:02:46 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.



10/22/2022 12:03:16 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/22/2022 12:03:46 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/22/2022 12:04:16 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/22/2022 12:13:23 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/22/2022 12:13:53 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/22/2022 12:25:29 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/22/2022 12:40:01 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/22/2022 12:51:20 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/22/2022 12:51:50 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/22/2022 1:05:52 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/22/2022 1:33:16 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/22/2022 1:42:23 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/22/2022 1:42:53 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/22/2022 1:43:23 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/22/2022 1:52:46 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/22/2022 2:06:01 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/22/2022 2:26:38 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



10/22/2022 2:37:18 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/22/2022 2:37:48 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/22/2022 2:38:18 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/22/2022 2:58:20 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/22/2022 2:58:50 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/22/2022 2:59:20 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/22/2022 2:59:50 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/22/2022 3:11:43 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/22/2022 3:25:47 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/22/2022 3:42:46 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/22/2022 3:43:16 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/22/2022 3:54:09 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/22/2022 3:54:39 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/22/2022 4:09:54 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/22/2022 4:20:42 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/22/2022 4:21:12 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/22/2022 4:21:42 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



10/22/2022 4:43:23 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/22/2022 4:43:53 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/22/2022 4:54:21 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/22/2022 4:54:51 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/22/2022 4:55:21 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/22/2022 4:55:51 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/22/2022 5:09:53 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/22/2022 5:10:23 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/22/2022 5:10:53 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/22/2022 5:22:00 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/22/2022 5:22:30 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/22/2022 5:48:33 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/22/2022 5:49:03 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/22/2022 5:49:33 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/22/2022 5:50:03 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/22/2022 5:58:10 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/22/2022 5:58:40 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



10/23/2022 6:08:12 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/23/2022 6:22:20 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/23/2022 6:22:50 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/23/2022 6:23:20 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/23/2022 6:41:16 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/23/2022 6:41:46 AM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/23/2022 6:51:20 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/23/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/23/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/23/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/23/2022 8:15:09 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/23/2022 8:16:39 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/23/2022 8:31:49 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/23/2022 8:42:59 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/23/2022 8:53:07 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/23/2022 9:16:24 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/23/2022 9:17:09 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/23/2022 9:32:07 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/23/2022 9:43:56 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/23/2022 9:44:26 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/23/2022 9:44:56 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/23/2022 9:45:26 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/23/2022 9:59:54 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/23/2022 10:00:23 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/23/2022 10:13:38 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/23/2022 10:26:26 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/23/2022 10:26:56 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/23/2022 10:27:27 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/23/2022 10:54:05 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/23/2022 11:26:46 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/23/2022 12:05:51 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/23/2022 12:36:22 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/23/2022 1:21:21 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/23/2022 1:22:51 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



10/23/2022 2:19:59 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/23/2022 2:31:31 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/23/2022 2:32:01 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/23/2022 2:42:01 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/23/2022 3:17:06 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/23/2022 3:17:36 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/23/2022 3:18:06 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/23/2022 3:18:36 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/23/2022 3:40:59 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/23/2022 3:48:22 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/23/2022 3:55:53 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/23/2022 4:11:27 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/23/2022 4:27:41 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/23/2022 4:36:39 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/23/2022 4:52:31 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/23/2022 5:11:07 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/23/2022 5:11:37 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



10/23/2022 5:12:37 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/23/2022 5:25:46 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/23/2022 5:26:17 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/23/2022 5:39:48 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/23/2022 5:52:49 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/23/2022 6:08:04 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/23/2022 6:08:34 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/23/2022 6:09:04 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/23/2022 6:17:16 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/23/2022 6:17:46 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/23/2022 6:46:37 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/23/2022 6:47:07 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/23/2022 6:56:32 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/23/2022 6:57:02 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/23/2022 7:19:43 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/23/2022 7:34:24 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/23/2022 7:48:21 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



10/23/2022 8:16:28 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/23/2022 8:43:01 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/23/2022 8:56:21 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/23/2022 9:21:05 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/23/2022 9:31:13 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/23/2022 9:42:37 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/23/2022 9:50:40 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/23/2022 9:51:10 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/23/2022 10:16:53 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/23/2022 10:17:23 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/23/2022 10:27:58 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/23/2022 10:28:28 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/23/2022 10:40:17 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/23/2022 10:40:47 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/23/2022 10:53:30 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/23/2022 11:16:08 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/23/2022 11:16:38 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.



10/23/2022 11:17:08 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/23/2022 11:26:32 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/23/2022 11:27:02 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/23/2022 11:51:32 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/23/2022 11:58:32 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/23/2022 12:31:53 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/23/2022 12:41:18 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/23/2022 12:41:48 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/23/2022 12:51:08 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/23/2022 12:56:06 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/23/2022 12:56:36 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/23/2022 12:57:06 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/23/2022 1:14:48 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/23/2022 1:24:30 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/23/2022 1:25:00 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/23/2022 1:25:30 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/23/2022 1:44:42 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/23/2022 1:45:12 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/23/2022 1:45:42 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/23/2022 1:46:12 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/23/2022 1:55:22 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/23/2022 2:12:31 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/23/2022 2:13:02 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/23/2022 2:13:32 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/23/2022 2:25:46 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/23/2022 2:39:29 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/23/2022 2:50:45 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/23/2022 2:51:15 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/23/2022 3:14:39 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/23/2022 3:15:09 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/23/2022 3:15:39 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/23/2022 3:31:19 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/23/2022 3:41:44 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/23/2022 3:42:14 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



10/23/2022 3:52:37 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/23/2022 3:53:07 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/23/2022 4:12:42 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/23/2022 4:13:12 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/23/2022 4:26:10 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/23/2022 4:26:40 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/23/2022 4:27:10 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/23/2022 4:27:40 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/23/2022 4:36:39 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/23/2022 4:37:09 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/23/2022 4:51:31 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/23/2022 4:52:01 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/23/2022 4:52:31 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/23/2022 5:11:01 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/23/2022 5:11:31 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/23/2022 5:17:59 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/23/2022 5:18:29 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



10/23/2022 5:18:59 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/23/2022 5:19:29 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/23/2022 5:26:44 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/23/2022 5:27:14 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/23/2022 5:27:44 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/23/2022 5:51:31 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/23/2022 5:58:31 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/24/2022 6:11:55 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/24/2022 6:13:25 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/24/2022 6:24:01 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/24/2022 6:24:31 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/24/2022 6:25:01 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/24/2022 6:37:46 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/24/2022 6:49:05 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/24/2022 6:49:35 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/24/2022 7:16:48 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/24/2022 7:18:33 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/24/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/24/2022 7:42:46 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/24/2022 7:43:16 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/24/2022 7:43:46 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/24/2022 7:44:16 AM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/24/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/24/2022 10:30:21 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/24/2022 10:31:51 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/24/2022 11:16:07 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/24/2022 11:17:07 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/24/2022 11:17:37 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/24/2022 11:34:55 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/24/2022 11:43:58 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/24/2022 11:53:29 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/24/2022 11:53:59 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/24/2022 12:16:43 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/24/2022 12:25:19 PM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.



10/24/2022 12:25:49 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/24/2022 12:26:19 PM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/24/2022 12:26:49 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/24/2022 12:41:06 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/24/2022 12:41:36 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/24/2022 12:48:40 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/24/2022 12:49:10 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/24/2022 12:49:40 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/24/2022 1:37:24 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/24/2022 2:22:12 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/24/2022 2:23:42 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/24/2022 2:35:22 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/24/2022 2:44:52 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/24/2022 2:54:11 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/24/2022 2:54:41 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/24/2022 3:18:03 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/24/2022 3:26:59 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



10/24/2022 3:48:45 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/24/2022 3:49:15 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/24/2022 4:23:35 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/24/2022 4:45:22 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/24/2022 4:55:56 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/24/2022 5:23:31 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/24/2022 5:39:45 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/24/2022 5:51:27 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/24/2022 6:11:56 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/24/2022 6:24:03 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/24/2022 6:28:21 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/24/2022 6:28:51 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/24/2022 6:44:51 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/24/2022 7:41:25 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/24/2022 8:42:00 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/24/2022 8:52:46 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/24/2022 10:40:06 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



10/24/2022 10:52:06 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/24/2022 10:52:36 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/24/2022 11:26:09 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/24/2022 11:26:39 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/24/2022 11:27:09 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/24/2022 11:27:39 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/24/2022 11:33:37 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/24/2022 11:34:07 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/24/2022 11:34:37 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/24/2022 12:24:39 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/24/2022 12:41:49 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/24/2022 12:48:16 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/24/2022 1:14:37 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/24/2022 1:15:07 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/24/2022 1:25:10 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/24/2022 1:25:40 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/24/2022 1:37:42 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



10/24/2022 1:38:12 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/24/2022 1:44:52 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/24/2022 1:45:22 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/24/2022 1:54:36 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/24/2022 2:18:37 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/24/2022 2:27:03 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/24/2022 2:27:34 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/24/2022 2:28:04 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/24/2022 2:28:34 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/24/2022 2:40:25 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/24/2022 2:40:55 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/24/2022 2:50:42 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/24/2022 3:20:20 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/24/2022 3:20:50 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/24/2022 3:21:20 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/24/2022 3:21:50 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/24/2022 3:53:16 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



10/24/2022 3:53:46 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/24/2022 3:54:16 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/24/2022 3:54:46 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/24/2022 4:22:40 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/24/2022 4:23:10 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/24/2022 4:23:40 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/24/2022 4:24:10 XM :30 Alfredo :30 This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, 
and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to join the registry and request a swab kit that can be set to 
them at no cost.

10/24/2022 4:35:23 XM :30 El efecto dominó The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of 
early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of preventing infections that may lead to sepsis, among health care 
providers, patients and their families.

10/24/2022 4:35:53 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/24/2022 4:56:11 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/24/2022 4:56:41 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/24/2022 4:57:11 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/24/2022 4:57:41 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/24/2022 5:12:21 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/24/2022 5:21:10 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/24/2022 5:21:40 XM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

10/24/2022 5:33:55 XM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



10/24/2022 5:55:19 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/25/2022 6:16:07 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/25/2022 6:17:37 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/25/2022 6:34:25 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/25/2022 6:34:55 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/25/2022 6:35:25 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/25/2022 6:35:55 AM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/25/2022 6:44:28 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/25/2022 7:17:46 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/25/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/25/2022 7:43:16 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/25/2022 7:43:46 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/25/2022 7:53:42 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/25/2022 7:54:27 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/25/2022 7:54:57 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/25/2022 7:55:27 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/25/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



10/25/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/25/2022 10:31:50 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/25/2022 11:17:32 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/25/2022 11:18:32 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/25/2022 11:19:02 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/25/2022 11:29:12 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/25/2022 11:38:20 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/25/2022 11:50:42 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/25/2022 11:51:12 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/25/2022 12:17:42 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/25/2022 12:26:56 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/25/2022 12:27:26 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/25/2022 12:27:56 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/25/2022 12:42:55 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/25/2022 12:43:25 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/25/2022 12:53:17 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/25/2022 12:53:47 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



10/25/2022 1:36:21 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/25/2022 1:45:30 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/25/2022 1:46:00 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/25/2022 2:21:55 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/25/2022 2:23:25 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/25/2022 2:34:42 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/25/2022 2:52:34 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/25/2022 2:53:04 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/25/2022 3:16:54 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/25/2022 3:33:49 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/25/2022 3:43:48 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/25/2022 3:52:51 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/25/2022 3:53:21 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/25/2022 4:21:25 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/25/2022 4:47:30 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/25/2022 4:48:00 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/25/2022 4:48:30 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.



10/25/2022 5:24:34 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/25/2022 5:39:43 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/25/2022 5:40:13 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/25/2022 5:40:43 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/25/2022 5:51:16 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/25/2022 6:21:45 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/25/2022 6:22:15 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/25/2022 6:29:09 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/25/2022 6:46:22 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/25/2022 8:42:11 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/25/2022 8:53:14 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/25/2022 8:53:44 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/25/2022 8:54:14 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/25/2022 9:41:58 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/25/2022 9:53:07 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/25/2022 10:29:15 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/25/2022 10:40:26 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



10/25/2022 10:52:47 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/25/2022 10:53:17 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/25/2022 11:12:50 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/25/2022 11:20:45 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/25/2022 11:26:24 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/25/2022 11:26:54 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/25/2022 11:27:24 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/25/2022 11:27:54 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/25/2022 11:34:04 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/25/2022 11:34:34 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/25/2022 12:25:35 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/25/2022 12:38:23 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/25/2022 12:49:04 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/25/2022 1:05:14 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/25/2022 1:18:29 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/25/2022 1:18:59 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/25/2022 1:32:55 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



10/25/2022 1:33:25 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/25/2022 1:44:54 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/25/2022 1:45:24 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/25/2022 1:54:53 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/25/2022 1:55:23 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/25/2022 2:12:00 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/25/2022 2:12:30 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/25/2022 2:24:14 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/25/2022 2:24:44 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/25/2022 2:25:14 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/25/2022 2:25:44 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/25/2022 2:37:39 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/25/2022 2:38:09 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/25/2022 2:49:32 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/25/2022 2:50:02 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/25/2022 3:23:43 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/25/2022 3:24:43 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



10/25/2022 3:25:13 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/25/2022 3:49:44 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/25/2022 3:50:14 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/25/2022 3:50:44 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/25/2022 3:51:14 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/25/2022 4:20:30 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/25/2022 4:21:00 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/25/2022 4:21:30 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/25/2022 4:22:00 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/25/2022 4:37:20 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/25/2022 4:37:50 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/25/2022 4:57:43 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/25/2022 4:58:13 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/25/2022 4:58:43 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/25/2022 5:14:40 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/25/2022 5:24:46 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/25/2022 5:25:16 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



10/25/2022 5:25:46 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/25/2022 5:26:16 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/25/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/25/2022 5:55:17 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/25/2022 5:58:29 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/26/2022 6:17:32 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/26/2022 6:29:42 AM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/26/2022 11:22:48 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/26/2022 11:42:51 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/26/2022 12:04:26 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/26/2022 12:17:49 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/26/2022 12:27:55 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/26/2022 12:28:25 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/26/2022 12:43:53 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/26/2022 12:44:23 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/26/2022 12:44:53 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/26/2022 1:23:25 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



10/26/2022 1:31:36 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/26/2022 2:13:43 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/26/2022 2:35:34 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/26/2022 2:35:49 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/26/2022 3:55:23 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/26/2022 5:01:06 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/26/2022 5:25:34 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/26/2022 5:51:10 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/26/2022 9:42:12 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

10/26/2022 11:25:29 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/26/2022 11:26:29 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

10/26/2022 11:34:06 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/26/2022 11:34:36 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/26/2022 12:23:39 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/26/2022 1:05:14 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/26/2022 1:18:29 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/26/2022 1:18:59 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



10/26/2022 1:32:55 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/26/2022 1:33:25 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/26/2022 1:44:54 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/26/2022 1:45:24 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/26/2022 1:54:53 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/26/2022 1:55:23 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/26/2022 2:15:01 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/26/2022 2:25:55 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/26/2022 2:26:25 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/26/2022 2:26:55 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/26/2022 2:41:15 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/26/2022 2:52:32 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/26/2022 2:53:02 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/26/2022 3:25:53 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/26/2022 3:26:53 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/26/2022 3:27:23 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/26/2022 3:53:31 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



10/26/2022 3:54:01 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/26/2022 3:54:31 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/26/2022 4:21:33 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/26/2022 4:22:33 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/26/2022 4:23:03 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/26/2022 4:35:15 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/26/2022 4:35:45 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/26/2022 4:36:15 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/26/2022 4:55:27 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/26/2022 4:55:57 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/26/2022 4:56:27 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/26/2022 4:56:57 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/26/2022 5:09:40 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/26/2022 5:25:53 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/26/2022 5:26:23 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/26/2022 5:26:53 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/26/2022 5:27:23 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



10/26/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/26/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/26/2022 5:54:44 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/26/2022 5:58:45 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/27/2022 6:14:24 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/27/2022 6:30:07 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/27/2022 6:30:37 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/27/2022 6:40:26 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/27/2022 7:29:50 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/27/2022 11:16:28 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/27/2022 11:16:58 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/27/2022 11:42:28 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/27/2022 11:42:58 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/27/2022 11:53:29 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/27/2022 12:15:44 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/27/2022 12:22:43 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/27/2022 12:23:13 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



10/27/2022 12:23:43 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/27/2022 12:24:13 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/27/2022 12:52:02 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/27/2022 12:52:32 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/27/2022 12:53:02 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/27/2022 12:53:32 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/27/2022 2:21:36 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/27/2022 2:34:09 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/27/2022 2:43:34 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/27/2022 2:52:23 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/27/2022 2:52:53 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/27/2022 3:19:22 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/27/2022 3:41:58 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/27/2022 3:53:15 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/27/2022 3:53:45 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/27/2022 4:17:54 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/27/2022 4:40:33 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/27/2022 5:25:27 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/27/2022 5:42:54 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/27/2022 5:52:42 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/27/2022 5:53:12 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/27/2022 6:11:25 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/27/2022 6:23:23 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/27/2022 6:26:16 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/27/2022 6:27:16 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/27/2022 6:27:46 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/27/2022 6:28:16 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/27/2022 6:44:56 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/27/2022 6:45:27 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/27/2022 8:43:26 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/27/2022 10:02:38 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/27/2022 10:03:08 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/27/2022 10:09:45 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/27/2022 10:10:15 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



10/27/2022 11:12:24 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/27/2022 11:12:54 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/27/2022 11:13:24 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/27/2022 11:39:22 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/27/2022 11:39:52 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/27/2022 11:40:22 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/27/2022 11:48:27 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/27/2022 11:48:57 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/27/2022 11:49:27 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/27/2022 12:39:29 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/27/2022 12:51:13 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/27/2022 12:56:22 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/27/2022 1:25:04 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/27/2022 1:32:12 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/27/2022 1:44:05 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/27/2022 1:52:46 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/27/2022 2:17:10 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



10/27/2022 2:26:56 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/27/2022 2:27:26 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/27/2022 2:27:56 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/27/2022 2:41:02 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/27/2022 2:52:43 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/27/2022 3:25:21 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/27/2022 3:26:21 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/27/2022 3:26:51 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/27/2022 3:51:23 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/27/2022 3:51:53 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/27/2022 3:52:23 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/27/2022 4:15:43 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/27/2022 4:16:13 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/27/2022 4:16:43 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/27/2022 4:17:13 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/27/2022 4:29:05 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/27/2022 4:29:35 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



10/27/2022 4:30:05 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/27/2022 4:53:18 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/27/2022 4:53:48 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/27/2022 4:54:18 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/27/2022 5:14:13 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/27/2022 5:24:32 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/27/2022 5:25:02 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/27/2022 5:25:32 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/27/2022 5:26:02 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/27/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/27/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/27/2022 5:54:50 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/27/2022 5:58:35 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/28/2022 6:16:28 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/28/2022 7:30:20 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/28/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/28/2022 11:14:04 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia



10/28/2022 11:43:29 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/28/2022 12:24:13 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/28/2022 12:25:13 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/28/2022 12:25:43 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/28/2022 12:39:05 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/28/2022 12:39:35 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/28/2022 12:52:52 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/28/2022 12:53:22 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/28/2022 12:53:52 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/28/2022 12:54:22 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/28/2022 1:56:01 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/28/2022 2:19:20 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/28/2022 2:42:08 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/28/2022 2:52:52 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/28/2022 2:53:22 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/28/2022 3:15:46 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/28/2022 3:16:16 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



10/28/2022 3:31:28 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/28/2022 3:39:52 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/28/2022 3:51:49 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/28/2022 3:52:19 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/28/2022 4:21:11 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/28/2022 4:43:22 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/28/2022 4:43:52 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/28/2022 4:55:44 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/28/2022 5:18:55 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/28/2022 5:36:28 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/28/2022 5:36:58 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/28/2022 5:37:28 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/28/2022 5:52:13 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/28/2022 6:23:32 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/28/2022 6:28:31 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/28/2022 6:29:01 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/28/2022 11:23:03 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



10/28/2022 11:26:47 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/28/2022 11:27:17 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/28/2022 11:27:47 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/28/2022 11:33:22 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/28/2022 11:33:52 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/28/2022 11:34:22 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/28/2022 12:25:03 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/28/2022 1:11:29 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/28/2022 1:27:38 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/28/2022 1:28:08 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/28/2022 1:36:42 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/28/2022 1:37:12 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/28/2022 1:46:55 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/28/2022 1:53:42 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/28/2022 1:54:12 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/28/2022 2:17:23 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/28/2022 2:27:09 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



10/28/2022 2:27:39 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/28/2022 2:28:09 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/28/2022 2:39:58 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/28/2022 2:52:32 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/28/2022 3:20:53 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/28/2022 3:21:53 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/28/2022 3:22:23 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/28/2022 3:52:47 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/28/2022 3:53:17 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/28/2022 3:53:47 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/28/2022 4:20:16 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/28/2022 4:21:17 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/28/2022 4:21:47 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/28/2022 4:32:30 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/28/2022 4:33:00 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/28/2022 4:55:44 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/28/2022 4:56:14 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



10/28/2022 4:56:44 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/28/2022 4:57:14 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/28/2022 5:10:20 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/28/2022 5:25:22 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/28/2022 5:25:52 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/28/2022 5:26:23 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/28/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/28/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/28/2022 5:55:00 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/28/2022 5:58:39 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/29/2022 6:12:15 AM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/29/2022 6:20:36 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/29/2022 6:21:06 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/29/2022 6:21:36 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/29/2022 6:22:06 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/29/2022 6:44:17 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/29/2022 6:44:47 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



10/29/2022 6:53:32 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/29/2022 6:54:02 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/29/2022 6:54:32 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/29/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/29/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/29/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/29/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/29/2022 8:19:34 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/29/2022 8:20:34 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/29/2022 8:21:04 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/29/2022 8:50:17 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/29/2022 8:50:47 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/29/2022 8:51:17 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/29/2022 9:18:05 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/29/2022 9:19:05 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/29/2022 9:19:35 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/29/2022 9:47:41 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



10/29/2022 9:48:11 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/29/2022 9:48:41 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/29/2022 10:22:36 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/29/2022 10:23:21 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/29/2022 10:23:51 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/29/2022 10:24:21 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/29/2022 10:51:51 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/29/2022 10:52:21 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/29/2022 10:52:51 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/29/2022 12:28:55 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/29/2022 1:28:55 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/29/2022 2:14:06 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/29/2022 2:26:36 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/29/2022 3:34:25 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/29/2022 3:47:13 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/29/2022 3:47:43 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/29/2022 3:53:30 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



10/29/2022 3:59:25 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/29/2022 4:12:16 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/29/2022 4:40:21 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/29/2022 4:53:16 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/29/2022 5:04:48 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/29/2022 5:27:37 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/29/2022 5:39:56 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/29/2022 6:12:56 PM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/29/2022 6:14:26 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/29/2022 6:23:18 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/29/2022 6:58:36 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/29/2022 7:14:01 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/29/2022 7:25:15 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/29/2022 7:44:42 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/29/2022 7:54:32 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/29/2022 8:17:11 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/29/2022 8:42:59 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



10/29/2022 8:56:08 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/29/2022 9:08:12 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/29/2022 9:20:09 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/29/2022 9:29:27 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/29/2022 9:29:57 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/29/2022 9:42:55 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/29/2022 10:11:08 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/29/2022 10:21:18 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/29/2022 10:21:49 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/29/2022 10:43:55 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/29/2022 10:52:34 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/29/2022 10:53:04 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/29/2022 11:09:36 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/29/2022 11:10:51 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/29/2022 11:23:05 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/29/2022 11:23:35 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/29/2022 11:46:28 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/29/2022 11:46:58 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/29/2022 11:47:28 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/29/2022 11:47:58 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/29/2022 11:58:10 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/29/2022 11:58:40 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/29/2022 12:12:33 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/29/2022 12:23:19 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/29/2022 12:33:24 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/29/2022 12:33:54 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/29/2022 12:34:24 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/29/2022 12:49:14 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/29/2022 12:49:44 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/29/2022 1:18:36 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/29/2022 1:19:06 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/29/2022 1:31:02 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/29/2022 1:31:32 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/29/2022 1:32:02 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.



10/29/2022 1:32:32 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/29/2022 1:44:22 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/29/2022 1:44:52 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/29/2022 1:55:17 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/29/2022 2:14:01 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/29/2022 2:23:31 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/29/2022 2:24:00 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/29/2022 2:24:31 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/29/2022 2:25:01 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/29/2022 2:43:12 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/29/2022 2:43:42 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/29/2022 2:44:12 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/29/2022 2:44:42 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/29/2022 2:55:03 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/29/2022 3:23:41 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/29/2022 3:24:11 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/29/2022 3:50:16 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.



10/29/2022 3:55:10 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/29/2022 3:55:40 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/29/2022 4:09:34 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/29/2022 4:21:41 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/29/2022 4:22:11 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/29/2022 4:22:41 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/29/2022 4:41:34 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/29/2022 4:48:30 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/29/2022 4:49:00 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/29/2022 4:49:31 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/29/2022 4:50:01 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/29/2022 5:13:26 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/29/2022 5:13:56 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/29/2022 5:14:26 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/29/2022 5:23:18 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/29/2022 5:23:48 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/29/2022 5:47:28 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



10/29/2022 5:47:58 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/29/2022 5:48:29 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/29/2022 5:48:59 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/29/2022 5:58:10 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/29/2022 5:58:40 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/30/2022 6:10:44 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/30/2022 6:11:14 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/30/2022 6:23:23 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/30/2022 6:23:53 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/30/2022 6:24:23 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/30/2022 6:24:53 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/30/2022 6:41:54 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/30/2022 6:53:29 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/30/2022 6:53:59 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/30/2022 6:54:29 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/30/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/30/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



10/30/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/30/2022 8:10:29 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/30/2022 8:11:29 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/30/2022 8:11:59 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/30/2022 8:22:59 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/30/2022 8:23:29 AM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/30/2022 8:38:01 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/30/2022 8:50:47 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/30/2022 9:16:36 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/30/2022 9:33:36 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/30/2022 9:44:32 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/30/2022 9:45:02 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/30/2022 9:45:32 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/30/2022 9:46:02 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/30/2022 10:00:20 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/30/2022 10:00:50 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/30/2022 10:14:46 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



10/30/2022 10:27:34 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/30/2022 10:28:04 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/30/2022 10:28:34 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/30/2022 10:54:39 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/30/2022 10:55:09 AM :15 Power of Smile Spanish 15 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/30/2022 11:18:28 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/30/2022 11:43:24 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/30/2022 12:05:49 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/30/2022 12:49:29 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/30/2022 12:49:59 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/30/2022 1:16:41 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/30/2022 2:03:12 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/30/2022 2:15:13 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/30/2022 2:26:03 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/30/2022 2:26:33 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/30/2022 2:27:03 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/30/2022 2:52:49 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/30/2022 3:26:22 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/30/2022 3:39:50 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/30/2022 3:48:46 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/30/2022 3:58:26 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/30/2022 4:11:14 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/30/2022 4:50:00 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/30/2022 5:17:11 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/30/2022 5:18:41 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/30/2022 5:31:07 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/30/2022 5:43:01 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/30/2022 6:08:08 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/30/2022 6:09:08 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/30/2022 6:09:38 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/30/2022 6:19:31 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/30/2022 6:56:17 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/30/2022 7:04:59 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/30/2022 7:49:57 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/30/2022 8:15:21 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/30/2022 8:16:51 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/30/2022 8:31:15 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/30/2022 8:31:45 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/30/2022 8:43:14 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/30/2022 8:43:44 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/30/2022 8:44:14 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/30/2022 9:10:20 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/30/2022 9:25:15 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/30/2022 10:37:11 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/30/2022 10:37:41 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/30/2022 10:48:59 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/30/2022 12:20:21 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/30/2022 12:48:44 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/30/2022 1:14:17 XM :30 Nuestra Herencia

10/30/2022 1:14:47 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/30/2022 1:19:30 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



10/30/2022 1:20:00 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/30/2022 1:20:30 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/30/2022 1:21:00 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/30/2022 1:39:02 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/30/2022 1:39:32 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/30/2022 1:51:32 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/30/2022 2:37:15 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/30/2022 2:50:16 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/30/2022 2:51:16 XM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/30/2022 3:00:35 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/30/2022 3:18:43 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/30/2022 3:19:13 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/30/2022 3:19:43 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/30/2022 3:30:17 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/30/2022 3:30:47 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/30/2022 3:42:14 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/30/2022 3:42:44 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



10/30/2022 3:52:29 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/30/2022 3:52:59 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/30/2022 4:12:29 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/30/2022 4:12:59 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/30/2022 4:24:16 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/30/2022 4:24:46 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/30/2022 4:25:16 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/30/2022 4:25:46 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/30/2022 4:34:09 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/30/2022 4:34:39 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/30/2022 4:49:30 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/30/2022 4:50:00 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/30/2022 4:50:30 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/30/2022 5:09:32 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/30/2022 5:10:02 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/30/2022 5:19:58 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/30/2022 5:20:28 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



10/30/2022 5:20:58 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/30/2022 5:21:28 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/30/2022 5:29:38 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/30/2022 5:30:08 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/30/2022 5:30:38 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/30/2022 5:50:31 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/30/2022 5:58:49 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/31/2022 6:14:04 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 6:15:19 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/31/2022 6:15:49 AM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/31/2022 6:32:56 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/31/2022 6:33:26 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/31/2022 6:33:56 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/31/2022 6:44:30 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/31/2022 6:53:56 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/31/2022 6:54:26 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/31/2022 7:17:22 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/31/2022 7:18:52 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/31/2022 7:28:50 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/31/2022 7:29:20 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/31/2022 7:29:50 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/31/2022 7:30:20 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 7:41:04 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/31/2022 7:41:34 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/31/2022 7:42:04 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/31/2022 7:53:42 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/31/2022 7:54:27 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/31/2022 7:54:57 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/31/2022 7:55:27 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/31/2022 8:46:30 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/31/2022 8:59:52 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 9:00:22 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/31/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/31/2022 9:31:35 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



10/31/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/31/2022 10:31:20 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/31/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/31/2022 11:15:15 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 11:16:15 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/31/2022 11:16:45 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/31/2022 11:32:54 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/31/2022 11:41:27 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 11:52:48 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/31/2022 11:53:18 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/31/2022 12:14:35 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/31/2022 12:23:08 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/31/2022 12:23:38 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/31/2022 12:24:08 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/31/2022 12:24:38 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 12:42:12 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/31/2022 12:42:42 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



10/31/2022 12:43:12 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/31/2022 12:55:38 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/31/2022 12:56:08 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/31/2022 12:56:38 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/31/2022 1:23:23 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/31/2022 1:35:50 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 1:45:25 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/31/2022 1:45:55 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 2:20:21 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 2:21:21 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/31/2022 2:21:51 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/31/2022 2:34:58 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/31/2022 2:44:41 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/31/2022 2:53:40 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/31/2022 2:54:10 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/31/2022 3:18:48 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/31/2022 3:19:18 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



10/31/2022 3:32:38 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/31/2022 3:33:08 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/31/2022 3:42:33 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/31/2022 3:51:53 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/31/2022 3:52:23 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/31/2022 4:20:34 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/31/2022 4:33:59 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/31/2022 4:44:15 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/31/2022 4:44:46 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/31/2022 4:45:16 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/31/2022 4:57:02 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 5:22:05 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/31/2022 5:35:47 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/31/2022 5:36:17 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/31/2022 5:36:47 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/31/2022 5:37:17 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/31/2022 5:50:05 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



10/31/2022 5:50:35 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/31/2022 6:11:34 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 6:12:04 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/31/2022 6:23:08 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/31/2022 6:23:39 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

10/31/2022 6:24:09 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 6:27:17 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/31/2022 6:27:47 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/31/2022 6:28:17 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/31/2022 6:28:47 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/31/2022 6:55:57 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/31/2022 7:49:36 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/31/2022 8:29:07 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 8:40:22 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/31/2022 8:40:52 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 8:52:33 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/31/2022 8:53:03 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



10/31/2022 9:42:02 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/31/2022 10:29:18 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/31/2022 10:52:17 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 10:52:47 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/31/2022 11:12:20 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 11:22:10 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/31/2022 11:22:40 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/31/2022 11:26:04 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/31/2022 11:26:34 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/31/2022 11:27:04 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/31/2022 11:27:34 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/31/2022 11:34:07 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/31/2022 11:34:37 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

10/31/2022 12:26:10 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 12:44:13 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/31/2022 12:49:17 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/31/2022 1:10:59 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



10/31/2022 1:23:25 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/31/2022 1:23:55 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/31/2022 1:33:34 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/31/2022 1:41:50 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/31/2022 1:42:20 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/31/2022 1:51:33 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/31/2022 1:52:03 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/31/2022 2:16:12 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

10/31/2022 2:16:42 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/31/2022 2:24:12 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/31/2022 2:24:42 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/31/2022 2:25:12 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/31/2022 2:25:42 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/31/2022 2:34:32 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/31/2022 2:35:02 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/31/2022 2:48:51 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/31/2022 2:49:21 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



10/31/2022 3:19:29 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

10/31/2022 3:20:29 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

10/31/2022 3:20:59 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/31/2022 3:50:03 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/31/2022 3:50:33 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

10/31/2022 3:51:03 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/31/2022 3:51:33 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/31/2022 4:19:39 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/31/2022 4:20:09 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/31/2022 4:20:39 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/31/2022 4:21:09 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/31/2022 4:34:33 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/31/2022 4:35:03 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

10/31/2022 4:35:33 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

10/31/2022 4:56:45 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

10/31/2022 4:57:15 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

10/31/2022 4:57:45 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



10/31/2022 4:58:15 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

10/31/2022 5:13:57 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

10/31/2022 5:14:27 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

10/31/2022 5:27:38 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

10/31/2022 5:28:08 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

10/31/2022 5:28:38 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

10/31/2022 5:29:08 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

10/31/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

10/31/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

10/31/2022 5:55:39 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

10/31/2022 5:58:30 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/1/2022 6:15:15 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 6:33:09 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/1/2022 6:33:39 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 6:42:28 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/1/2022 6:42:58 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/1/2022 6:53:33 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



11/1/2022 6:54:03 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/1/2022 7:17:11 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/1/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 7:42:21 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/1/2022 7:42:51 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/1/2022 7:43:21 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/1/2022 7:43:51 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/1/2022 7:53:46 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/1/2022 7:54:16 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/1/2022 7:55:01 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/1/2022 7:55:31 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/1/2022 7:56:01 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/1/2022 8:48:28 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/1/2022 8:48:58 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/1/2022 9:00:04 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/1/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/1/2022 9:56:34 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



11/1/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/1/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/1/2022 10:45:32 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/1/2022 10:56:32 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/1/2022 11:17:09 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 11:18:09 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/1/2022 11:18:39 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/1/2022 11:32:10 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/1/2022 11:32:40 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/1/2022 11:43:00 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/1/2022 11:43:30 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/1/2022 11:53:04 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/1/2022 11:53:34 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/1/2022 12:27:19 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/1/2022 12:27:49 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/1/2022 12:28:19 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/1/2022 12:42:36 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



11/1/2022 12:43:06 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/1/2022 12:51:54 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/1/2022 12:52:24 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/1/2022 12:52:54 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/1/2022 1:37:14 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/1/2022 1:37:59 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 1:47:03 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/1/2022 2:21:05 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 2:22:35 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/1/2022 2:43:39 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/1/2022 2:44:09 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/1/2022 2:53:04 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/1/2022 2:53:34 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/1/2022 3:17:20 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/1/2022 3:17:50 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/1/2022 3:29:44 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/1/2022 3:30:29 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



11/1/2022 3:41:05 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/1/2022 3:52:35 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/1/2022 3:53:05 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 4:25:01 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/1/2022 4:45:38 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/1/2022 4:46:08 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/1/2022 4:56:20 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 5:23:39 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/1/2022 5:39:59 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 5:40:44 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/1/2022 5:52:38 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/1/2022 5:53:08 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/1/2022 6:12:32 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/1/2022 6:13:02 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/1/2022 6:22:40 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/1/2022 6:23:10 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/1/2022 6:27:46 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



11/1/2022 6:28:16 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/1/2022 6:28:46 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/1/2022 8:32:25 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/1/2022 8:44:22 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/1/2022 8:52:56 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/1/2022 8:53:26 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/1/2022 9:31:46 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 9:50:49 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 9:51:19 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/1/2022 10:27:03 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/1/2022 10:49:17 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/1/2022 11:22:12 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 11:22:26 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/1/2022 11:25:33 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/1/2022 11:26:03 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/1/2022 11:26:33 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 11:27:33 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



11/1/2022 11:33:36 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/1/2022 11:34:06 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/1/2022 11:34:36 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/1/2022 12:23:56 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 12:40:36 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/1/2022 12:47:32 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/1/2022 1:06:39 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/1/2022 1:07:09 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/1/2022 1:17:25 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/1/2022 1:17:55 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/1/2022 1:25:49 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/1/2022 1:26:19 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/1/2022 1:43:11 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/1/2022 1:52:09 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 2:17:57 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/1/2022 2:29:36 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/1/2022 2:30:06 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



11/1/2022 2:30:36 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/1/2022 2:31:06 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/1/2022 2:43:28 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/1/2022 2:43:58 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/1/2022 2:53:46 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/1/2022 2:54:16 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/1/2022 3:20:20 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/1/2022 3:20:50 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/1/2022 3:21:20 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/1/2022 3:21:50 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/1/2022 3:51:14 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 3:51:44 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/1/2022 3:52:14 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/1/2022 3:52:44 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/1/2022 4:24:06 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/1/2022 4:24:36 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/1/2022 4:25:06 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



11/1/2022 4:25:36 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/1/2022 4:34:58 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/1/2022 4:35:27 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/1/2022 4:35:58 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/1/2022 4:56:35 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/1/2022 4:57:05 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/1/2022 4:57:35 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/1/2022 5:13:51 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/1/2022 5:14:21 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/1/2022 5:23:54 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/1/2022 5:24:24 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/1/2022 5:24:54 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/1/2022 5:25:24 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/1/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/1/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/1/2022 5:54:30 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/1/2022 5:57:59 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



11/2/2022 6:17:09 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/2/2022 6:17:39 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/2/2022 6:18:39 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/2/2022 6:32:55 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/2/2022 6:33:25 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/2/2022 7:17:59 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/2/2022 7:29:05 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/2/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/2/2022 7:41:25 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/2/2022 7:41:55 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/2/2022 7:42:25 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/2/2022 7:53:48 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/2/2022 7:54:18 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/2/2022 8:47:01 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/2/2022 8:47:31 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/2/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/2/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



11/2/2022 10:42:46 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/2/2022 11:11:02 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/2/2022 11:12:02 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/2/2022 11:12:32 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/2/2022 11:23:38 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/2/2022 11:24:08 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/2/2022 11:33:14 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/2/2022 11:44:01 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/2/2022 11:44:31 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/2/2022 12:13:41 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/2/2022 12:14:11 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/2/2022 12:14:41 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/2/2022 12:30:56 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/2/2022 12:31:26 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/2/2022 12:31:56 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/2/2022 12:42:07 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/2/2022 12:42:37 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



11/2/2022 12:43:07 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/2/2022 12:43:37 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/2/2022 1:14:19 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/2/2022 1:23:59 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/2/2022 1:32:56 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/2/2022 1:33:26 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/2/2022 2:09:50 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/2/2022 2:22:53 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/2/2022 2:35:23 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/2/2022 2:35:53 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/2/2022 2:36:23 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/2/2022 3:14:13 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/2/2022 4:51:29 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/2/2022 4:55:26 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/2/2022 4:55:56 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/2/2022 4:56:26 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/2/2022 4:56:56 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



11/2/2022 5:56:08 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/2/2022 5:56:38 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/2/2022 6:01:01 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/2/2022 6:01:31 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/2/2022 6:23:38 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/2/2022 6:24:08 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/2/2022 6:27:58 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/2/2022 6:28:29 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/2/2022 6:28:59 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/2/2022 6:44:21 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/2/2022 6:56:20 PM :15 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/2/2022 8:55:38 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/2/2022 10:39:33 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/2/2022 10:53:18 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/2/2022 10:53:48 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/2/2022 11:11:23 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/2/2022 11:19:16 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/2/2022 11:22:24 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/2/2022 11:22:54 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/2/2022 11:23:24 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/2/2022 11:32:20 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/2/2022 11:33:20 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/2/2022 12:30:58 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/2/2022 12:43:22 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/2/2022 12:48:45 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/2/2022 12:49:15 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/2/2022 1:06:59 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/2/2022 1:07:29 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/2/2022 1:18:39 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/2/2022 1:19:09 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/2/2022 1:28:10 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/2/2022 1:28:40 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/2/2022 1:42:33 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/2/2022 1:43:04 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



11/2/2022 1:53:41 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/2/2022 1:54:11 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/2/2022 2:16:28 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/2/2022 2:16:58 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/2/2022 2:28:34 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/2/2022 2:29:04 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/2/2022 2:29:34 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/2/2022 2:30:04 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/2/2022 2:44:13 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/2/2022 2:53:09 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/2/2022 2:53:39 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/2/2022 3:19:53 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/2/2022 3:20:23 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/2/2022 3:20:53 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/2/2022 3:21:23 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/2/2022 3:48:06 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/2/2022 3:48:36 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



11/2/2022 3:49:06 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/2/2022 4:17:39 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/2/2022 4:18:09 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/2/2022 4:18:39 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/2/2022 4:19:09 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/2/2022 4:32:42 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/2/2022 4:33:12 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/2/2022 4:55:29 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/2/2022 4:55:59 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/2/2022 4:56:29 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/2/2022 4:56:59 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/2/2022 5:13:11 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/2/2022 5:13:41 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/2/2022 5:24:37 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/2/2022 5:25:07 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/2/2022 5:25:37 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/2/2022 5:26:08 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



11/2/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/2/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/2/2022 5:54:39 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/2/2022 5:58:37 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/3/2022 6:17:22 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/3/2022 6:19:07 AM :15 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/3/2022 6:30:11 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/3/2022 6:30:41 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/3/2022 6:31:12 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/3/2022 6:54:02 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/3/2022 7:16:51 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/3/2022 7:29:05 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/3/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/3/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/3/2022 7:38:43 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/3/2022 7:39:13 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/3/2022 7:39:43 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



11/3/2022 7:40:13 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/3/2022 7:53:29 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/3/2022 7:54:14 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/3/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/3/2022 9:31:50 AM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

11/3/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/3/2022 11:16:55 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/3/2022 11:18:25 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/3/2022 11:34:10 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/3/2022 11:42:55 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/3/2022 11:43:25 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/3/2022 11:53:16 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/3/2022 11:53:46 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/3/2022 12:16:15 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/3/2022 12:24:24 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/3/2022 12:24:54 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/3/2022 12:25:24 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



11/3/2022 12:25:54 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/3/2022 12:41:44 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/3/2022 12:42:15 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/3/2022 12:42:45 PM :15 Power of Smile Spanish 15 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/3/2022 12:51:08 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/3/2022 12:51:38 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/3/2022 12:52:08 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/3/2022 1:26:05 PM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

11/3/2022 1:36:47 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/3/2022 1:48:31 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/3/2022 1:49:01 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/3/2022 2:15:08 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/3/2022 2:15:38 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/3/2022 2:16:08 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/3/2022 2:32:21 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/3/2022 2:32:51 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/3/2022 2:42:55 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



11/3/2022 2:52:40 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/3/2022 2:53:10 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/3/2022 3:15:04 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/3/2022 3:15:34 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/3/2022 3:28:09 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/3/2022 3:40:55 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/3/2022 3:49:40 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/3/2022 3:50:10 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/3/2022 4:17:56 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/3/2022 4:28:46 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/3/2022 4:29:31 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/3/2022 4:42:26 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

11/3/2022 5:23:58 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/3/2022 5:40:43 PM :15 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/3/2022 6:28:18 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/3/2022 6:28:48 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/3/2022 6:44:59 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



11/3/2022 6:45:14 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/3/2022 6:45:44 PM :15 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :15 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/3/2022 8:26:32 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/3/2022 8:51:16 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/3/2022 8:51:46 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/3/2022 9:19:17 PM :15 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/3/2022 9:42:19 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/3/2022 9:52:20 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/3/2022 9:52:50 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/3/2022 10:29:51 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/3/2022 10:52:09 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/3/2022 10:52:39 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/3/2022 11:22:59 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/3/2022 11:23:29 PM :15 Power of Smile Spanish 15 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/3/2022 11:27:02 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/3/2022 11:27:32 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/3/2022 11:28:02 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



11/3/2022 11:33:38 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/3/2022 11:34:08 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/3/2022 11:34:38 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/3/2022 12:23:51 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/3/2022 12:40:21 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/3/2022 12:45:09 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/3/2022 1:15:17 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/3/2022 1:26:19 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/3/2022 1:26:49 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/3/2022 1:33:53 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/3/2022 1:34:23 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/3/2022 1:43:32 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/3/2022 1:44:02 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/3/2022 1:53:36 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/3/2022 1:54:06 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/3/2022 2:22:10 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/3/2022 2:22:41 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



11/3/2022 2:32:01 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/3/2022 2:32:31 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/3/2022 2:33:01 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/3/2022 2:43:39 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/3/2022 2:52:40 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/3/2022 2:53:10 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/3/2022 3:21:56 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/3/2022 3:22:26 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/3/2022 3:22:56 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/3/2022 3:23:26 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/3/2022 3:48:47 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/3/2022 3:49:17 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/3/2022 3:49:47 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/3/2022 3:50:17 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/3/2022 4:17:01 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/3/2022 4:17:31 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/3/2022 4:18:01 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



11/3/2022 4:18:31 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/3/2022 4:29:21 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/3/2022 4:29:51 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/3/2022 4:30:21 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/3/2022 4:54:51 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/3/2022 4:55:21 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/3/2022 4:55:51 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/3/2022 5:13:15 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/3/2022 5:13:45 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/3/2022 5:23:09 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/3/2022 5:23:39 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/3/2022 5:24:09 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/3/2022 5:24:39 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/3/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/3/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/3/2022 5:54:56 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/3/2022 5:58:36 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



11/4/2022 6:16:55 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/4/2022 6:34:26 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/4/2022 6:34:56 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/4/2022 7:16:49 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/4/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/4/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/4/2022 7:37:10 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/4/2022 7:37:40 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/4/2022 7:38:10 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/4/2022 7:53:12 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/4/2022 7:53:42 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/4/2022 7:54:12 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/4/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/4/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/4/2022 11:12:48 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/4/2022 11:14:18 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/4/2022 11:27:11 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



11/4/2022 11:42:04 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/4/2022 11:53:29 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/4/2022 12:26:09 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/4/2022 12:26:39 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/4/2022 12:27:09 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/4/2022 12:41:22 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/4/2022 12:41:52 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/4/2022 12:49:19 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/4/2022 12:49:49 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/4/2022 12:50:19 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/4/2022 1:43:36 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/4/2022 1:53:23 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/4/2022 2:10:34 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/4/2022 2:21:37 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/4/2022 2:22:37 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/4/2022 2:23:07 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/4/2022 2:32:48 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



11/4/2022 2:33:18 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/4/2022 2:42:50 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/4/2022 2:53:09 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/4/2022 2:53:39 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/4/2022 3:18:25 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/4/2022 3:18:55 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/4/2022 3:34:16 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/4/2022 3:42:34 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/4/2022 4:56:18 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/4/2022 5:20:36 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/4/2022 5:52:01 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/4/2022 6:10:50 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/4/2022 6:23:31 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/4/2022 6:27:44 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/4/2022 6:28:14 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/4/2022 6:45:43 PM :15 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/4/2022 6:45:58 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/4/2022 7:42:09 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/4/2022 8:49:46 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/4/2022 8:50:16 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/4/2022 9:51:23 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/4/2022 9:51:53 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/4/2022 10:28:15 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/4/2022 10:38:18 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/4/2022 10:51:50 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/4/2022 10:52:20 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/4/2022 11:11:36 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/4/2022 11:12:06 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/4/2022 11:22:48 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/4/2022 11:26:01 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/4/2022 11:26:31 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/4/2022 11:27:01 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/4/2022 11:27:31 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/4/2022 11:34:07 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



11/4/2022 11:34:37 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/4/2022 1:11:51 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/4/2022 1:19:14 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/4/2022 1:19:44 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/4/2022 1:40:51 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/4/2022 1:41:21 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/4/2022 1:54:45 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/4/2022 1:55:15 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/4/2022 2:16:29 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/4/2022 2:27:26 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/4/2022 2:27:56 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/4/2022 2:28:26 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/4/2022 2:28:56 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/4/2022 2:41:39 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/4/2022 2:42:09 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/4/2022 2:52:25 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/4/2022 2:52:55 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.



11/4/2022 3:25:33 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/4/2022 3:26:33 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/4/2022 3:27:03 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/4/2022 3:52:55 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/4/2022 3:53:25 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/4/2022 3:53:55 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/4/2022 3:54:25 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/4/2022 4:17:17 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/4/2022 4:18:17 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/4/2022 4:18:47 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/4/2022 4:32:17 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/4/2022 4:32:47 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/4/2022 4:33:17 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/4/2022 4:56:18 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/4/2022 4:56:48 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/4/2022 4:57:18 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/4/2022 4:57:48 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



11/4/2022 5:12:37 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/4/2022 5:13:07 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/4/2022 5:21:50 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/4/2022 5:22:19 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/4/2022 5:22:50 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/4/2022 5:23:20 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/4/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/4/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/4/2022 5:54:48 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/4/2022 5:58:42 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/5/2022 6:14:06 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 6:14:36 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/5/2022 6:22:52 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/5/2022 6:23:22 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/5/2022 6:23:52 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/5/2022 6:24:22 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/5/2022 6:43:07 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.



11/5/2022 6:43:37 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 6:53:34 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/5/2022 6:54:04 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/5/2022 6:54:34 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/5/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/5/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/5/2022 8:19:34 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/5/2022 8:20:04 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/5/2022 8:20:34 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/5/2022 8:21:04 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/5/2022 8:50:03 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 8:50:18 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/5/2022 8:50:48 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/5/2022 8:51:18 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/5/2022 9:18:15 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/5/2022 9:19:15 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/5/2022 9:19:45 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



11/5/2022 9:49:48 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/5/2022 9:50:18 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 9:50:48 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/5/2022 9:51:18 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/5/2022 10:20:39 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/5/2022 10:21:24 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/5/2022 10:21:54 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/5/2022 10:22:24 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 10:51:08 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/5/2022 10:51:38 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/5/2022 10:52:08 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/5/2022 10:52:38 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/5/2022 11:09:17 AM :20 APDA - Look Closer_:20 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/5/2022 11:22:43 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 12:28:55 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/5/2022 12:59:25 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/5/2022 1:28:55 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



11/5/2022 1:59:10 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/5/2022 1:59:40 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 2:17:11 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 2:18:41 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 2:41:51 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 3:13:29 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/5/2022 3:25:35 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/5/2022 3:43:00 PM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 3:52:32 PM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/5/2022 3:57:41 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/5/2022 4:56:15 PM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 5:01:38 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/5/2022 5:02:08 PM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/5/2022 5:06:50 PM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

11/5/2022 7:06:20 PM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/5/2022 7:28:42 PM 1:00 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :60 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/5/2022 7:45:49 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



11/5/2022 7:46:19 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/5/2022 7:46:49 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/5/2022 7:47:20 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/5/2022 7:57:55 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/5/2022 7:58:25 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/5/2022 8:15:41 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/5/2022 8:34:05 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 8:45:09 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/5/2022 9:09:13 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/5/2022 9:22:03 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/5/2022 9:22:32 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/5/2022 9:33:28 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/5/2022 9:45:16 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/5/2022 9:45:46 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/5/2022 10:10:25 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/5/2022 10:19:54 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/5/2022 10:20:24 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



11/5/2022 10:41:52 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/5/2022 10:42:22 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/5/2022 10:52:58 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/5/2022 11:10:23 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/5/2022 11:10:53 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/5/2022 11:11:23 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/5/2022 11:20:05 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/5/2022 11:20:35 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/5/2022 11:45:37 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/5/2022 11:46:07 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/5/2022 11:46:37 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/5/2022 11:47:07 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/5/2022 11:57:48 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/5/2022 11:58:18 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/5/2022 12:10:47 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/5/2022 12:23:30 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/5/2022 12:33:41 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



11/5/2022 12:34:12 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/5/2022 12:34:42 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/5/2022 12:49:21 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/5/2022 12:49:51 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/5/2022 1:13:53 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/5/2022 1:16:31 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/5/2022 1:17:01 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/5/2022 1:24:03 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 1:24:33 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/5/2022 1:25:03 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/5/2022 1:27:07 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/5/2022 1:27:37 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/5/2022 1:28:07 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/5/2022 1:28:37 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/5/2022 1:37:08 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/5/2022 1:37:38 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/5/2022 1:42:26 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



11/5/2022 1:42:56 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/5/2022 1:43:27 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/5/2022 1:50:53 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/5/2022 1:51:23 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/5/2022 1:55:37 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/5/2022 2:12:17 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/5/2022 2:21:09 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/5/2022 2:21:39 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/5/2022 2:22:09 XM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 2:40:50 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/5/2022 2:41:20 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/5/2022 2:41:50 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/5/2022 2:42:20 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 2:53:20 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/5/2022 3:24:21 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/5/2022 3:24:51 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/5/2022 3:48:51 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



11/5/2022 3:49:21 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/5/2022 3:53:33 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/5/2022 3:54:03 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/5/2022 4:12:04 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/5/2022 4:12:34 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/5/2022 4:24:34 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/5/2022 4:25:04 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/5/2022 4:25:34 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/5/2022 4:41:00 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/5/2022 4:41:30 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/5/2022 4:55:08 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/5/2022 4:55:38 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/5/2022 4:56:08 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/5/2022 4:56:38 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/5/2022 5:10:22 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/5/2022 5:10:52 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/5/2022 5:11:22 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.



11/5/2022 5:19:11 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/5/2022 5:19:42 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/5/2022 5:46:37 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/5/2022 5:47:07 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/5/2022 5:47:37 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/5/2022 5:48:07 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/5/2022 5:57:48 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/5/2022 5:58:18 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/6/2022 6:10:41 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/6/2022 6:11:11 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/6/2022 6:21:46 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/6/2022 6:22:16 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/6/2022 6:22:46 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/6/2022 6:23:16 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/6/2022 6:40:51 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/6/2022 6:41:21 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/6/2022 6:52:23 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



11/6/2022 6:52:53 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/6/2022 6:53:23 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/6/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/6/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/6/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/6/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/6/2022 8:13:40 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/6/2022 8:14:40 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/6/2022 8:28:40 AM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/6/2022 8:28:56 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/6/2022 8:29:26 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/6/2022 8:49:22 AM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/6/2022 9:20:55 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/6/2022 9:31:48 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/6/2022 9:32:33 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/6/2022 9:41:33 AM :15 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/6/2022 9:41:48 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



11/6/2022 9:42:18 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/6/2022 9:43:18 AM :15 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/6/2022 9:58:10 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/6/2022 9:58:40 AM :15 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/6/2022 10:10:50 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/6/2022 10:21:52 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/6/2022 10:22:22 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/6/2022 10:35:48 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/6/2022 10:51:01 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/6/2022 11:16:24 AM :15 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/6/2022 11:28:49 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/6/2022 11:29:19 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/6/2022 11:29:49 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/6/2022 11:40:12 AM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

11/6/2022 11:49:55 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/6/2022 12:05:59 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/6/2022 12:21:11 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



11/6/2022 12:21:41 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/6/2022 12:35:48 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/6/2022 12:50:33 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/6/2022 1:17:32 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/6/2022 1:18:33 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/6/2022 1:33:29 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/6/2022 1:33:59 PM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

11/6/2022 1:57:45 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/6/2022 2:10:46 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/6/2022 2:21:58 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/6/2022 2:22:28 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/6/2022 2:22:58 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/6/2022 2:23:28 PM :15 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/6/2022 2:36:05 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/6/2022 2:36:35 PM :15 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/6/2022 2:48:56 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/6/2022 3:22:51 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/6/2022 3:23:51 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/6/2022 3:24:21 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/6/2022 3:42:03 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/6/2022 3:51:17 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/6/2022 4:11:06 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/6/2022 4:12:06 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/6/2022 4:12:36 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/6/2022 4:25:41 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/6/2022 4:35:09 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/6/2022 4:48:32 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/6/2022 5:10:13 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/6/2022 5:11:43 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/6/2022 5:21:27 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/6/2022 5:30:21 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/6/2022 5:44:28 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/6/2022 6:07:47 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/6/2022 6:08:47 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



11/6/2022 6:09:17 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/6/2022 6:21:43 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/6/2022 6:48:52 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/6/2022 6:49:22 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/6/2022 6:49:52 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/6/2022 6:55:54 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/6/2022 6:56:24 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/6/2022 7:20:18 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/6/2022 7:35:29 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/6/2022 7:49:32 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/6/2022 7:50:02 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/6/2022 8:18:33 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/6/2022 8:32:06 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/6/2022 8:40:12 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/6/2022 8:54:18 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/6/2022 9:16:34 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/6/2022 9:30:53 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



11/6/2022 9:53:01 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/6/2022 9:53:31 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/6/2022 10:16:14 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/6/2022 10:28:29 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/6/2022 10:28:59 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/6/2022 10:42:54 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/6/2022 10:43:24 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/6/2022 10:53:46 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/6/2022 10:54:16 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/6/2022 11:18:22 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/6/2022 11:18:52 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/6/2022 11:19:22 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/6/2022 11:19:52 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/6/2022 11:25:54 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/6/2022 11:26:24 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/6/2022 11:51:03 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/6/2022 11:58:33 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



11/6/2022 12:33:13 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/6/2022 12:42:16 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/6/2022 12:42:46 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/6/2022 12:52:25 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/6/2022 12:52:55 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/6/2022 12:57:10 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/6/2022 12:57:39 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/6/2022 12:58:10 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/6/2022 12:58:40 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/6/2022 1:10:40 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/6/2022 1:19:25 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/6/2022 1:19:55 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/6/2022 1:20:25 XM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/6/2022 1:41:39 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/6/2022 1:42:09 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/6/2022 1:42:39 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/6/2022 1:53:55 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/6/2022 2:15:25 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/6/2022 2:15:54 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/6/2022 2:16:25 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/6/2022 2:16:55 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/6/2022 2:29:35 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/6/2022 2:39:02 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/6/2022 2:39:32 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/6/2022 2:49:25 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/6/2022 2:49:55 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/6/2022 3:13:10 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/6/2022 3:14:10 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/6/2022 3:14:40 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/6/2022 3:28:41 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/6/2022 3:29:11 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/6/2022 3:39:07 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/6/2022 3:49:22 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/6/2022 3:49:52 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/6/2022 4:12:21 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/6/2022 4:12:51 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/6/2022 4:24:10 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/6/2022 4:24:40 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/6/2022 4:25:10 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/6/2022 4:25:40 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/6/2022 4:34:39 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/6/2022 4:35:09 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/6/2022 4:47:32 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/6/2022 4:48:02 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/6/2022 4:48:32 XM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/6/2022 5:10:10 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/6/2022 5:10:40 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/6/2022 5:20:27 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/6/2022 5:20:57 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/6/2022 5:21:27 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/6/2022 5:21:57 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/6/2022 5:29:57 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/6/2022 5:30:27 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/6/2022 5:30:57 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/6/2022 5:51:03 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/6/2022 5:58:33 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/7/2022 6:12:48 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/7/2022 6:14:33 AM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/7/2022 6:27:11 AM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/7/2022 6:54:29 AM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/7/2022 7:19:28 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/7/2022 7:30:05 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/7/2022 7:45:27 AM :15 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :15 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/7/2022 7:54:20 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/7/2022 8:49:49 AM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/7/2022 8:50:04 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/7/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/7/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



11/7/2022 10:31:35 AM :15 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/7/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/7/2022 10:51:53 AM :15 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/7/2022 11:16:06 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/7/2022 11:27:34 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/7/2022 11:36:32 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/7/2022 11:49:38 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/7/2022 12:14:30 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/7/2022 12:24:31 PM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

11/7/2022 12:41:23 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/7/2022 12:41:53 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/7/2022 12:51:06 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/7/2022 12:51:21 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/7/2022 12:51:51 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/7/2022 1:44:59 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/7/2022 1:54:26 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/7/2022 2:10:25 PM :15 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.



11/7/2022 2:18:12 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/7/2022 2:19:42 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/7/2022 2:29:57 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

11/7/2022 2:41:26 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/7/2022 2:53:17 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/7/2022 3:16:02 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/7/2022 3:40:30 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/7/2022 3:50:26 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/7/2022 4:23:36 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/7/2022 4:24:21 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/7/2022 4:38:42 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/7/2022 4:56:51 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/7/2022 4:57:06 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/7/2022 5:23:03 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/7/2022 5:23:48 PM :15 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/7/2022 5:35:55 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/7/2022 5:46:08 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



11/7/2022 6:10:17 PM :15 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/7/2022 6:28:24 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/7/2022 6:46:26 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/7/2022 6:55:56 PM :15 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/7/2022 7:43:32 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/7/2022 8:27:18 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/7/2022 9:42:10 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/7/2022 10:30:07 PM :15 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/7/2022 10:52:16 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

11/7/2022 11:26:51 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/7/2022 11:27:21 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/7/2022 11:34:53 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/7/2022 12:39:58 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/7/2022 12:46:32 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/7/2022 12:47:02 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/7/2022 1:13:10 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/7/2022 1:23:59 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



11/7/2022 1:24:29 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/7/2022 1:33:11 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/7/2022 1:33:41 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/7/2022 1:43:25 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/7/2022 1:43:55 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/7/2022 1:53:41 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/7/2022 1:54:11 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/7/2022 2:20:28 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/7/2022 2:20:58 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/7/2022 2:30:50 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/7/2022 2:31:20 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/7/2022 2:31:50 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/7/2022 2:32:20 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/7/2022 2:42:47 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/7/2022 2:43:17 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/7/2022 2:54:38 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/7/2022 2:55:08 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



11/7/2022 3:23:32 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/7/2022 3:24:02 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/7/2022 3:24:32 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/7/2022 3:25:02 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/7/2022 3:45:33 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/7/2022 3:46:03 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/7/2022 3:46:33 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/7/2022 3:47:03 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/7/2022 4:22:41 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/7/2022 4:23:11 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/7/2022 4:23:41 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/7/2022 4:24:12 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/7/2022 4:38:32 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/7/2022 4:39:02 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/7/2022 4:39:32 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/7/2022 4:57:05 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/7/2022 4:57:35 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



11/7/2022 4:58:05 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/7/2022 4:58:35 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/7/2022 5:12:38 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/7/2022 5:13:08 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/7/2022 5:22:36 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/7/2022 5:23:06 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/7/2022 5:23:36 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/7/2022 5:24:07 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/7/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/7/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/7/2022 5:54:55 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/7/2022 5:58:52 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/8/2022 6:16:06 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/8/2022 6:17:06 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/8/2022 6:17:36 AM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/8/2022 6:26:49 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/8/2022 6:27:19 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



11/8/2022 6:27:49 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/8/2022 6:28:20 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/8/2022 6:37:32 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/8/2022 6:49:53 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/8/2022 7:18:52 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/8/2022 7:19:52 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/8/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/8/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/8/2022 7:43:30 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/8/2022 7:44:00 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/8/2022 7:44:30 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/8/2022 7:45:00 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/8/2022 7:54:07 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/8/2022 8:59:27 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/8/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/8/2022 9:48:01 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/8/2022 9:58:23 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



11/8/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/8/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/8/2022 11:12:49 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/8/2022 11:14:04 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/8/2022 11:14:34 AM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/8/2022 11:32:47 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/8/2022 11:41:52 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/8/2022 11:53:35 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/8/2022 11:54:05 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/8/2022 12:16:07 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/8/2022 12:24:18 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/8/2022 12:24:48 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/8/2022 12:25:18 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/8/2022 12:25:48 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/8/2022 12:41:05 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/8/2022 12:41:35 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/8/2022 12:42:05 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



11/8/2022 12:50:23 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/8/2022 12:50:53 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/8/2022 12:51:23 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/8/2022 12:51:53 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/8/2022 12:52:23 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/8/2022 1:46:36 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/8/2022 1:47:06 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/8/2022 1:57:19 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/8/2022 1:57:49 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/8/2022 2:16:15 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/8/2022 2:16:45 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/8/2022 2:17:15 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/8/2022 2:17:45 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/8/2022 2:28:20 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/8/2022 2:39:37 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/8/2022 3:14:48 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/8/2022 3:15:18 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



11/8/2022 3:31:35 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/8/2022 3:43:07 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/8/2022 3:51:22 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/8/2022 4:22:43 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/8/2022 4:46:02 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/8/2022 4:46:32 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/8/2022 4:47:02 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/8/2022 4:57:40 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/8/2022 4:58:10 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/8/2022 5:26:52 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/8/2022 5:27:37 PM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

11/8/2022 5:41:49 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/8/2022 5:52:35 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/8/2022 6:21:17 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/8/2022 6:21:47 PM :15 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :15 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/8/2022 6:27:13 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/8/2022 6:27:43 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



11/8/2022 6:28:13 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/8/2022 6:28:43 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/8/2022 6:46:16 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/8/2022 6:46:46 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/8/2022 6:55:41 PM :15 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :15 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/8/2022 6:55:56 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/8/2022 7:26:55 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/8/2022 7:36:44 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/8/2022 7:47:54 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/8/2022 8:27:57 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/8/2022 8:40:10 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/8/2022 8:52:25 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/8/2022 9:21:41 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/8/2022 9:22:11 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/8/2022 9:27:33 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/8/2022 9:28:03 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/8/2022 9:48:52 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



11/8/2022 9:49:22 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/8/2022 9:58:28 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/8/2022 9:58:58 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/8/2022 10:15:01 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/8/2022 10:30:57 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/8/2022 10:31:27 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/8/2022 10:42:19 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/8/2022 10:42:49 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/8/2022 10:51:25 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/8/2022 10:51:55 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/8/2022 11:21:22 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/8/2022 11:27:09 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/8/2022 11:27:39 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/8/2022 11:28:09 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/8/2022 11:28:39 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/8/2022 11:34:13 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/8/2022 11:34:43 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



11/8/2022 11:55:56 PM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/8/2022 12:25:53 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/8/2022 12:41:09 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/8/2022 12:41:39 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/8/2022 12:48:52 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/8/2022 12:49:22 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/8/2022 1:07:07 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/8/2022 1:07:37 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/8/2022 1:18:09 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/8/2022 1:18:39 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/8/2022 1:28:03 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/8/2022 1:28:33 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/8/2022 1:43:25 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/8/2022 1:43:55 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/8/2022 1:52:46 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/8/2022 1:53:16 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/8/2022 2:16:33 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



11/8/2022 2:17:03 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/8/2022 2:25:05 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/8/2022 2:25:35 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/8/2022 2:26:05 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/8/2022 2:26:35 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/8/2022 2:35:39 XM :30 High Blood Pressure Control_Entrale Masked Know your numbers. Self-monitoring is power.
Black and Latinx adults are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. Showing Black and Latinx adults that self-monitoring their blood pressure is as easy 
as these 4 steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it.

11/8/2022 2:47:54 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/8/2022 2:48:24 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/8/2022 3:21:54 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/8/2022 3:22:24 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/8/2022 3:22:54 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/8/2022 3:23:24 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/8/2022 3:52:02 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/8/2022 3:52:32 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/8/2022 3:53:02 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/8/2022 3:53:32 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/8/2022 4:20:17 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



11/8/2022 4:20:47 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/8/2022 4:21:18 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/8/2022 4:21:48 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/8/2022 4:33:42 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/8/2022 4:34:12 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/8/2022 4:34:42 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/8/2022 4:56:40 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/8/2022 4:57:10 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/8/2022 4:57:40 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/8/2022 4:58:10 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/8/2022 5:12:51 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/8/2022 5:13:21 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/8/2022 5:22:53 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/8/2022 5:23:23 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/8/2022 5:23:53 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/8/2022 5:24:23 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/8/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



11/8/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/8/2022 5:43:43 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/8/2022 5:51:02 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/9/2022 6:12:49 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/9/2022 6:32:02 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/9/2022 6:32:32 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/9/2022 6:33:02 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/9/2022 7:19:04 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/9/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/9/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/9/2022 7:42:30 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/9/2022 7:43:00 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/9/2022 7:43:30 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/9/2022 7:44:00 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/9/2022 7:55:09 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/9/2022 8:45:17 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/9/2022 8:45:47 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



11/9/2022 8:46:17 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/9/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/9/2022 9:31:35 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/9/2022 9:45:42 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/9/2022 9:57:16 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/9/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/9/2022 10:46:03 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/9/2022 11:12:43 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/9/2022 11:14:13 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/9/2022 11:29:29 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/9/2022 11:42:15 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/9/2022 11:42:45 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/9/2022 11:55:02 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/9/2022 12:16:14 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/9/2022 12:23:48 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/9/2022 12:24:18 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/9/2022 12:24:48 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



11/9/2022 12:25:18 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/9/2022 12:40:30 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/9/2022 12:41:00 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/9/2022 12:51:58 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/9/2022 12:52:28 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/9/2022 12:52:58 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/9/2022 1:33:26 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/9/2022 1:44:41 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/9/2022 1:45:11 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/9/2022 1:45:41 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/9/2022 1:57:45 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/9/2022 1:58:15 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/9/2022 2:13:27 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/9/2022 2:13:57 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/9/2022 2:14:27 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/9/2022 2:14:57 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/9/2022 2:24:59 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/9/2022 2:25:29 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/9/2022 2:35:19 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/9/2022 2:49:02 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/9/2022 3:48:40 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/9/2022 3:49:10 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/9/2022 3:49:40 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/9/2022 3:54:21 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/9/2022 3:54:51 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/9/2022 4:51:32 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/9/2022 5:23:09 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/9/2022 5:38:11 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/9/2022 5:38:41 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/9/2022 5:52:23 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/9/2022 5:52:53 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/9/2022 6:21:59 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/9/2022 6:22:29 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/9/2022 6:22:59 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



11/9/2022 6:23:30 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/9/2022 6:27:50 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/9/2022 6:28:20 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/9/2022 6:28:50 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/9/2022 6:45:20 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/9/2022 6:45:50 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/9/2022 6:56:24 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/9/2022 6:56:54 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/9/2022 7:41:58 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/9/2022 7:52:02 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/9/2022 7:52:32 PM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

11/9/2022 9:40:46 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/9/2022 11:25:06 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/9/2022 11:25:36 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/9/2022 11:26:06 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/9/2022 11:33:38 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/9/2022 11:34:08 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.



11/9/2022 12:21:32 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/9/2022 12:22:02 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/9/2022 12:39:26 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/9/2022 12:39:56 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/9/2022 12:48:01 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/9/2022 1:10:23 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/9/2022 1:10:53 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/9/2022 1:20:24 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/9/2022 1:20:54 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/9/2022 1:28:22 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/9/2022 1:28:52 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/9/2022 1:38:19 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/9/2022 1:38:49 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/9/2022 1:51:45 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/9/2022 1:52:15 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/9/2022 2:20:42 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/9/2022 2:21:12 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



11/9/2022 2:30:26 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/9/2022 2:30:57 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/9/2022 2:31:27 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/9/2022 2:31:57 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/9/2022 2:40:58 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/9/2022 2:41:28 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/9/2022 2:51:47 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/9/2022 2:52:17 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/9/2022 3:23:14 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/9/2022 3:23:44 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/9/2022 3:24:14 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/9/2022 3:24:44 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/9/2022 3:48:20 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/9/2022 3:48:50 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/9/2022 3:49:20 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/9/2022 3:49:50 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/9/2022 4:19:14 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



11/9/2022 4:19:44 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/9/2022 4:20:14 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/9/2022 4:20:44 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/9/2022 4:32:17 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/9/2022 4:32:47 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/9/2022 4:33:17 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/9/2022 4:56:46 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/9/2022 4:57:16 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/9/2022 4:57:46 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/9/2022 4:58:16 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/9/2022 5:12:15 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/9/2022 5:12:45 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/9/2022 5:23:28 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/9/2022 5:23:58 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/9/2022 5:24:28 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/9/2022 5:24:59 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/9/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



11/9/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/9/2022 5:55:13 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/9/2022 5:58:46 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/10/2022 6:12:43 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/10/2022 6:13:43 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/10/2022 6:14:13 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/10/2022 6:28:44 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/10/2022 6:29:15 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/10/2022 6:29:44 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/10/2022 6:42:15 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/10/2022 6:55:17 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/10/2022 7:16:24 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/10/2022 7:17:09 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/10/2022 7:17:39 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/10/2022 7:18:09 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/10/2022 7:29:05 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/10/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



11/10/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/10/2022 7:42:19 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/10/2022 7:43:19 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/10/2022 7:43:49 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/10/2022 7:44:19 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/10/2022 7:54:00 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/10/2022 7:55:15 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/10/2022 7:55:45 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/10/2022 8:47:52 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/10/2022 8:58:57 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/10/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/10/2022 10:01:03 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/10/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/10/2022 10:44:26 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/10/2022 11:13:41 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/10/2022 11:15:11 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/10/2022 11:41:44 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



11/10/2022 11:51:28 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/10/2022 11:51:58 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/10/2022 12:15:03 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/10/2022 12:25:07 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/10/2022 12:25:37 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/10/2022 12:26:07 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/10/2022 12:41:12 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/10/2022 12:41:42 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/10/2022 12:52:19 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/10/2022 12:52:49 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/10/2022 12:53:19 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/10/2022 12:53:49 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/10/2022 1:52:00 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/10/2022 2:07:12 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/10/2022 2:24:31 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/10/2022 2:25:31 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/10/2022 2:26:01 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



11/10/2022 2:35:49 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/10/2022 2:46:21 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/10/2022 2:54:38 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/10/2022 2:55:08 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/10/2022 3:17:57 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/10/2022 3:18:57 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/10/2022 3:29:31 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/10/2022 3:41:48 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/10/2022 3:51:34 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/10/2022 4:21:04 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/10/2022 4:45:05 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/10/2022 4:55:09 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/10/2022 5:21:00 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/10/2022 5:40:07 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/10/2022 5:40:37 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/10/2022 6:09:36 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/10/2022 6:23:17 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



11/10/2022 6:23:47 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/10/2022 6:24:17 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/10/2022 6:24:47 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/10/2022 6:27:10 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/10/2022 6:27:40 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/10/2022 6:28:10 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/10/2022 6:28:40 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/10/2022 6:29:10 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/10/2022 6:46:04 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/10/2022 6:46:34 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/10/2022 6:47:04 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/10/2022 6:55:19 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/10/2022 7:50:05 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/10/2022 8:50:47 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/10/2022 11:10:36 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/10/2022 11:23:34 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/10/2022 11:26:27 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



11/10/2022 11:26:57 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/10/2022 11:27:27 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/10/2022 11:27:57 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/10/2022 11:34:07 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/10/2022 11:34:37 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/10/2022 11:55:48 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/10/2022 11:57:46 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/10/2022 12:25:31 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/10/2022 12:40:52 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/10/2022 12:41:22 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/10/2022 12:48:26 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/10/2022 12:48:56 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/10/2022 1:13:07 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/10/2022 1:13:37 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/10/2022 1:21:42 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/10/2022 1:22:12 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/10/2022 1:32:37 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



11/10/2022 1:33:07 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/10/2022 1:42:34 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/10/2022 1:43:05 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/10/2022 1:55:16 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/10/2022 1:55:46 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/10/2022 2:13:56 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/10/2022 2:14:26 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/10/2022 2:22:31 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/10/2022 2:23:01 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/10/2022 2:23:31 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/10/2022 2:24:01 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/10/2022 2:35:49 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/10/2022 2:36:19 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/10/2022 2:49:20 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/10/2022 2:49:50 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/10/2022 3:22:31 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/10/2022 3:23:01 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



11/10/2022 3:23:31 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/10/2022 3:24:01 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/10/2022 3:45:00 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/10/2022 3:45:30 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/10/2022 3:46:00 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/10/2022 3:46:30 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/10/2022 4:20:09 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/10/2022 4:20:39 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/10/2022 4:21:09 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/10/2022 4:21:39 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/10/2022 4:34:46 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/10/2022 4:35:17 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/10/2022 4:35:47 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/10/2022 4:55:08 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/10/2022 4:55:38 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/10/2022 4:56:08 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/10/2022 4:56:38 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



11/10/2022 5:12:28 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/10/2022 5:12:58 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/10/2022 5:24:19 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/10/2022 5:24:50 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/10/2022 5:25:20 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/10/2022 5:25:50 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/10/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/10/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/10/2022 5:55:19 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/10/2022 5:58:17 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/11/2022 6:13:41 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/11/2022 6:15:11 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/11/2022 6:31:24 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/11/2022 6:31:54 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/11/2022 6:32:24 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/11/2022 6:52:43 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/11/2022 7:17:08 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



11/11/2022 7:42:40 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/11/2022 7:43:10 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/11/2022 7:43:40 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/11/2022 7:52:30 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/11/2022 7:53:15 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/11/2022 7:53:45 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/11/2022 8:45:03 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/11/2022 8:45:33 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/11/2022 8:46:03 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/11/2022 9:00:20 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/11/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/11/2022 9:30:50 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/11/2022 9:59:57 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/11/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/11/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/11/2022 10:46:41 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/11/2022 11:20:06 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



11/11/2022 11:20:36 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/11/2022 11:31:59 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/11/2022 11:40:49 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/11/2022 11:51:49 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/11/2022 12:25:42 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/11/2022 12:26:12 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/11/2022 12:26:42 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/11/2022 12:39:40 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/11/2022 12:40:10 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/11/2022 12:49:15 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/11/2022 12:49:45 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/11/2022 12:50:15 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/11/2022 12:50:45 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/11/2022 1:31:10 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/11/2022 1:40:25 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/11/2022 1:40:55 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/11/2022 1:50:15 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



11/11/2022 1:50:45 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/11/2022 2:05:03 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/11/2022 2:16:25 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/11/2022 2:17:25 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/11/2022 2:17:55 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/11/2022 2:29:56 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/11/2022 2:30:26 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/11/2022 2:40:49 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/11/2022 2:41:19 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/11/2022 2:53:46 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/11/2022 2:54:16 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/11/2022 3:14:17 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/11/2022 3:14:47 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/11/2022 3:27:04 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/11/2022 3:48:56 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/11/2022 3:49:26 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/11/2022 4:19:24 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



11/11/2022 4:31:04 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/11/2022 4:43:07 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/11/2022 4:43:37 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/11/2022 4:44:07 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/11/2022 4:56:22 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/11/2022 5:22:17 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/11/2022 5:37:08 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/11/2022 6:12:29 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/11/2022 6:12:59 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/11/2022 6:13:29 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/11/2022 6:23:44 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/11/2022 6:24:15 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/11/2022 6:24:45 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/11/2022 6:28:14 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/11/2022 6:28:44 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/11/2022 6:29:14 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/11/2022 6:43:47 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



11/11/2022 6:44:17 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/11/2022 7:53:14 PM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

11/11/2022 9:41:46 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/11/2022 10:37:54 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/11/2022 10:38:25 PM :15 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/11/2022 10:51:37 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/11/2022 11:13:01 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/11/2022 11:23:00 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/11/2022 11:26:12 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/11/2022 11:26:42 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/11/2022 11:27:12 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/11/2022 11:27:42 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/11/2022 11:34:10 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/11/2022 11:34:40 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/11/2022 11:58:15 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/11/2022 12:29:27 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/11/2022 12:42:05 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



11/11/2022 12:48:32 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/11/2022 12:49:02 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/11/2022 1:12:33 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/11/2022 1:13:03 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/11/2022 1:21:50 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/11/2022 1:22:20 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/11/2022 1:33:15 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/11/2022 1:33:45 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/11/2022 1:46:56 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/11/2022 1:54:51 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/11/2022 1:55:21 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/11/2022 2:16:41 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/11/2022 2:17:11 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/11/2022 2:27:41 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/11/2022 2:28:11 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/11/2022 2:28:41 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/11/2022 2:29:11 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



11/11/2022 2:37:18 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/11/2022 2:37:48 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/11/2022 2:52:29 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/11/2022 2:52:58 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/11/2022 3:23:27 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/11/2022 3:23:56 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/11/2022 3:24:27 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/11/2022 3:24:57 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/11/2022 3:50:36 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/11/2022 3:51:06 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/11/2022 3:51:36 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/11/2022 3:52:06 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/11/2022 4:18:29 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/11/2022 4:18:59 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/11/2022 4:19:29 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/11/2022 4:19:59 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/11/2022 4:31:39 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



11/11/2022 4:32:09 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/11/2022 4:32:39 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/11/2022 4:56:22 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/11/2022 4:56:52 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/11/2022 4:57:22 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/11/2022 4:57:52 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/11/2022 5:10:56 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/11/2022 5:11:26 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/11/2022 5:21:16 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/11/2022 5:21:46 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/11/2022 5:22:16 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/11/2022 5:22:46 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/11/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/11/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/11/2022 5:55:01 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/11/2022 5:58:45 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/12/2022 6:11:35 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



11/12/2022 6:12:05 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/12/2022 6:23:48 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/12/2022 6:24:18 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/12/2022 6:24:48 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/12/2022 6:25:19 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/12/2022 6:41:49 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/12/2022 6:42:19 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/12/2022 6:53:47 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/12/2022 6:54:17 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/12/2022 6:54:47 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/12/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/12/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/12/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/12/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/12/2022 8:17:25 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/12/2022 8:17:55 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/12/2022 8:18:25 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



11/12/2022 8:18:55 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/12/2022 8:51:46 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/12/2022 8:52:16 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/12/2022 8:52:46 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/12/2022 8:53:16 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/12/2022 9:19:23 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/12/2022 9:20:23 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/12/2022 9:20:53 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/12/2022 9:49:41 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/12/2022 9:50:11 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/12/2022 9:50:41 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/12/2022 9:51:11 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/12/2022 10:21:45 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/12/2022 10:22:15 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/12/2022 10:22:45 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/12/2022 10:23:15 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/12/2022 10:52:14 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.



11/12/2022 10:52:44 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/12/2022 10:53:14 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/12/2022 10:53:44 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/12/2022 11:07:19 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/12/2022 11:08:49 AM :20 APDA - Look Closer_:20 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/12/2022 11:09:09 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/12/2022 11:18:55 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/12/2022 11:19:25 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/12/2022 12:28:55 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/12/2022 1:28:55 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/12/2022 2:11:57 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/12/2022 3:16:00 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/12/2022 4:11:59 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/12/2022 4:48:54 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/12/2022 4:49:24 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/12/2022 5:11:26 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/12/2022 5:33:39 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/12/2022 5:47:28 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/12/2022 6:14:27 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/12/2022 6:15:27 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/12/2022 6:15:57 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/12/2022 6:24:00 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/12/2022 6:45:22 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/12/2022 6:45:52 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/12/2022 6:46:22 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/12/2022 6:46:52 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/12/2022 6:58:01 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/12/2022 6:58:31 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/12/2022 7:24:47 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/12/2022 7:45:55 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/12/2022 7:56:49 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/12/2022 8:18:40 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/12/2022 8:19:10 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/12/2022 8:34:11 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



11/12/2022 8:47:55 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/12/2022 9:05:00 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/12/2022 9:05:30 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/12/2022 9:14:56 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/12/2022 9:28:17 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/12/2022 9:28:47 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/12/2022 9:39:18 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/12/2022 9:39:48 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/12/2022 9:51:24 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/12/2022 9:51:54 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/12/2022 10:13:58 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/12/2022 10:14:28 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/12/2022 10:22:46 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/12/2022 10:23:16 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/12/2022 10:40:27 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/12/2022 10:40:57 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/12/2022 10:52:37 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



11/12/2022 10:53:07 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/12/2022 11:10:12 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/12/2022 11:11:44 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/12/2022 11:20:58 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/12/2022 11:21:28 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/12/2022 11:46:29 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/12/2022 11:46:59 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/12/2022 11:47:29 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/12/2022 11:47:59 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/12/2022 11:58:07 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/12/2022 11:58:37 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/12/2022 12:12:07 XM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/12/2022 12:12:37 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/12/2022 12:24:20 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/12/2022 12:24:50 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/12/2022 12:34:50 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/12/2022 12:35:19 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



11/12/2022 12:35:50 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/12/2022 12:36:20 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/12/2022 12:47:46 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/12/2022 12:48:16 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/12/2022 1:15:45 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/12/2022 1:24:56 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/12/2022 1:25:26 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/12/2022 1:25:56 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/12/2022 1:26:26 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/12/2022 1:36:45 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/12/2022 1:37:15 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/12/2022 1:51:07 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/12/2022 2:14:26 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/12/2022 2:23:01 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/12/2022 2:23:31 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/12/2022 2:24:01 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/12/2022 2:24:31 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



11/12/2022 2:44:55 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/12/2022 2:45:25 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/12/2022 2:45:55 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/12/2022 2:46:25 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/12/2022 2:57:18 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/12/2022 3:22:23 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/12/2022 3:22:53 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/12/2022 3:39:41 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/12/2022 3:40:11 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/12/2022 3:47:26 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/12/2022 3:47:56 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/12/2022 4:10:27 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/12/2022 4:10:58 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/12/2022 4:23:31 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/12/2022 4:24:01 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/12/2022 4:24:31 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/12/2022 4:41:01 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/12/2022 4:41:32 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/12/2022 4:49:39 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/12/2022 4:50:09 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/12/2022 4:50:39 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/12/2022 4:51:09 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/12/2022 5:14:57 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/12/2022 5:15:27 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/12/2022 5:15:57 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/12/2022 5:23:30 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/12/2022 5:24:00 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/12/2022 5:47:29 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/12/2022 5:47:59 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/12/2022 5:48:29 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/12/2022 5:48:59 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/12/2022 5:58:07 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/12/2022 5:58:37 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/13/2022 6:14:25 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



11/13/2022 6:14:55 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/13/2022 6:23:04 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/13/2022 6:23:33 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/13/2022 6:24:03 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/13/2022 6:24:34 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/13/2022 6:44:46 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/13/2022 6:45:16 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/13/2022 6:53:41 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/13/2022 6:54:11 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/13/2022 6:54:41 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/13/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/13/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/13/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/13/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/13/2022 8:15:25 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/13/2022 8:15:55 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/13/2022 8:16:25 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



11/13/2022 8:16:55 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/13/2022 8:27:26 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/13/2022 8:27:56 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/13/2022 8:39:00 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/13/2022 8:39:30 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/13/2022 8:52:07 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/13/2022 8:52:37 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/13/2022 9:14:35 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/13/2022 9:24:58 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/13/2022 9:37:29 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/13/2022 9:37:59 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/13/2022 9:38:29 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/13/2022 9:52:38 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/13/2022 9:53:08 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/13/2022 10:14:21 AM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/13/2022 10:14:51 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/13/2022 10:26:09 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



11/13/2022 10:27:09 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/13/2022 10:27:39 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/13/2022 10:42:31 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/13/2022 10:56:43 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/13/2022 11:30:00 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/13/2022 11:30:30 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/13/2022 11:31:00 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/13/2022 11:41:47 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/13/2022 11:51:35 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/13/2022 12:05:46 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/13/2022 12:36:18 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/13/2022 12:36:48 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/13/2022 1:20:51 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/13/2022 1:39:08 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/13/2022 1:51:53 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/13/2022 2:16:38 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/13/2022 2:29:18 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



11/13/2022 2:39:44 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/13/2022 2:49:59 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/13/2022 3:19:15 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/13/2022 3:20:15 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/13/2022 3:20:45 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/13/2022 3:45:01 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/13/2022 3:55:42 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/13/2022 3:56:12 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/13/2022 4:17:55 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/13/2022 4:18:55 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/13/2022 4:19:25 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/13/2022 4:33:17 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/13/2022 4:43:35 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/13/2022 4:44:05 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/13/2022 4:54:20 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/13/2022 4:54:50 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/13/2022 5:11:19 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



11/13/2022 5:12:19 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/13/2022 5:12:49 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/13/2022 5:24:38 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/13/2022 5:37:45 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/13/2022 5:38:15 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/13/2022 5:50:58 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/13/2022 5:51:28 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/13/2022 6:09:55 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/13/2022 6:10:55 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/13/2022 6:11:25 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/13/2022 6:20:46 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/13/2022 6:48:17 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/13/2022 6:48:47 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/13/2022 6:49:17 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/13/2022 6:58:18 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/13/2022 6:58:48 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/13/2022 7:20:04 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



11/13/2022 7:34:07 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/13/2022 7:34:37 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/13/2022 7:47:56 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/13/2022 7:48:26 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/13/2022 8:18:04 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/13/2022 8:30:10 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/13/2022 8:30:40 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/13/2022 8:41:50 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/13/2022 8:56:24 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/13/2022 8:56:54 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/13/2022 9:15:03 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/13/2022 9:50:34 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/13/2022 9:51:04 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/13/2022 10:18:20 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/13/2022 10:27:54 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/13/2022 10:28:24 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/13/2022 10:42:47 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



11/13/2022 10:52:49 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/13/2022 11:18:47 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/13/2022 11:19:17 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/13/2022 11:28:48 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/13/2022 11:58:44 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/13/2022 12:28:54 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/13/2022 12:29:24 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/13/2022 12:36:47 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/13/2022 12:44:36 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/13/2022 12:45:05 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/13/2022 12:52:30 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/13/2022 12:53:00 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/13/2022 12:53:30 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/13/2022 12:54:00 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/13/2022 1:15:52 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/13/2022 1:24:08 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/13/2022 1:24:38 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



11/13/2022 1:25:08 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/13/2022 1:25:38 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/13/2022 1:41:54 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/13/2022 1:42:24 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/13/2022 1:42:54 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/13/2022 1:43:24 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/13/2022 1:53:29 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/13/2022 2:16:26 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/13/2022 2:16:56 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/13/2022 2:17:26 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/13/2022 2:17:56 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/13/2022 2:30:15 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/13/2022 2:30:45 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/13/2022 2:40:51 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/13/2022 2:41:21 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/13/2022 2:51:35 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/13/2022 2:52:05 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



11/13/2022 3:14:55 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/13/2022 3:15:25 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/13/2022 3:15:55 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/13/2022 3:16:25 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/13/2022 3:27:25 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/13/2022 3:27:55 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/13/2022 3:38:29 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/13/2022 3:38:59 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/13/2022 3:52:06 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/13/2022 3:52:36 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/13/2022 4:19:09 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/13/2022 4:19:39 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/13/2022 4:31:47 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/13/2022 4:32:17 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/13/2022 4:32:47 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/13/2022 4:33:17 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/13/2022 4:43:35 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



11/13/2022 4:44:05 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/13/2022 4:53:50 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/13/2022 4:54:20 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/13/2022 4:54:50 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/13/2022 5:10:07 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/13/2022 5:10:37 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/13/2022 5:18:18 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/13/2022 5:18:48 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/13/2022 5:19:18 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/13/2022 5:19:48 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/13/2022 5:26:29 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/13/2022 5:26:59 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/13/2022 5:27:29 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/13/2022 5:50:50 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/13/2022 5:58:44 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/14/2022 6:19:06 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/14/2022 6:20:06 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



11/14/2022 6:20:36 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/14/2022 6:31:45 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/14/2022 6:32:15 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/14/2022 6:32:45 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/14/2022 6:41:49 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/14/2022 6:52:34 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/14/2022 7:17:22 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/14/2022 7:41:57 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/14/2022 7:42:27 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/14/2022 7:42:57 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/14/2022 7:55:00 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/14/2022 8:48:14 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/14/2022 9:01:25 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/14/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/14/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/14/2022 10:32:05 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/14/2022 11:15:46 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



11/14/2022 11:16:46 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/14/2022 11:41:48 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/14/2022 11:53:28 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/14/2022 12:24:23 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/14/2022 12:24:53 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/14/2022 12:25:23 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/14/2022 12:39:28 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/14/2022 12:40:28 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/14/2022 12:55:29 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/14/2022 12:55:59 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/14/2022 12:56:29 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/14/2022 1:30:58 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/14/2022 1:41:40 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/14/2022 1:51:21 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/14/2022 2:15:32 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/14/2022 2:17:02 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/14/2022 2:39:59 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/14/2022 2:51:06 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/14/2022 3:15:02 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/14/2022 3:26:30 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/14/2022 3:37:17 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/14/2022 4:18:12 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/14/2022 5:21:21 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/14/2022 5:38:46 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/14/2022 6:24:14 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/14/2022 6:45:56 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/14/2022 11:26:48 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/14/2022 11:27:18 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/14/2022 11:27:48 PM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

11/14/2022 11:33:38 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/14/2022 11:34:08 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/14/2022 11:35:05 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/14/2022 11:56:11 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/14/2022 12:00:05 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.



11/14/2022 12:00:50 XM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/14/2022 12:38:49 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/14/2022 12:39:19 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/14/2022 12:48:24 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/14/2022 1:08:57 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/14/2022 1:19:40 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/14/2022 1:20:10 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/14/2022 1:31:06 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/14/2022 1:40:26 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/14/2022 1:40:56 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/14/2022 1:51:57 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/14/2022 1:52:27 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/14/2022 2:15:26 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/14/2022 2:15:56 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/14/2022 2:25:02 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/14/2022 2:25:32 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/14/2022 2:26:02 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.



11/14/2022 2:26:32 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/14/2022 2:40:02 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/14/2022 2:40:32 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/14/2022 2:53:03 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/14/2022 2:53:33 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/14/2022 3:22:22 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/14/2022 3:23:22 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/14/2022 3:23:52 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/14/2022 3:47:18 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/14/2022 3:47:48 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/14/2022 3:48:18 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/14/2022 3:48:48 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/14/2022 4:17:17 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/14/2022 4:17:47 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/14/2022 4:18:17 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/14/2022 4:18:47 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/14/2022 4:30:18 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



11/14/2022 4:30:48 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/14/2022 4:31:18 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/14/2022 4:54:14 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/14/2022 4:54:44 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/14/2022 4:55:14 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/14/2022 4:55:44 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/14/2022 5:11:13 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/14/2022 5:27:30 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/14/2022 5:28:00 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/14/2022 5:28:30 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/14/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/14/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/15/2022 6:15:46 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/15/2022 6:42:19 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/15/2022 7:17:55 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/15/2022 7:28:35 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/15/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



11/15/2022 7:41:22 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/15/2022 7:53:42 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/15/2022 7:54:26 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/15/2022 7:54:56 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/15/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/15/2022 9:58:32 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/15/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/15/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/15/2022 11:14:45 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/15/2022 11:15:45 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/15/2022 11:36:22 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/15/2022 12:16:20 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/15/2022 12:25:57 PM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/15/2022 12:43:36 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/15/2022 12:44:06 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/15/2022 12:50:41 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/15/2022 12:51:11 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



11/15/2022 12:51:41 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/15/2022 12:52:11 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/15/2022 1:42:19 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/15/2022 2:14:27 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/15/2022 2:15:27 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/15/2022 3:17:42 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/15/2022 3:51:18 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/15/2022 3:52:03 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/15/2022 4:20:59 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/15/2022 4:42:50 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/15/2022 4:51:30 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/15/2022 5:25:13 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/15/2022 5:40:51 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/15/2022 5:41:21 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/15/2022 6:13:00 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/15/2022 6:23:46 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/15/2022 6:27:08 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



11/15/2022 6:27:38 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/15/2022 6:28:08 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/15/2022 6:28:38 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/15/2022 6:48:00 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/15/2022 7:49:04 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/15/2022 8:45:16 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/15/2022 9:51:39 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/15/2022 10:41:01 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/15/2022 11:22:31 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/15/2022 11:27:09 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/15/2022 11:27:39 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/15/2022 11:34:08 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/15/2022 11:34:38 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/15/2022 12:25:45 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/15/2022 12:43:36 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/15/2022 12:44:06 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/15/2022 12:49:03 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



11/15/2022 1:13:33 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/15/2022 1:26:21 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/15/2022 1:35:09 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/15/2022 1:44:24 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/15/2022 1:52:34 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.

11/15/2022 2:15:28 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/15/2022 2:15:58 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/15/2022 2:24:47 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/15/2022 2:25:17 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/15/2022 2:25:47 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/15/2022 2:26:17 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/15/2022 2:37:39 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/15/2022 2:48:19 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/15/2022 2:48:49 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/15/2022 3:22:41 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/15/2022 3:23:41 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/15/2022 3:24:11 XM :30 Mattress Recycling Council-Bye Bye Mattress The Mattress Recycling Council is a nonprofit organization formed by the mattress industry to operate recycling programs in states which have enacted 
mattress recycling laws- California, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Each state’s program is funded by a recycling fee that is collected when a mattress or box 
spring is sold. The fees pay for the transportation and recycling of the mattresses.



11/15/2022 3:53:11 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/15/2022 3:53:41 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/15/2022 3:54:11 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/15/2022 3:54:41 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/15/2022 4:20:04 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/15/2022 4:20:34 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/15/2022 4:21:04 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/15/2022 4:21:34 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/15/2022 4:32:21 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/15/2022 4:32:50 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/15/2022 4:33:21 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/15/2022 4:52:00 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/15/2022 4:52:30 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/15/2022 4:53:00 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/15/2022 4:53:30 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/15/2022 5:14:51 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/15/2022 5:24:12 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



11/15/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/15/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/15/2022 5:55:16 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/16/2022 6:14:45 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/16/2022 7:17:40 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/16/2022 7:30:20 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/16/2022 7:44:20 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/16/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/16/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/16/2022 11:17:07 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/16/2022 11:52:05 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/16/2022 12:25:43 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/16/2022 1:44:44 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/16/2022 2:08:14 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/16/2022 2:08:45 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/16/2022 3:18:34 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/16/2022 3:19:04 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



11/16/2022 3:19:34 PM :30 Senorita LULAC

11/16/2022 3:24:47 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/16/2022 3:25:17 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/16/2022 4:23:07 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/16/2022 4:29:14 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/16/2022 5:23:03 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/16/2022 5:42:30 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/16/2022 6:12:17 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/16/2022 6:21:56 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/16/2022 6:28:09 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/16/2022 6:28:39 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/16/2022 6:44:52 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/16/2022 6:57:01 PM :15 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/16/2022 11:34:07 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/16/2022 11:56:19 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/16/2022 12:30:24 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/16/2022 1:11:40 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.



11/16/2022 1:12:10 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/16/2022 1:24:04 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/16/2022 1:31:44 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/16/2022 1:39:01 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/16/2022 1:39:31 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/16/2022 1:48:26 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/16/2022 2:15:20 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/16/2022 2:26:25 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/16/2022 2:26:55 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/16/2022 2:27:25 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/16/2022 2:27:55 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/16/2022 2:38:45 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/16/2022 2:39:15 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/16/2022 2:50:37 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/16/2022 2:51:07 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/16/2022 3:23:31 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/16/2022 3:24:01 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/16/2022 3:24:31 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/16/2022 3:25:01 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/16/2022 3:52:25 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/16/2022 3:52:55 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/16/2022 3:53:25 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/16/2022 3:53:55 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/16/2022 4:20:47 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/16/2022 4:21:17 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/16/2022 4:21:47 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/16/2022 4:22:17 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/16/2022 4:32:40 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/16/2022 4:33:10 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/16/2022 4:33:40 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/16/2022 4:53:59 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/16/2022 4:54:29 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/16/2022 4:54:59 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/16/2022 4:55:29 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



11/16/2022 5:15:01 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/16/2022 5:23:16 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/16/2022 5:23:46 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/16/2022 5:24:16 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/16/2022 5:24:46 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/16/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/16/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/17/2022 6:17:07 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/17/2022 6:52:05 AM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/17/2022 7:17:25 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/17/2022 7:42:13 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/17/2022 7:42:43 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/17/2022 7:43:13 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/17/2022 7:53:53 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/17/2022 7:54:38 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/17/2022 7:55:08 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/17/2022 8:46:39 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



11/17/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/17/2022 9:31:50 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/17/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/17/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/17/2022 11:17:51 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/17/2022 12:24:51 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/17/2022 12:39:23 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/17/2022 12:39:53 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/17/2022 12:51:44 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/17/2022 1:41:16 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/17/2022 2:18:03 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/17/2022 2:19:33 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/17/2022 2:33:06 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/17/2022 2:52:53 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/17/2022 3:16:04 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/17/2022 4:18:45 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/17/2022 4:40:22 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



11/17/2022 5:25:04 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/17/2022 5:50:38 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/17/2022 6:22:45 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/17/2022 6:23:15 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/17/2022 6:28:38 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/17/2022 11:28:26 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/17/2022 11:34:13 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/17/2022 11:34:43 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/17/2022 11:55:48 PM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

11/17/2022 12:26:25 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/17/2022 12:47:11 XM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

11/17/2022 1:09:49 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/17/2022 1:10:19 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/17/2022 1:23:36 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/17/2022 1:24:06 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/17/2022 1:32:11 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/17/2022 1:32:42 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



11/17/2022 1:47:02 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/17/2022 1:47:32 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/17/2022 1:54:04 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/17/2022 1:54:34 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/17/2022 2:18:51 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/17/2022 2:31:34 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/17/2022 2:32:04 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/17/2022 2:32:34 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/17/2022 2:33:04 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/17/2022 2:41:14 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/17/2022 2:41:44 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/17/2022 2:51:16 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/17/2022 3:22:31 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/17/2022 3:23:01 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/17/2022 3:23:31 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/17/2022 3:24:01 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/17/2022 3:48:46 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



11/17/2022 3:49:16 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/17/2022 3:49:46 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/17/2022 3:50:16 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/17/2022 4:17:50 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/17/2022 4:18:20 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/17/2022 4:18:50 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/17/2022 4:19:20 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/17/2022 4:29:11 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/17/2022 4:29:41 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/17/2022 4:30:11 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/17/2022 4:52:57 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/17/2022 4:53:27 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/17/2022 4:53:57 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/17/2022 4:54:27 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/17/2022 5:10:38 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/17/2022 5:24:14 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/17/2022 5:24:44 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



11/17/2022 5:25:14 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/17/2022 5:25:44 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/17/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/17/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/17/2022 5:58:09 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/18/2022 6:15:25 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/18/2022 7:18:06 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/18/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/18/2022 7:41:40 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/18/2022 7:42:10 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/18/2022 7:42:40 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/18/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/18/2022 10:02:42 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/18/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/18/2022 10:45:24 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/18/2022 11:17:03 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/18/2022 12:52:46 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



11/18/2022 12:53:16 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/18/2022 2:15:23 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/18/2022 2:15:53 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/18/2022 2:53:40 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/18/2022 4:19:47 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/18/2022 4:40:48 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/18/2022 4:41:18 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/18/2022 4:41:48 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/18/2022 5:21:07 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/18/2022 5:39:19 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/18/2022 5:39:49 PM :15 Estan Listos 15 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/18/2022 6:22:51 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/18/2022 6:27:55 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/18/2022 6:45:04 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/18/2022 8:35:37 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/18/2022 8:36:08 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/18/2022 8:44:46 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



11/18/2022 10:41:02 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/18/2022 10:53:19 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/18/2022 11:24:50 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/18/2022 11:25:20 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/18/2022 11:25:50 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/18/2022 11:26:20 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/18/2022 11:34:06 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/18/2022 11:34:36 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/18/2022 12:46:26 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/18/2022 1:04:46 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/18/2022 1:25:15 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/18/2022 1:25:45 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/18/2022 1:26:15 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/18/2022 1:26:45 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/18/2022 1:43:03 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/18/2022 1:52:51 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/18/2022 1:53:21 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



11/18/2022 1:53:51 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/18/2022 2:16:38 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/18/2022 2:17:08 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/18/2022 2:29:58 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/18/2022 2:30:28 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/18/2022 2:30:58 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/18/2022 2:43:16 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/18/2022 2:52:35 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/18/2022 3:19:00 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/18/2022 3:19:30 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/18/2022 3:20:00 XM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/18/2022 3:20:30 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/18/2022 3:52:51 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/18/2022 3:53:21 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/18/2022 3:53:51 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/18/2022 4:18:55 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/18/2022 4:19:25 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.



11/18/2022 4:19:55 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/18/2022 4:20:25 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/18/2022 4:30:44 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/18/2022 4:31:14 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/18/2022 4:31:44 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/18/2022 4:53:54 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/18/2022 4:54:24 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/18/2022 4:54:54 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/18/2022 4:55:24 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/18/2022 5:13:37 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/18/2022 5:23:46 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/18/2022 5:24:16 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/18/2022 5:24:46 XM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/18/2022 5:25:16 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/18/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/18/2022 5:55:21 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/19/2022 6:14:11 AM :30 Gracias



11/19/2022 6:14:40 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/19/2022 6:23:46 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/19/2022 6:24:16 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/19/2022 6:24:46 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/19/2022 6:25:16 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/19/2022 6:39:38 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/19/2022 6:40:08 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/19/2022 6:54:57 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/19/2022 6:55:27 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/19/2022 6:55:57 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/19/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/19/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/19/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/19/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/19/2022 8:19:08 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/19/2022 8:20:08 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/19/2022 8:20:38 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



11/19/2022 8:49:49 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/19/2022 8:50:19 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/19/2022 8:50:49 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/19/2022 8:51:19 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/19/2022 9:18:56 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/19/2022 9:19:26 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/19/2022 9:19:56 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/19/2022 9:20:26 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/19/2022 9:48:15 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/19/2022 9:48:45 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/19/2022 9:49:15 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/19/2022 9:49:45 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/19/2022 10:21:46 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/19/2022 10:22:16 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/19/2022 10:22:46 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/19/2022 10:23:16 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/19/2022 10:51:17 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



11/19/2022 10:51:47 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/19/2022 10:52:17 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/19/2022 10:52:47 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/19/2022 11:11:49 AM :20 Building Recovery Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing 
mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery delivers words of encouragement from the recovery 
community, while Building Recovery shows how support can empower those living in recovery as well as individuals seeking help to achieve their recovery 
goals

11/19/2022 11:58:55 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/19/2022 11:59:25 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/19/2022 12:28:55 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/19/2022 12:29:25 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/19/2022 12:58:55 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/19/2022 12:59:25 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/19/2022 1:28:55 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/19/2022 1:29:25 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/19/2022 1:58:55 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/19/2022 1:59:25 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/19/2022 2:10:48 PM :30 Gracias

11/19/2022 8:17:32 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/19/2022 9:15:39 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



11/19/2022 10:11:15 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/19/2022 10:23:04 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/19/2022 11:11:19 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/19/2022 11:46:44 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/19/2022 11:47:14 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/19/2022 11:47:44 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/19/2022 11:48:14 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/19/2022 11:57:50 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/19/2022 11:58:21 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/19/2022 12:13:27 XM :30 Gracias

11/19/2022 12:27:12 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/19/2022 12:39:27 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/19/2022 12:39:57 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/19/2022 12:40:27 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/19/2022 12:52:59 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/19/2022 1:14:44 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/19/2022 1:24:14 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



11/19/2022 1:24:44 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/19/2022 1:25:14 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/19/2022 1:36:45 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/19/2022 1:49:19 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/19/2022 1:49:49 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/19/2022 2:17:55 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/19/2022 2:26:05 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/19/2022 2:26:35 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/19/2022 2:27:05 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/19/2022 2:43:38 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/19/2022 2:44:08 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/19/2022 2:44:38 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/19/2022 2:45:08 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/19/2022 2:58:15 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/19/2022 3:22:53 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/19/2022 3:23:23 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/19/2022 3:45:04 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



11/19/2022 3:45:34 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/19/2022 3:50:10 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/19/2022 3:50:40 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/19/2022 4:09:15 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/19/2022 4:09:45 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/19/2022 4:21:00 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/19/2022 4:21:30 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/19/2022 4:22:00 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/19/2022 4:44:25 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/19/2022 4:44:55 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/19/2022 4:53:22 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/19/2022 4:53:52 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/19/2022 4:54:22 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/19/2022 4:54:52 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/19/2022 5:11:50 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/19/2022 5:12:20 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/19/2022 5:12:50 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



11/19/2022 5:23:01 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/19/2022 5:23:31 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/19/2022 5:47:43 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/19/2022 5:48:13 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/19/2022 5:48:43 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/19/2022 5:49:13 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/19/2022 5:57:50 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/19/2022 5:58:20 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/20/2022 6:11:35 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/20/2022 6:12:05 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/20/2022 6:22:58 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/20/2022 6:23:28 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/20/2022 6:23:58 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/20/2022 6:24:28 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/20/2022 6:43:50 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/20/2022 6:44:20 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/20/2022 6:52:39 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



11/20/2022 6:53:09 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/20/2022 6:53:39 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/20/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/20/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/20/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/20/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/20/2022 8:14:45 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/20/2022 8:15:15 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/20/2022 8:15:45 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/20/2022 8:30:31 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/20/2022 8:31:01 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/20/2022 8:43:46 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/20/2022 8:44:16 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/20/2022 8:53:53 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/20/2022 9:18:45 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/20/2022 9:29:36 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/20/2022 9:40:52 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



11/20/2022 9:41:22 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/20/2022 9:42:22 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/20/2022 9:54:53 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/20/2022 10:15:26 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/20/2022 10:15:56 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/20/2022 10:28:36 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/20/2022 10:29:06 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/20/2022 10:29:36 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/20/2022 10:30:06 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/20/2022 10:38:56 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/20/2022 10:46:56 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/20/2022 10:47:25 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/20/2022 11:13:56 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/20/2022 11:28:51 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/20/2022 11:29:21 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/20/2022 11:29:51 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/20/2022 11:30:21 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



11/20/2022 11:41:56 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/20/2022 11:42:26 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/20/2022 11:52:30 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/20/2022 11:53:00 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/20/2022 12:05:49 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/20/2022 2:07:42 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/20/2022 4:10:13 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/20/2022 5:16:21 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/20/2022 6:14:05 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/20/2022 6:46:24 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/20/2022 7:33:06 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/20/2022 7:48:57 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/20/2022 8:24:07 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/20/2022 9:31:38 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/20/2022 9:32:08 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/20/2022 9:55:25 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/20/2022 10:20:05 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



11/20/2022 10:32:34 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/20/2022 11:15:54 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/20/2022 11:16:24 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/20/2022 11:25:51 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/20/2022 11:26:21 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/20/2022 11:58:21 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/20/2022 12:24:02 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/20/2022 12:24:32 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/20/2022 12:42:13 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/20/2022 12:47:22 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/20/2022 1:16:37 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/20/2022 1:23:34 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/20/2022 1:24:04 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/20/2022 1:24:34 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/20/2022 1:25:04 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/20/2022 1:40:12 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/20/2022 1:40:42 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



11/20/2022 1:41:12 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/20/2022 1:41:42 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/20/2022 2:13:11 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/20/2022 2:13:41 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/20/2022 2:14:11 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/20/2022 2:14:41 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/20/2022 2:29:36 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/20/2022 2:30:06 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/20/2022 2:41:31 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/20/2022 2:42:01 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/20/2022 2:52:30 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/20/2022 2:53:00 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/20/2022 3:14:15 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/20/2022 3:14:45 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/20/2022 3:15:15 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/20/2022 3:15:45 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/20/2022 3:30:30 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



11/20/2022 3:31:00 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/20/2022 3:43:15 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/20/2022 3:43:45 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/20/2022 3:53:53 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/20/2022 3:54:22 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/20/2022 4:11:28 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/20/2022 4:11:58 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/20/2022 4:24:45 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/20/2022 4:25:15 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/20/2022 4:25:45 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/20/2022 4:36:47 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/20/2022 4:37:17 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/20/2022 4:50:29 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/20/2022 4:50:59 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/20/2022 4:51:29 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/20/2022 5:09:16 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/20/2022 5:09:46 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



11/20/2022 5:18:04 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/20/2022 5:18:34 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/20/2022 5:19:04 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/20/2022 5:19:34 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/20/2022 5:27:36 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/20/2022 5:28:06 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/20/2022 5:28:36 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/20/2022 5:53:28 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/20/2022 5:58:21 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/21/2022 6:17:03 AM :30 Gracias

11/21/2022 6:31:02 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/21/2022 7:18:59 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/21/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/21/2022 7:46:56 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/21/2022 7:47:26 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/21/2022 7:53:50 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/21/2022 7:54:20 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



11/21/2022 7:54:50 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/21/2022 9:31:36 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/21/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/21/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/21/2022 11:11:11 AM :30 Gracias

11/21/2022 11:12:41 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/21/2022 11:28:52 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/21/2022 11:52:24 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/21/2022 12:15:07 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/21/2022 12:23:54 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/21/2022 12:24:24 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/21/2022 12:42:54 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/21/2022 12:43:24 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/21/2022 12:49:50 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/21/2022 12:50:20 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/21/2022 12:50:50 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/21/2022 12:51:20 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



11/21/2022 12:51:50 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/21/2022 1:52:40 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/21/2022 2:17:38 PM :30 Gracias

11/21/2022 2:19:08 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/21/2022 2:53:44 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/21/2022 3:17:39 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/21/2022 3:18:09 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/21/2022 3:42:18 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/21/2022 3:43:03 PM :15 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/21/2022 3:51:39 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/21/2022 4:21:54 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/21/2022 4:35:02 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/21/2022 4:48:04 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/21/2022 5:20:33 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/21/2022 6:09:52 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/21/2022 6:10:52 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/21/2022 6:22:05 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.



11/21/2022 6:22:35 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/21/2022 6:23:05 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/21/2022 6:27:44 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/21/2022 6:28:14 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/21/2022 6:28:44 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/21/2022 6:47:06 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/21/2022 6:47:36 PM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

11/21/2022 7:14:01 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/21/2022 9:52:16 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/21/2022 11:26:30 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/21/2022 11:27:00 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/21/2022 11:27:30 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/21/2022 11:34:43 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/21/2022 11:58:03 PM :15 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/21/2022 12:29:21 XM :30 Gracias

11/21/2022 12:40:30 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/21/2022 12:48:35 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



11/21/2022 12:49:05 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/21/2022 1:12:00 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/21/2022 1:23:07 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/21/2022 1:36:14 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/21/2022 1:45:19 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/21/2022 1:54:23 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/21/2022 1:54:53 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/21/2022 2:14:20 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/21/2022 2:14:50 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/21/2022 2:25:16 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/21/2022 2:25:46 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/21/2022 2:26:16 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/21/2022 2:26:46 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/21/2022 2:37:18 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/21/2022 2:49:53 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/21/2022 2:50:23 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/21/2022 3:20:01 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



11/21/2022 3:21:01 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/21/2022 3:21:31 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/21/2022 3:51:46 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/21/2022 3:52:16 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/21/2022 3:52:46 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/21/2022 3:53:16 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/21/2022 4:20:59 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/21/2022 4:21:59 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/21/2022 4:22:29 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/21/2022 4:35:07 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/21/2022 4:35:37 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/21/2022 4:36:07 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/21/2022 4:57:08 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/21/2022 4:57:38 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/21/2022 4:58:08 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/21/2022 4:58:38 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/21/2022 5:14:09 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



11/21/2022 5:22:35 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/21/2022 5:23:05 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/21/2022 5:23:35 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/21/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/21/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/21/2022 5:54:28 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/22/2022 6:11:11 AM :30 Gracias

11/22/2022 6:29:07 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/22/2022 6:29:37 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/22/2022 7:16:02 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/22/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/22/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/22/2022 10:32:05 AM :15 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 15 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/22/2022 11:16:29 AM :30 Gracias

11/22/2022 11:43:43 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/22/2022 11:53:20 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/22/2022 12:26:37 PM :15 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



11/22/2022 12:26:52 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/22/2022 12:27:22 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/22/2022 12:43:05 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/22/2022 12:43:20 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/22/2022 12:51:55 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/22/2022 12:52:25 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/22/2022 12:52:55 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/22/2022 12:53:25 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/22/2022 1:42:34 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/22/2022 2:18:37 PM :30 Gracias

11/22/2022 2:20:07 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/22/2022 2:32:48 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/22/2022 2:53:41 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/22/2022 3:18:21 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/22/2022 3:33:18 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/22/2022 3:52:40 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/22/2022 4:18:00 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/22/2022 4:31:01 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/22/2022 4:41:15 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/22/2022 4:52:04 PM :15 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/22/2022 5:26:05 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/22/2022 5:41:00 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/22/2022 5:50:39 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/22/2022 6:28:15 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/22/2022 6:28:45 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/22/2022 6:45:28 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/22/2022 6:45:58 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/22/2022 6:55:31 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/22/2022 6:56:16 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/22/2022 7:40:51 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/22/2022 10:28:56 PM :15 Power of Smile Spanish 15 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/22/2022 10:40:17 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/22/2022 10:53:03 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/22/2022 11:26:16 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going



11/22/2022 11:26:46 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/22/2022 11:27:16 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/22/2022 11:27:46 PM :15 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 15 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/22/2022 11:34:07 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/22/2022 11:34:37 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/22/2022 11:55:11 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/22/2022 11:57:50 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/22/2022 12:26:00 XM :30 Gracias

11/22/2022 12:40:26 XM :15 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/22/2022 12:46:23 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/22/2022 1:08:02 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/22/2022 1:17:41 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/22/2022 1:28:45 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/22/2022 1:42:35 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/22/2022 1:51:53 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/22/2022 1:52:23 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/22/2022 2:17:05 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



11/22/2022 2:17:35 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/22/2022 2:28:11 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/22/2022 2:28:41 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/22/2022 2:29:12 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/22/2022 2:29:41 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/22/2022 2:40:05 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/22/2022 2:40:35 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/22/2022 2:51:49 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/22/2022 2:52:19 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/22/2022 3:22:33 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/22/2022 3:23:03 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/22/2022 3:23:33 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/22/2022 3:24:03 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/22/2022 3:54:09 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/22/2022 3:54:39 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/22/2022 3:55:09 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/22/2022 3:55:39 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



11/22/2022 4:17:05 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/22/2022 4:17:35 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/22/2022 4:18:05 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/22/2022 4:18:35 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/22/2022 4:30:51 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/22/2022 4:31:21 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/22/2022 4:31:51 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/22/2022 4:52:18 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/22/2022 4:52:48 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/22/2022 4:53:18 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/22/2022 5:14:05 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/22/2022 5:24:25 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/22/2022 5:24:55 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/22/2022 5:25:25 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/22/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/22/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/22/2022 5:58:19 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



11/23/2022 6:16:29 AM :30 Gracias

11/23/2022 6:31:56 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/23/2022 7:16:37 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/23/2022 7:18:07 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/23/2022 7:30:06 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/23/2022 7:44:09 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/23/2022 7:44:39 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/23/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/23/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/23/2022 11:12:44 AM :30 Gracias

11/23/2022 11:28:47 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/23/2022 12:16:21 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/23/2022 12:25:54 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/23/2022 12:26:24 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/23/2022 12:26:55 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/23/2022 12:42:03 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/23/2022 12:42:33 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



11/23/2022 12:43:03 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/23/2022 12:53:40 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/23/2022 12:54:10 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/23/2022 12:54:40 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/23/2022 2:02:22 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/23/2022 2:22:58 PM :30 Gracias

11/23/2022 2:23:58 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/23/2022 2:24:28 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/23/2022 2:35:11 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/23/2022 2:44:32 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/23/2022 4:21:24 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/23/2022 5:22:30 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/23/2022 5:37:11 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/23/2022 5:50:07 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/23/2022 6:23:43 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/23/2022 6:23:58 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/23/2022 6:27:42 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



11/23/2022 6:28:12 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/23/2022 6:28:42 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/23/2022 6:45:17 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/23/2022 8:54:02 PM :15 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/23/2022 9:38:39 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/23/2022 9:49:46 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/23/2022 10:51:27 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/23/2022 11:13:07 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/23/2022 11:25:57 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/23/2022 11:26:27 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/23/2022 11:26:57 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/23/2022 11:27:27 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/23/2022 11:34:27 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/23/2022 12:29:11 XM :30 Gracias

11/23/2022 12:44:22 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/23/2022 12:48:59 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/23/2022 1:10:55 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



11/23/2022 1:25:31 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/23/2022 1:36:46 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/23/2022 1:46:28 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/23/2022 1:46:58 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/23/2022 1:55:24 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/23/2022 1:55:54 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/23/2022 2:18:43 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/23/2022 2:33:06 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/23/2022 2:33:36 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/23/2022 2:34:06 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/23/2022 2:43:12 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/23/2022 2:43:42 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/23/2022 2:53:01 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/23/2022 3:18:35 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/23/2022 3:19:35 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/23/2022 3:20:05 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/23/2022 3:48:28 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



11/23/2022 3:48:58 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/23/2022 3:49:28 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/23/2022 3:49:58 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/23/2022 4:20:29 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/23/2022 4:20:59 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/23/2022 4:21:29 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/23/2022 4:21:59 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/23/2022 4:33:27 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/23/2022 4:33:57 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/23/2022 4:34:27 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/23/2022 4:55:14 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/23/2022 4:55:44 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/23/2022 4:56:14 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/23/2022 5:13:48 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/23/2022 5:25:10 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/23/2022 5:25:40 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/23/2022 5:26:10 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



11/23/2022 5:26:40 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/23/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/23/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/23/2022 5:54:35 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/24/2022 6:12:44 AM :30 Gracias

11/24/2022 6:14:14 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/24/2022 6:28:47 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/24/2022 6:29:17 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/24/2022 7:18:52 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/24/2022 7:46:31 AM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/24/2022 7:55:20 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/24/2022 7:55:50 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/24/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/24/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/24/2022 11:16:56 AM :30 Gracias

11/24/2022 11:18:26 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/24/2022 11:50:50 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



11/24/2022 12:25:17 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/24/2022 12:44:28 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/24/2022 12:44:58 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/24/2022 12:52:28 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/24/2022 12:52:58 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/24/2022 12:53:28 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/24/2022 12:53:58 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/24/2022 1:54:35 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/24/2022 1:55:20 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/24/2022 2:23:37 PM :30 Gracias

11/24/2022 2:24:37 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/24/2022 2:25:07 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/24/2022 2:34:47 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/24/2022 2:44:05 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/24/2022 2:52:45 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/24/2022 3:17:22 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/24/2022 3:33:31 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/24/2022 3:42:12 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/24/2022 3:42:42 PM :15 Estan Listos 15 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/24/2022 4:18:11 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/24/2022 4:44:04 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/24/2022 4:44:34 PM :15 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :15 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/24/2022 5:22:30 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/24/2022 5:42:47 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/24/2022 5:43:17 PM :15 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/24/2022 6:13:44 PM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

11/24/2022 6:28:33 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/24/2022 6:43:43 PM :15 Power of Smile Spanish 15 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/24/2022 8:26:27 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/24/2022 8:26:57 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/24/2022 8:52:34 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/24/2022 9:41:03 PM :15 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/24/2022 10:39:37 PM :15 Power of Smile Spanish 15 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/24/2022 10:49:52 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



11/24/2022 11:13:30 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/24/2022 11:22:23 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/24/2022 11:26:20 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/24/2022 11:26:50 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/24/2022 11:27:20 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/24/2022 11:34:09 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/24/2022 11:34:39 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/24/2022 12:31:48 XM :30 Gracias

11/24/2022 12:46:57 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/24/2022 12:52:18 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/24/2022 12:52:48 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/24/2022 1:09:03 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/24/2022 1:09:33 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/24/2022 1:20:20 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/24/2022 1:34:59 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/24/2022 1:44:22 XM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/24/2022 1:44:52 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.



11/24/2022 1:53:37 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/24/2022 1:54:07 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/24/2022 2:20:24 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/24/2022 2:29:16 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/24/2022 2:29:46 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/24/2022 2:30:16 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/24/2022 2:39:15 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/24/2022 2:39:45 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/24/2022 2:50:35 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/24/2022 2:51:05 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/24/2022 3:18:54 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/24/2022 3:19:54 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/24/2022 3:20:24 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/24/2022 3:46:48 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/24/2022 3:47:18 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/24/2022 3:47:48 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/24/2022 3:48:18 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



11/24/2022 4:17:45 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/24/2022 4:18:15 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/24/2022 4:18:45 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/24/2022 4:19:16 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/24/2022 4:32:33 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/24/2022 4:33:04 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/24/2022 4:56:59 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/24/2022 4:57:28 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/24/2022 4:57:59 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/24/2022 4:58:29 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/24/2022 5:15:28 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/24/2022 5:24:28 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/24/2022 5:24:58 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/24/2022 5:25:28 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/24/2022 5:25:58 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/24/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/24/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



11/25/2022 6:16:56 AM :30 Gracias

11/25/2022 6:33:35 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/25/2022 6:34:05 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/25/2022 6:50:50 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/25/2022 7:16:58 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/25/2022 7:18:28 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/25/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/25/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/25/2022 7:47:23 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/25/2022 7:47:53 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/25/2022 7:55:19 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/25/2022 8:50:11 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/25/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/25/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/25/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/25/2022 10:47:01 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/25/2022 11:11:55 AM :30 Gracias



11/25/2022 11:37:07 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/25/2022 12:43:21 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/25/2022 12:43:51 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/25/2022 12:54:22 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/25/2022 12:54:52 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/25/2022 12:55:22 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/25/2022 1:32:36 PM :30 Gracias

11/25/2022 1:45:47 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/25/2022 1:46:17 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/25/2022 2:04:54 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/25/2022 2:25:54 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/25/2022 2:36:15 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/25/2022 2:45:18 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/25/2022 3:16:01 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/25/2022 3:16:31 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/25/2022 3:26:55 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/25/2022 4:18:58 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



11/25/2022 4:42:17 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/25/2022 4:42:47 PM :15 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/25/2022 5:18:48 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/25/2022 5:41:41 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/25/2022 6:12:25 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/25/2022 6:23:33 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/25/2022 6:24:03 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/25/2022 6:27:20 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/25/2022 6:27:50 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/25/2022 6:28:20 PM :15 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 15 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/25/2022 6:45:30 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/25/2022 9:52:04 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/25/2022 10:48:25 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/25/2022 11:27:27 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/25/2022 11:34:07 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/25/2022 11:34:37 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/25/2022 12:26:22 XM :30 Gracias



11/25/2022 12:38:09 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/25/2022 12:38:39 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/25/2022 12:44:22 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/25/2022 12:44:52 XM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/25/2022 1:14:25 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/25/2022 1:14:55 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/25/2022 1:26:52 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/25/2022 1:35:11 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/25/2022 1:35:41 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/25/2022 1:44:55 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/25/2022 1:45:25 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/25/2022 1:54:19 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/25/2022 1:54:49 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/25/2022 2:19:53 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/25/2022 2:29:17 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/25/2022 2:29:47 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/25/2022 2:30:17 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



11/25/2022 2:30:47 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/25/2022 2:40:46 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/25/2022 2:41:16 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/25/2022 2:53:05 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/25/2022 3:22:38 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/25/2022 3:23:08 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/25/2022 3:23:38 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/25/2022 3:24:08 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/25/2022 3:50:46 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/25/2022 3:51:16 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/25/2022 3:51:46 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/25/2022 3:52:16 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/25/2022 4:18:03 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/25/2022 4:19:03 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/25/2022 4:19:33 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/25/2022 4:30:16 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/25/2022 4:30:46 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



11/25/2022 4:31:16 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/25/2022 4:56:49 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/25/2022 4:57:19 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/25/2022 4:57:49 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/25/2022 5:14:36 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/25/2022 5:26:22 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/25/2022 5:26:52 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/25/2022 5:27:22 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/25/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/25/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/25/2022 5:54:50 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/26/2022 6:10:47 AM :30 Gracias

11/26/2022 6:11:17 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/26/2022 6:21:46 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/26/2022 6:22:16 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/26/2022 6:22:46 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/26/2022 6:23:16 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going



11/26/2022 6:41:01 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/26/2022 6:41:31 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/26/2022 6:50:20 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/26/2022 6:50:50 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/26/2022 6:51:20 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/26/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/26/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/26/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/26/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/26/2022 8:20:10 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/26/2022 8:21:10 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/26/2022 8:21:40 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/26/2022 8:51:09 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/26/2022 8:51:39 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/26/2022 8:52:09 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/26/2022 8:52:39 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/26/2022 9:19:54 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



11/26/2022 9:20:24 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/26/2022 9:20:54 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/26/2022 9:21:24 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/26/2022 9:51:06 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/26/2022 9:51:36 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/26/2022 9:52:06 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/26/2022 9:52:36 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/26/2022 10:20:33 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/26/2022 10:21:03 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/26/2022 10:21:33 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/26/2022 10:22:03 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/26/2022 10:51:33 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/26/2022 10:52:03 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/26/2022 10:52:33 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/26/2022 10:53:03 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/26/2022 11:09:40 AM :20 APDA - Look Closer_:20 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/26/2022 11:21:21 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



11/26/2022 11:21:51 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/26/2022 11:22:22 AM :15 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/26/2022 11:58:55 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/26/2022 11:59:25 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/26/2022 12:28:55 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/26/2022 12:29:25 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/26/2022 12:58:55 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/26/2022 12:59:25 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/26/2022 1:28:55 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/26/2022 1:29:25 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/26/2022 1:58:55 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/26/2022 1:59:25 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/26/2022 2:13:00 PM :30 Gracias

11/26/2022 2:21:21 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/26/2022 2:22:51 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/26/2022 2:38:59 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/26/2022 2:39:29 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



11/26/2022 2:39:59 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/26/2022 3:17:16 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/26/2022 3:30:29 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/26/2022 4:15:00 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/26/2022 4:34:58 PM :15 Estan Listos 15 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/26/2022 5:05:20 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/26/2022 5:31:50 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/26/2022 5:32:20 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/26/2022 6:11:28 PM :30 Gracias

11/26/2022 6:24:05 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/26/2022 6:49:10 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/26/2022 7:47:30 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/26/2022 8:19:38 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/26/2022 9:18:19 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/26/2022 10:10:11 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/26/2022 11:13:07 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/26/2022 11:14:07 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.



11/26/2022 11:22:54 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/26/2022 11:50:58 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/26/2022 11:51:28 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/26/2022 11:51:58 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/26/2022 11:52:28 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/26/2022 11:58:04 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/26/2022 11:58:34 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/26/2022 12:24:48 XM :30 Gracias

11/26/2022 12:40:35 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/26/2022 12:49:02 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/26/2022 1:11:12 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/26/2022 1:11:42 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/26/2022 1:24:55 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/26/2022 1:25:25 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/26/2022 1:25:55 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/26/2022 1:35:36 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/26/2022 1:36:06 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



11/26/2022 1:50:10 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/26/2022 1:50:40 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/26/2022 2:19:49 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/26/2022 2:26:54 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/26/2022 2:27:24 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/26/2022 2:27:54 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/26/2022 2:46:00 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/26/2022 2:46:30 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/26/2022 2:47:00 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/26/2022 2:47:30 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/26/2022 3:17:01 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/26/2022 3:17:31 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/26/2022 3:29:59 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/26/2022 3:30:29 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/26/2022 3:30:59 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/26/2022 3:40:45 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/26/2022 3:41:15 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



11/26/2022 3:51:40 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/26/2022 3:52:10 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/26/2022 4:12:35 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/26/2022 4:13:05 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/26/2022 4:21:51 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/26/2022 4:22:21 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/26/2022 4:22:51 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/26/2022 4:39:34 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/26/2022 4:40:04 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/26/2022 4:50:36 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/26/2022 4:51:06 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/26/2022 4:51:36 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/26/2022 4:52:06 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/26/2022 5:11:58 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/26/2022 5:12:28 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/26/2022 5:12:58 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/26/2022 5:23:35 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



11/26/2022 5:24:05 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/26/2022 5:51:58 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/26/2022 5:52:28 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/26/2022 5:52:58 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/26/2022 5:53:28 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/26/2022 5:58:04 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/26/2022 5:58:33 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/27/2022 6:14:47 AM :30 Gracias

11/27/2022 6:15:17 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/27/2022 6:21:44 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/27/2022 6:22:14 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/27/2022 6:22:44 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/27/2022 6:23:14 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/27/2022 6:38:12 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/27/2022 6:38:42 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/27/2022 6:52:20 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/27/2022 6:52:50 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.



11/27/2022 6:53:20 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/27/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/27/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/27/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/27/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/27/2022 8:17:16 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/27/2022 8:32:16 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/27/2022 8:41:44 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/27/2022 8:52:29 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/27/2022 9:10:25 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/27/2022 9:20:13 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/27/2022 9:33:04 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/27/2022 9:33:34 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/27/2022 9:34:04 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/27/2022 9:59:20 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/27/2022 10:12:11 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/27/2022 10:12:41 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



11/27/2022 10:13:11 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/27/2022 10:32:56 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/27/2022 11:24:27 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/27/2022 11:24:57 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/27/2022 11:50:38 AM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/27/2022 12:05:57 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/27/2022 12:19:43 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/27/2022 12:34:55 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/27/2022 1:19:23 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/27/2022 2:06:46 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/27/2022 2:17:48 PM :30 Gracias

11/27/2022 2:29:56 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/27/2022 2:41:40 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/27/2022 3:20:26 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/27/2022 3:21:26 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/27/2022 3:21:56 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/27/2022 3:31:25 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



11/27/2022 3:40:20 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/27/2022 3:52:55 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/27/2022 4:29:07 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/27/2022 4:30:37 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/27/2022 4:48:29 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/27/2022 4:58:10 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/27/2022 5:08:50 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/27/2022 5:10:20 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/27/2022 5:24:49 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/27/2022 5:38:24 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/27/2022 5:53:32 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/27/2022 6:09:42 PM :30 Gracias

11/27/2022 6:10:42 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/27/2022 6:11:12 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/27/2022 6:21:46 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/27/2022 6:46:42 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/27/2022 6:47:12 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



11/27/2022 8:13:48 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/27/2022 8:24:51 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/27/2022 9:10:19 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/27/2022 9:37:59 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/27/2022 9:49:25 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/27/2022 10:18:08 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/27/2022 10:44:04 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/27/2022 10:54:09 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/27/2022 10:54:39 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/27/2022 11:16:11 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/27/2022 11:16:41 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/27/2022 11:17:11 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/27/2022 11:26:23 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/27/2022 11:58:35 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/27/2022 12:28:38 XM :30 Gracias

11/27/2022 12:41:29 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/27/2022 12:41:59 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



11/27/2022 12:47:04 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/27/2022 12:47:34 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/27/2022 1:12:34 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/27/2022 1:21:10 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/27/2022 1:21:41 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/27/2022 1:22:11 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/27/2022 1:22:41 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/27/2022 1:41:26 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/27/2022 1:41:56 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/27/2022 1:42:26 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/27/2022 1:42:56 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/27/2022 2:11:15 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/27/2022 2:11:45 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/27/2022 2:12:15 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/27/2022 2:12:45 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/27/2022 2:24:11 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/27/2022 2:24:41 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



11/27/2022 2:37:49 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/27/2022 2:49:53 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/27/2022 2:50:23 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/27/2022 3:16:46 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/27/2022 3:17:16 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/27/2022 3:17:46 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/27/2022 3:18:16 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/27/2022 3:31:46 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/27/2022 3:32:16 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/27/2022 3:41:44 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/27/2022 3:51:59 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/27/2022 3:52:29 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/27/2022 4:21:41 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/27/2022 4:22:11 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/27/2022 4:29:55 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/27/2022 4:30:25 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/27/2022 4:30:55 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



11/27/2022 4:31:25 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/27/2022 4:39:50 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/27/2022 4:40:19 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/27/2022 4:51:55 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/27/2022 4:52:25 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/27/2022 4:52:55 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/27/2022 5:10:18 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/27/2022 5:10:48 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/27/2022 5:17:36 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/27/2022 5:18:06 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/27/2022 5:18:36 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/27/2022 5:19:06 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/27/2022 5:26:35 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/27/2022 5:27:05 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/27/2022 5:27:35 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/27/2022 5:53:06 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/27/2022 5:58:34 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



11/28/2022 6:11:55 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/28/2022 6:24:29 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/28/2022 6:24:59 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/28/2022 6:37:36 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/28/2022 6:52:07 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/28/2022 7:17:05 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/28/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/28/2022 7:43:52 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/28/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/28/2022 9:31:35 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/28/2022 9:58:29 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/28/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/28/2022 10:44:34 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/28/2022 11:18:26 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/28/2022 11:19:26 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/28/2022 11:19:56 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/28/2022 11:31:47 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/28/2022 11:40:27 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/28/2022 11:50:40 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/28/2022 12:14:46 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/28/2022 12:24:36 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/28/2022 12:25:06 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/28/2022 12:25:36 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/28/2022 12:26:07 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/28/2022 12:41:06 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/28/2022 12:41:36 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/28/2022 12:42:06 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/28/2022 12:54:39 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/28/2022 12:55:09 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/28/2022 12:55:39 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/28/2022 12:56:09 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/28/2022 1:39:55 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/28/2022 1:51:38 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/28/2022 2:08:27 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



11/28/2022 2:17:24 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/28/2022 2:18:24 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/28/2022 2:18:54 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/28/2022 2:30:17 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/28/2022 2:42:05 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/28/2022 2:42:35 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/28/2022 2:52:21 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/28/2022 3:19:05 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/28/2022 3:32:55 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/28/2022 3:41:58 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/28/2022 3:52:24 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/28/2022 4:21:27 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/28/2022 4:35:42 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/28/2022 4:44:20 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/28/2022 4:44:50 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/28/2022 4:53:51 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/28/2022 4:54:21 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



11/28/2022 5:21:51 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/28/2022 5:41:17 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/28/2022 5:51:21 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/28/2022 6:11:44 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/28/2022 6:12:14 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/28/2022 6:23:43 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/28/2022 6:24:13 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/28/2022 6:24:43 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/28/2022 6:27:42 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/28/2022 6:28:12 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/28/2022 6:28:42 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/28/2022 6:29:12 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/28/2022 6:45:20 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/28/2022 8:55:18 PM :15 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/28/2022 9:40:04 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/28/2022 9:50:05 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/28/2022 10:28:23 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



11/28/2022 10:38:53 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/28/2022 10:50:26 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/28/2022 10:50:56 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/28/2022 11:11:44 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/28/2022 11:26:19 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/28/2022 11:26:49 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/28/2022 11:27:19 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/28/2022 11:27:49 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/28/2022 11:33:39 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/28/2022 11:34:09 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/28/2022 11:34:39 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/28/2022 12:29:35 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/28/2022 12:43:17 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/28/2022 12:48:07 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/28/2022 1:10:14 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/28/2022 1:19:52 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/28/2022 1:20:22 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



11/28/2022 1:31:01 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/28/2022 1:31:31 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/28/2022 1:40:45 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/28/2022 1:48:49 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/28/2022 1:49:19 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/28/2022 2:17:06 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/28/2022 2:17:36 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/28/2022 2:25:52 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/28/2022 2:26:22 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/28/2022 2:26:52 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/28/2022 2:27:22 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/28/2022 2:37:32 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/28/2022 2:38:01 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/28/2022 2:49:56 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/28/2022 2:50:26 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/28/2022 3:21:47 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/28/2022 3:22:17 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



11/28/2022 3:22:47 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/28/2022 3:23:17 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/28/2022 3:50:39 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/28/2022 3:51:09 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/28/2022 3:51:39 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/28/2022 3:52:09 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/28/2022 4:20:32 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/28/2022 4:21:32 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/28/2022 4:22:02 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/28/2022 4:35:47 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/28/2022 4:36:17 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/28/2022 4:36:47 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/28/2022 4:54:21 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/28/2022 4:54:51 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/28/2022 4:55:21 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/28/2022 4:55:51 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/28/2022 5:12:51 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



11/28/2022 5:27:09 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/28/2022 5:27:39 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/28/2022 5:28:09 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/28/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/28/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/28/2022 5:54:41 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/29/2022 6:18:26 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/29/2022 6:19:26 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/29/2022 6:32:31 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/29/2022 6:40:56 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/29/2022 7:17:38 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/29/2022 7:19:08 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/29/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/29/2022 7:44:27 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/29/2022 7:44:57 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/29/2022 7:45:27 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/29/2022 7:54:31 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



11/29/2022 8:47:55 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/29/2022 8:48:25 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/29/2022 8:48:55 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/29/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/29/2022 9:31:05 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/29/2022 9:31:35 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/29/2022 9:57:43 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/29/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/29/2022 10:31:20 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/29/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/29/2022 11:21:34 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/29/2022 11:22:34 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/29/2022 11:23:04 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/29/2022 11:42:46 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/29/2022 11:53:05 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/29/2022 12:14:20 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/29/2022 12:23:59 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going



11/29/2022 12:24:29 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/29/2022 12:24:59 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/29/2022 12:25:29 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/29/2022 12:42:24 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/29/2022 12:42:54 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/29/2022 12:43:24 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/29/2022 12:52:14 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/29/2022 12:52:44 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/29/2022 12:53:14 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/29/2022 12:53:45 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/29/2022 12:54:15 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/29/2022 1:42:34 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/29/2022 1:55:12 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/29/2022 2:09:24 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/29/2022 2:18:31 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/29/2022 2:19:31 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/29/2022 2:20:01 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/29/2022 2:30:34 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/29/2022 2:39:55 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/29/2022 2:51:25 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/29/2022 3:18:24 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/29/2022 3:18:54 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/29/2022 3:19:24 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/29/2022 3:31:15 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/29/2022 3:41:02 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/29/2022 3:50:39 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/29/2022 4:19:26 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/29/2022 4:41:20 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/29/2022 4:52:01 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/29/2022 5:24:33 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/29/2022 5:40:08 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/29/2022 5:40:38 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/29/2022 6:23:51 PM :15 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 15 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/29/2022 6:27:30 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.



11/29/2022 6:28:01 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/29/2022 6:28:31 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/29/2022 6:29:01 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/29/2022 6:45:24 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/29/2022 6:45:54 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/29/2022 6:57:57 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/29/2022 9:27:22 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/29/2022 9:49:42 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/29/2022 10:48:48 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/29/2022 11:12:40 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/29/2022 11:13:10 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/29/2022 11:22:53 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/29/2022 11:26:18 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/29/2022 11:26:48 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/29/2022 11:27:18 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/29/2022 11:27:48 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/29/2022 11:33:36 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



11/29/2022 11:34:06 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/29/2022 11:34:36 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/29/2022 11:58:07 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/29/2022 12:28:01 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/29/2022 12:40:37 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/29/2022 12:46:25 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/29/2022 12:46:55 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/29/2022 1:08:47 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/29/2022 1:09:17 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/29/2022 1:21:16 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/29/2022 1:21:46 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/29/2022 1:32:37 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/29/2022 1:33:07 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/29/2022 1:42:00 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/29/2022 1:42:30 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/29/2022 1:53:04 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/29/2022 2:16:44 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



11/29/2022 2:28:23 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/29/2022 2:28:53 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/29/2022 2:29:23 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/29/2022 2:29:53 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/29/2022 2:40:13 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/29/2022 2:40:43 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/29/2022 2:52:22 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/29/2022 2:52:52 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/29/2022 3:23:11 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/29/2022 3:23:41 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/29/2022 3:24:11 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/29/2022 3:24:41 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/29/2022 3:51:29 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/29/2022 3:51:59 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/29/2022 3:52:29 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/29/2022 3:52:59 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/29/2022 4:18:31 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



11/29/2022 4:19:01 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/29/2022 4:19:32 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/29/2022 4:20:02 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/29/2022 4:30:56 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/29/2022 4:31:26 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/29/2022 4:31:56 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/29/2022 4:52:31 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/29/2022 4:53:01 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/29/2022 4:53:31 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/29/2022 5:14:09 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/29/2022 5:25:14 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/29/2022 5:25:44 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/29/2022 5:26:14 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/29/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/29/2022 5:54:09 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/30/2022 6:21:34 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

11/30/2022 6:23:04 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;



11/30/2022 6:33:58 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/30/2022 6:34:28 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/30/2022 7:17:13 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/30/2022 7:29:05 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/30/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/30/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/30/2022 7:44:09 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/30/2022 7:44:39 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/30/2022 7:45:09 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/30/2022 7:53:16 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/30/2022 7:54:01 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/30/2022 7:54:31 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/30/2022 8:49:01 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/30/2022 8:49:31 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/30/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/30/2022 9:31:35 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/30/2022 10:01:03 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/30/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/30/2022 10:31:21 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/30/2022 10:31:51 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/30/2022 10:45:31 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/30/2022 11:14:43 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

11/30/2022 11:16:13 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/30/2022 11:30:04 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/30/2022 11:40:16 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/30/2022 11:51:45 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/30/2022 12:13:49 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/30/2022 12:24:01 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/30/2022 12:24:31 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/30/2022 12:39:22 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/30/2022 12:39:52 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/30/2022 12:40:22 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/30/2022 12:50:07 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/30/2022 12:50:37 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



11/30/2022 12:51:07 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/30/2022 12:51:37 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/30/2022 1:48:02 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/30/2022 1:48:32 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/30/2022 1:57:13 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/30/2022 2:09:09 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/30/2022 2:18:17 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

11/30/2022 2:19:17 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/30/2022 2:19:47 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/30/2022 2:32:33 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/30/2022 2:43:55 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/30/2022 2:54:02 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/30/2022 3:15:30 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/30/2022 3:16:00 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/30/2022 3:27:15 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/30/2022 3:41:17 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/30/2022 3:51:06 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going



11/30/2022 4:22:03 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/30/2022 4:33:46 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/30/2022 4:44:06 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/30/2022 4:44:36 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/30/2022 4:55:11 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/30/2022 4:55:41 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/30/2022 5:21:45 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/30/2022 5:38:40 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/30/2022 6:10:14 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/30/2022 6:10:44 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/30/2022 6:11:14 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/30/2022 6:23:33 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/30/2022 6:24:03 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/30/2022 6:24:33 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/30/2022 6:27:48 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/30/2022 6:28:18 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/30/2022 6:28:48 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



11/30/2022 6:29:18 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/30/2022 6:44:36 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/30/2022 6:45:06 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/30/2022 6:45:36 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/30/2022 6:56:12 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/30/2022 8:54:18 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/30/2022 9:37:17 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/30/2022 11:26:55 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/30/2022 11:27:25 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/30/2022 11:27:55 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/30/2022 11:34:09 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/30/2022 11:34:39 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/30/2022 11:56:09 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/30/2022 12:27:49 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

11/30/2022 12:41:32 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/30/2022 12:46:45 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

11/30/2022 1:08:40 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



11/30/2022 1:09:10 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/30/2022 1:16:49 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/30/2022 1:17:19 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/30/2022 1:25:57 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/30/2022 1:43:04 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

11/30/2022 1:51:21 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

11/30/2022 1:51:51 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/30/2022 2:19:21 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

11/30/2022 2:19:51 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/30/2022 2:32:22 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/30/2022 2:32:52 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/30/2022 2:33:22 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/30/2022 2:33:53 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

11/30/2022 2:43:19 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/30/2022 2:43:49 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/30/2022 2:53:38 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/30/2022 2:54:08 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



11/30/2022 3:21:34 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/30/2022 3:22:04 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

11/30/2022 3:22:34 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

11/30/2022 3:23:04 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

11/30/2022 3:52:59 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/30/2022 3:53:29 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

11/30/2022 3:53:59 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

11/30/2022 3:54:29 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

11/30/2022 4:21:08 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

11/30/2022 4:22:08 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

11/30/2022 4:22:38 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

11/30/2022 4:33:36 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

11/30/2022 4:34:06 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

11/30/2022 4:34:36 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

11/30/2022 4:56:11 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

11/30/2022 4:56:41 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

11/30/2022 4:57:11 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;



11/30/2022 5:11:07 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

11/30/2022 5:22:07 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

11/30/2022 5:22:37 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

11/30/2022 5:23:07 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

11/30/2022 5:23:37 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

11/30/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

11/30/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

11/30/2022 5:55:38 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/1/2022 6:14:43 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/1/2022 6:30:48 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/1/2022 7:16:14 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/1/2022 7:17:44 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/1/2022 7:29:05 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/1/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/1/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/1/2022 7:45:54 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/1/2022 7:46:24 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.



12/1/2022 7:46:54 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/1/2022 7:47:24 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/1/2022 7:54:22 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/1/2022 7:55:07 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/1/2022 7:55:37 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/1/2022 9:00:14 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/1/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/1/2022 9:57:17 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/1/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/1/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/1/2022 10:43:08 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/1/2022 10:52:15 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/1/2022 11:18:32 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/1/2022 11:20:02 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/1/2022 11:34:26 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/1/2022 11:44:27 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/1/2022 11:53:35 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/1/2022 11:54:05 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/1/2022 12:14:44 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/1/2022 12:15:14 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/1/2022 12:24:42 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/1/2022 12:25:12 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/1/2022 12:25:42 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/1/2022 12:42:36 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/1/2022 12:43:06 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/1/2022 12:43:36 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/1/2022 12:51:07 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/1/2022 12:51:37 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/1/2022 12:52:07 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/1/2022 12:52:37 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/1/2022 1:41:41 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/1/2022 1:42:11 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/1/2022 1:52:57 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/1/2022 2:18:35 PM :30 Felices Fiestas



12/1/2022 2:19:20 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/1/2022 2:19:50 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/1/2022 2:20:20 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/1/2022 2:30:22 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/1/2022 2:41:55 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/1/2022 2:51:58 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/1/2022 2:52:28 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/1/2022 3:17:29 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/1/2022 3:17:59 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/1/2022 3:31:08 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/1/2022 3:41:15 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/1/2022 3:52:11 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/1/2022 4:19:07 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/1/2022 4:45:15 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/1/2022 4:45:45 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/1/2022 4:57:06 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/1/2022 5:23:57 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



12/1/2022 5:39:27 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/1/2022 5:39:57 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/1/2022 6:10:52 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/1/2022 6:11:22 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/1/2022 6:11:52 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/1/2022 6:23:13 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/1/2022 6:23:43 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/1/2022 6:24:13 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/1/2022 6:24:43 PM :15 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 15 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/1/2022 6:27:31 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/1/2022 6:28:01 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/1/2022 6:28:31 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/1/2022 6:29:01 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/1/2022 6:43:54 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/1/2022 6:44:24 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/1/2022 6:44:54 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/1/2022 6:55:54 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



12/1/2022 7:29:49 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/1/2022 7:52:05 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/1/2022 9:28:38 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/1/2022 9:40:56 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/1/2022 9:51:27 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/1/2022 10:28:46 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/1/2022 10:38:39 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/1/2022 10:52:04 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/1/2022 11:11:22 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/1/2022 11:11:52 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/1/2022 11:23:13 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/1/2022 11:26:17 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/1/2022 11:26:47 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/1/2022 11:27:17 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/1/2022 11:27:47 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/1/2022 11:34:06 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/1/2022 11:34:36 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



12/1/2022 11:55:13 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/1/2022 11:58:18 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/1/2022 12:29:36 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/1/2022 12:43:11 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/1/2022 12:43:41 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/1/2022 12:49:00 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/1/2022 12:49:30 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/1/2022 1:14:31 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/1/2022 1:15:01 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/1/2022 1:29:48 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/1/2022 1:30:18 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/1/2022 1:38:00 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/1/2022 1:38:30 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/1/2022 1:46:25 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/1/2022 1:54:00 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/1/2022 2:18:20 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/1/2022 2:18:50 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.



12/1/2022 2:28:35 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/1/2022 2:29:04 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/1/2022 2:29:34 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/1/2022 2:30:05 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/1/2022 2:41:58 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/1/2022 2:42:28 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/1/2022 2:51:20 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/1/2022 2:51:50 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/1/2022 3:21:59 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/1/2022 3:22:29 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/1/2022 3:22:59 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/1/2022 3:23:29 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/1/2022 3:52:38 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/1/2022 3:53:08 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/1/2022 3:53:38 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/1/2022 4:18:12 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/1/2022 4:18:42 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



12/1/2022 4:19:12 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/1/2022 4:19:42 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/1/2022 4:33:25 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/1/2022 4:33:55 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/1/2022 4:34:25 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/1/2022 4:57:05 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/1/2022 4:57:35 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/1/2022 4:58:05 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/1/2022 4:58:35 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/1/2022 5:14:21 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/1/2022 5:23:07 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/1/2022 5:23:37 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/1/2022 5:24:07 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/1/2022 5:24:37 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/1/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/1/2022 5:54:42 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/2/2022 6:18:32 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/2/2022 6:19:02 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/2/2022 6:34:40 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/2/2022 6:35:10 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/2/2022 6:54:50 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/2/2022 7:17:54 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/2/2022 7:28:35 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/2/2022 7:45:15 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/2/2022 7:45:45 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/2/2022 7:46:15 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/2/2022 7:53:14 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/2/2022 7:53:59 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/2/2022 7:54:29 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/2/2022 8:18:17 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/2/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/2/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/2/2022 10:45:32 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/2/2022 11:12:32 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/2/2022 11:14:03 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/2/2022 11:31:27 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/2/2022 11:40:39 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/2/2022 11:51:04 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/2/2022 12:16:57 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/2/2022 12:24:52 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/2/2022 12:25:22 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/2/2022 12:25:52 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/2/2022 12:40:31 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/2/2022 12:41:01 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/2/2022 12:41:31 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/2/2022 12:42:01 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/2/2022 12:42:31 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/2/2022 12:53:09 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/2/2022 12:53:39 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/2/2022 12:54:09 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/2/2022 12:54:39 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



12/2/2022 1:28:50 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/2/2022 1:41:26 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/2/2022 1:41:56 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/2/2022 1:52:31 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/2/2022 2:18:56 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/2/2022 2:19:26 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/2/2022 2:19:56 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/2/2022 2:20:26 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/2/2022 2:30:05 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/2/2022 2:30:35 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/2/2022 2:41:07 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/2/2022 2:41:37 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/2/2022 3:11:57 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/2/2022 3:12:27 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/2/2022 3:12:57 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/2/2022 3:13:27 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/2/2022 4:18:16 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



12/2/2022 4:54:09 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/2/2022 5:21:43 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/2/2022 5:38:47 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/2/2022 5:39:17 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/2/2022 5:50:45 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/2/2022 5:51:15 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/2/2022 6:11:38 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/2/2022 6:23:02 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/2/2022 6:23:32 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/2/2022 6:24:02 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/2/2022 6:27:13 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/2/2022 6:27:43 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/2/2022 6:28:14 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/2/2022 6:28:44 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/2/2022 6:45:05 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/2/2022 6:56:46 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/2/2022 7:13:16 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/2/2022 8:32:05 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/2/2022 8:32:35 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/2/2022 8:33:05 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/2/2022 8:43:08 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/2/2022 9:15:59 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/2/2022 9:29:36 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/2/2022 9:41:16 PM :15 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 15 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/2/2022 9:41:31 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/2/2022 9:50:55 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/2/2022 10:15:18 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/2/2022 10:28:19 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/2/2022 10:38:59 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/2/2022 10:39:29 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/2/2022 10:51:28 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/2/2022 10:51:58 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/2/2022 11:11:37 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/2/2022 11:25:24 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;



12/2/2022 11:25:54 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/2/2022 11:26:24 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/2/2022 11:26:54 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/2/2022 11:27:24 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/2/2022 11:33:37 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/2/2022 11:34:07 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/2/2022 11:34:37 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/2/2022 11:58:07 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/2/2022 12:30:51 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/2/2022 12:42:49 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/2/2022 12:49:18 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/2/2022 12:49:48 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/2/2022 1:07:43 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/2/2022 1:17:28 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/2/2022 1:17:58 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/2/2022 1:26:54 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/2/2022 1:27:24 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



12/2/2022 1:39:04 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/2/2022 1:39:34 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/2/2022 1:52:52 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/2/2022 1:53:22 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/2/2022 2:14:06 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/2/2022 2:14:36 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/2/2022 2:25:25 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/2/2022 2:25:55 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/2/2022 2:26:25 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/2/2022 2:38:57 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/2/2022 2:39:27 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/2/2022 2:52:52 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/2/2022 2:53:22 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/2/2022 3:19:58 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/2/2022 3:20:58 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/2/2022 3:21:28 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/2/2022 3:52:24 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



12/2/2022 3:52:54 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/2/2022 3:53:24 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/2/2022 4:17:22 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/2/2022 4:17:52 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/2/2022 4:18:22 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/2/2022 4:18:52 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/2/2022 4:30:44 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/2/2022 4:31:14 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/2/2022 4:31:44 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/2/2022 4:54:39 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/2/2022 4:55:09 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/2/2022 4:55:39 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/2/2022 4:56:09 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/2/2022 5:13:16 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/2/2022 5:25:09 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/2/2022 5:25:39 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/2/2022 5:26:09 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



12/2/2022 5:26:39 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/2/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/2/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/2/2022 5:55:01 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/3/2022 6:14:17 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/3/2022 6:14:47 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/3/2022 6:23:02 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/3/2022 6:23:32 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/3/2022 6:24:02 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/3/2022 6:24:32 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/3/2022 6:41:24 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/3/2022 6:41:54 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/3/2022 6:53:29 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/3/2022 6:53:59 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/3/2022 6:54:29 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/3/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/3/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



12/3/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/3/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/3/2022 8:19:52 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/3/2022 8:20:22 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/3/2022 8:20:52 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/3/2022 8:21:22 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/3/2022 8:50:23 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/3/2022 8:50:53 AM 1:00 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/3/2022 8:51:53 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/3/2022 9:19:02 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/3/2022 9:19:32 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/3/2022 9:20:02 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/3/2022 9:20:32 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/3/2022 9:49:18 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/3/2022 9:49:48 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/3/2022 9:50:18 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/3/2022 9:50:48 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



12/3/2022 10:21:21 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/3/2022 10:22:21 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/3/2022 10:22:51 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/3/2022 10:52:30 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/3/2022 10:53:00 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/3/2022 10:53:30 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/3/2022 10:54:00 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/3/2022 11:11:18 AM :20 APDA - Look Closer_:20 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/3/2022 11:21:18 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/3/2022 11:21:48 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/3/2022 11:58:55 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/3/2022 11:59:25 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/3/2022 12:28:55 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/3/2022 12:29:25 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/3/2022 12:58:55 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/3/2022 12:59:25 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/3/2022 1:28:55 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



12/3/2022 1:29:25 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/3/2022 1:58:56 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/3/2022 1:59:26 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/3/2022 2:12:55 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/3/2022 2:23:44 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/3/2022 2:38:07 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/3/2022 3:20:27 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/3/2022 4:16:19 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/3/2022 4:41:40 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/3/2022 4:42:10 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/3/2022 4:42:40 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/3/2022 4:52:44 PM :15 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/3/2022 5:06:09 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/3/2022 5:30:04 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/3/2022 5:30:34 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/3/2022 5:31:04 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/3/2022 5:47:45 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



12/3/2022 6:11:48 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/3/2022 6:13:18 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/3/2022 6:23:37 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/3/2022 6:50:15 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/3/2022 7:12:30 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/3/2022 7:27:15 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/3/2022 7:27:45 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/3/2022 7:48:43 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/3/2022 7:58:02 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/3/2022 8:17:39 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/3/2022 8:27:30 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/3/2022 8:28:00 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/3/2022 8:50:45 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/3/2022 8:57:57 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/3/2022 8:58:27 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/3/2022 9:15:17 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/3/2022 9:29:16 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;



12/3/2022 9:44:22 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/3/2022 9:57:50 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/3/2022 9:58:20 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/3/2022 10:10:55 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/3/2022 10:11:25 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/3/2022 10:25:24 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/3/2022 10:36:33 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/3/2022 10:37:03 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/3/2022 10:47:44 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/3/2022 10:48:14 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/3/2022 11:13:23 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/3/2022 11:14:23 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/3/2022 11:24:18 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/3/2022 11:24:48 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/3/2022 11:47:40 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/3/2022 11:48:10 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/3/2022 11:48:40 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



12/3/2022 11:49:10 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/3/2022 11:57:25 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/3/2022 11:57:55 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/3/2022 12:28:01 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/3/2022 12:41:25 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/3/2022 12:41:55 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/3/2022 12:48:37 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/3/2022 12:49:07 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/3/2022 1:11:18 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/3/2022 1:22:29 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/3/2022 1:22:59 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/3/2022 1:23:29 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/3/2022 1:23:59 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/3/2022 1:36:42 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/3/2022 1:37:12 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/3/2022 1:50:03 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/3/2022 2:13:00 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



12/3/2022 2:25:45 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/3/2022 2:26:15 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/3/2022 2:26:45 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/3/2022 2:27:15 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/3/2022 2:47:13 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/3/2022 2:47:43 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/3/2022 2:48:13 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/3/2022 2:48:43 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/3/2022 3:20:12 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/3/2022 3:30:26 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/3/2022 3:30:56 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/3/2022 3:31:26 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/3/2022 3:31:56 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/3/2022 3:40:07 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/3/2022 3:52:26 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/3/2022 3:52:56 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/3/2022 3:53:26 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



12/3/2022 4:13:29 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/3/2022 4:13:59 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/3/2022 4:21:31 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/3/2022 4:22:02 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/3/2022 4:22:32 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/3/2022 4:40:58 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/3/2022 4:41:28 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/3/2022 4:52:01 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/3/2022 4:52:31 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/3/2022 4:53:01 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/3/2022 4:53:31 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/3/2022 5:12:18 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/3/2022 5:12:48 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/3/2022 5:13:18 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/3/2022 5:23:07 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/3/2022 5:23:37 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/3/2022 5:48:40 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



12/3/2022 5:49:10 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/3/2022 5:49:40 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/3/2022 5:50:10 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/3/2022 5:57:24 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/3/2022 5:57:54 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/4/2022 6:12:15 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/4/2022 6:12:45 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/4/2022 6:20:36 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/4/2022 6:21:06 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/4/2022 6:21:36 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/4/2022 6:22:06 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/4/2022 6:40:44 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/4/2022 6:41:14 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/4/2022 6:53:53 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/4/2022 6:54:23 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/4/2022 6:54:53 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/4/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/4/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/4/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/4/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/4/2022 8:15:17 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/4/2022 8:15:47 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/4/2022 8:16:17 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/4/2022 8:16:47 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/4/2022 8:33:10 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/4/2022 8:33:40 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/4/2022 8:42:31 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/4/2022 8:43:01 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/4/2022 8:52:43 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/4/2022 8:53:13 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/4/2022 9:14:06 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/4/2022 9:40:22 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/4/2022 9:40:52 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/4/2022 9:51:49 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/4/2022 10:11:34 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/4/2022 10:22:57 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/4/2022 10:23:27 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/4/2022 10:23:57 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/4/2022 10:53:35 AM :15 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 15 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/4/2022 11:26:28 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/4/2022 11:26:58 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/4/2022 11:36:41 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/4/2022 11:52:03 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/4/2022 12:05:44 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/4/2022 12:20:13 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/4/2022 12:20:43 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/4/2022 1:17:57 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/4/2022 1:19:28 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/4/2022 1:37:03 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/4/2022 1:51:45 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/4/2022 2:07:00 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



12/4/2022 2:17:51 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/4/2022 2:28:55 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/4/2022 2:29:25 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/4/2022 2:51:12 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/4/2022 3:11:28 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/4/2022 3:12:28 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/4/2022 3:12:58 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/4/2022 3:23:13 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/4/2022 3:37:51 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/4/2022 3:50:41 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/4/2022 4:28:49 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/4/2022 4:29:19 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/4/2022 4:29:49 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/4/2022 4:30:19 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/4/2022 4:38:53 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/4/2022 4:46:55 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/4/2022 4:47:25 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



12/4/2022 4:56:15 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/4/2022 4:56:45 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/4/2022 5:12:32 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/4/2022 5:13:32 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/4/2022 5:14:02 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/4/2022 5:23:06 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/4/2022 5:23:36 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/4/2022 5:36:34 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/4/2022 5:51:42 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/4/2022 6:09:39 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/4/2022 6:10:39 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/4/2022 6:11:09 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/4/2022 6:21:48 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/4/2022 6:46:52 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/4/2022 6:47:22 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/4/2022 6:58:12 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/4/2022 7:19:03 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



12/4/2022 7:19:33 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/4/2022 7:32:52 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/4/2022 7:47:31 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/4/2022 8:16:52 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/4/2022 8:47:46 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/4/2022 9:02:50 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/4/2022 9:15:24 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/4/2022 9:29:39 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/4/2022 9:39:42 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/4/2022 9:52:30 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/4/2022 9:53:00 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/4/2022 10:17:54 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/4/2022 10:30:01 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/4/2022 10:39:33 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/4/2022 10:53:24 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/4/2022 10:53:54 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/4/2022 11:15:52 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



12/4/2022 11:16:22 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/4/2022 11:16:52 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/4/2022 11:17:22 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/4/2022 11:27:41 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/4/2022 11:28:11 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/4/2022 11:50:36 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/4/2022 11:58:38 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/4/2022 12:22:56 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/4/2022 12:40:47 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/4/2022 12:45:52 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/4/2022 12:46:22 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/4/2022 1:14:01 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/4/2022 1:23:29 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/4/2022 1:23:59 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/4/2022 1:24:29 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/4/2022 1:24:59 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/4/2022 1:39:38 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



12/4/2022 1:40:08 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/4/2022 1:40:38 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/4/2022 1:41:08 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/4/2022 1:51:49 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/4/2022 2:15:49 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/4/2022 2:16:19 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/4/2022 2:16:50 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/4/2022 2:17:20 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/4/2022 2:26:14 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/4/2022 2:26:44 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/4/2022 2:36:46 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/4/2022 2:51:32 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/4/2022 2:52:02 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/4/2022 3:14:47 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/4/2022 3:15:47 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/4/2022 3:16:17 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/4/2022 3:33:10 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.



12/4/2022 3:33:41 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/4/2022 3:42:02 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/4/2022 3:42:32 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/4/2022 3:52:43 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/4/2022 3:53:13 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/4/2022 4:12:43 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/4/2022 4:21:43 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/4/2022 4:22:13 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/4/2022 4:22:43 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/4/2022 4:23:13 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/4/2022 4:38:21 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/4/2022 4:49:41 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/4/2022 4:50:11 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/4/2022 4:50:41 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/4/2022 5:08:40 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/4/2022 5:09:10 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/4/2022 5:16:06 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



12/4/2022 5:16:36 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/4/2022 5:17:06 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/4/2022 5:17:36 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/4/2022 5:24:55 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/4/2022 5:25:24 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/4/2022 5:25:55 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/4/2022 5:50:36 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/4/2022 5:58:37 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/5/2022 6:12:32 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/5/2022 6:14:02 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/5/2022 6:31:11 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/5/2022 6:31:41 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/5/2022 6:32:11 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/5/2022 6:42:09 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/5/2022 6:51:49 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/5/2022 7:17:17 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/5/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/5/2022 7:43:48 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/5/2022 7:44:18 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/5/2022 7:44:48 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/5/2022 7:45:18 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/5/2022 7:53:51 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/5/2022 8:46:55 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/5/2022 8:47:25 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/5/2022 8:47:55 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/5/2022 8:59:06 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/5/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/5/2022 9:30:50 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/5/2022 9:31:20 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/5/2022 9:58:21 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/5/2022 9:58:51 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/5/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/5/2022 10:31:20 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/5/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/5/2022 10:44:52 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/5/2022 11:14:02 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/5/2022 11:15:02 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/5/2022 11:15:32 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/5/2022 11:26:40 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/5/2022 11:42:09 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/5/2022 11:51:16 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/5/2022 12:17:30 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/5/2022 12:26:19 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/5/2022 12:26:49 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/5/2022 12:27:19 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/5/2022 12:42:31 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/5/2022 12:43:01 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/5/2022 12:43:31 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/5/2022 12:52:46 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/5/2022 12:53:16 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/5/2022 12:53:46 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



12/5/2022 12:54:16 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/5/2022 1:42:39 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/5/2022 1:54:10 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/5/2022 2:17:37 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/5/2022 2:18:07 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/5/2022 2:18:37 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/5/2022 2:19:07 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/5/2022 2:28:48 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/5/2022 2:29:18 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/5/2022 2:40:01 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/5/2022 2:40:31 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/5/2022 2:53:32 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/5/2022 3:18:11 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/5/2022 3:18:41 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/5/2022 3:31:41 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/5/2022 3:41:22 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/5/2022 3:50:29 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



12/5/2022 4:18:47 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/5/2022 4:29:19 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/5/2022 4:42:32 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/5/2022 4:43:02 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/5/2022 4:43:32 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/5/2022 4:56:06 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/5/2022 5:20:57 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/5/2022 5:35:10 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/5/2022 5:35:40 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/5/2022 5:36:10 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/5/2022 5:51:32 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/5/2022 6:10:03 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/5/2022 6:10:33 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/5/2022 6:23:01 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/5/2022 6:23:31 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/5/2022 6:24:01 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/5/2022 6:24:31 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/5/2022 6:27:38 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/5/2022 6:28:08 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/5/2022 6:28:38 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/5/2022 6:29:08 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/5/2022 6:44:34 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/5/2022 8:26:41 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/5/2022 8:53:53 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/5/2022 9:29:04 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/5/2022 9:41:17 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/5/2022 9:51:48 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/5/2022 10:42:32 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/5/2022 10:53:04 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/5/2022 10:53:34 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/5/2022 11:10:03 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/5/2022 11:23:02 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/5/2022 11:26:09 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/5/2022 11:26:39 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/5/2022 11:27:09 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/5/2022 11:27:39 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/5/2022 11:28:09 PM :15 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 15 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/5/2022 11:33:35 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/5/2022 11:34:05 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/5/2022 11:34:35 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/5/2022 11:55:21 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/5/2022 11:57:32 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/5/2022 12:24:26 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/5/2022 12:37:43 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/5/2022 12:38:13 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/5/2022 12:46:55 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/5/2022 12:47:25 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/5/2022 1:10:10 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/5/2022 1:10:40 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/5/2022 1:19:54 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/5/2022 1:20:24 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



12/5/2022 1:29:15 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/5/2022 1:29:45 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/5/2022 1:39:54 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/5/2022 1:40:24 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/5/2022 1:48:35 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/5/2022 1:49:05 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/5/2022 2:18:47 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/5/2022 2:27:44 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/5/2022 2:28:13 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/5/2022 2:28:44 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/5/2022 2:29:14 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/5/2022 2:40:47 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/5/2022 2:41:17 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/5/2022 2:52:23 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/5/2022 2:52:53 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/5/2022 3:22:47 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/5/2022 3:23:47 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



12/5/2022 3:24:17 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/5/2022 3:51:52 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/5/2022 3:52:22 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/5/2022 3:52:52 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/5/2022 3:53:22 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/5/2022 4:17:53 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/5/2022 4:18:23 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/5/2022 4:18:53 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/5/2022 4:19:23 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/5/2022 4:29:24 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/5/2022 4:29:54 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/5/2022 4:30:24 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/5/2022 4:56:36 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/5/2022 4:57:06 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/5/2022 4:57:36 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/5/2022 4:58:06 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/5/2022 5:14:16 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



12/5/2022 5:24:46 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/5/2022 5:25:16 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/5/2022 5:25:46 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/5/2022 5:26:16 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/5/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/5/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/5/2022 5:54:51 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/6/2022 6:14:02 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/6/2022 6:15:02 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/6/2022 6:15:32 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/6/2022 6:26:55 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/6/2022 6:27:25 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/6/2022 6:52:01 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/6/2022 7:17:42 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/6/2022 7:19:12 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/6/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/6/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



12/6/2022 7:43:53 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/6/2022 7:44:23 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/6/2022 7:44:53 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/6/2022 7:45:23 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/6/2022 7:52:52 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/6/2022 7:53:37 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/6/2022 8:47:39 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/6/2022 8:48:09 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/6/2022 8:59:37 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/6/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/6/2022 9:30:50 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/6/2022 9:31:20 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/6/2022 9:58:22 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/6/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/6/2022 10:31:20 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/6/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/6/2022 10:43:06 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



12/6/2022 11:11:56 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/6/2022 11:12:56 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/6/2022 11:13:26 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/6/2022 11:24:23 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/6/2022 11:36:19 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/6/2022 11:47:05 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/6/2022 11:47:35 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/6/2022 12:13:41 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/6/2022 12:23:57 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/6/2022 12:24:27 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/6/2022 12:24:57 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/6/2022 12:40:06 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/6/2022 12:40:36 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/6/2022 12:41:06 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/6/2022 12:48:40 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/6/2022 12:49:10 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/6/2022 12:49:40 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



12/6/2022 12:50:10 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/6/2022 1:30:52 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/6/2022 1:43:04 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/6/2022 1:52:07 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/6/2022 1:52:37 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/6/2022 2:05:39 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/6/2022 2:16:35 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/6/2022 2:17:06 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/6/2022 2:29:02 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/6/2022 2:41:58 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/6/2022 2:52:11 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/6/2022 2:52:41 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/6/2022 3:19:44 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/6/2022 3:20:14 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/6/2022 3:31:12 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/6/2022 3:40:39 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/6/2022 3:49:29 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.



12/6/2022 4:21:26 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/6/2022 4:35:39 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/6/2022 4:46:18 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/6/2022 4:46:48 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/6/2022 4:56:33 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/6/2022 5:20:37 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/6/2022 5:35:14 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/6/2022 5:35:44 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/6/2022 5:52:19 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/6/2022 5:52:49 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/6/2022 6:10:43 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/6/2022 6:21:57 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/6/2022 6:22:27 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/6/2022 6:22:57 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/6/2022 6:27:25 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/6/2022 6:27:55 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/6/2022 6:28:25 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



12/6/2022 6:44:59 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/6/2022 6:45:29 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/6/2022 6:56:36 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/6/2022 7:29:11 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/6/2022 7:51:44 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/6/2022 8:30:00 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/6/2022 8:30:30 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/6/2022 8:41:13 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/6/2022 8:53:06 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/6/2022 9:32:42 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/6/2022 9:40:57 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/6/2022 9:50:41 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/6/2022 9:51:11 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/6/2022 10:27:33 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/6/2022 10:42:02 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/6/2022 10:53:06 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/6/2022 11:10:34 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



12/6/2022 11:26:02 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/6/2022 11:26:32 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/6/2022 11:27:02 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/6/2022 11:34:01 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/6/2022 11:34:31 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/6/2022 11:58:15 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/6/2022 12:25:38 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/6/2022 12:39:51 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/6/2022 12:47:09 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/6/2022 12:47:39 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/6/2022 1:12:27 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/6/2022 1:24:54 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/6/2022 1:33:54 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/6/2022 1:34:24 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/6/2022 1:43:27 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/6/2022 1:43:57 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/6/2022 1:53:18 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



12/6/2022 1:53:48 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/6/2022 2:14:21 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/6/2022 2:14:51 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/6/2022 2:27:56 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/6/2022 2:28:26 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/6/2022 2:28:56 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/6/2022 2:29:26 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/6/2022 2:38:01 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/6/2022 2:38:31 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/6/2022 2:51:44 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/6/2022 2:52:14 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/6/2022 3:23:44 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/6/2022 3:24:14 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/6/2022 3:24:44 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/6/2022 3:25:14 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/6/2022 3:51:01 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/6/2022 3:51:31 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



12/6/2022 3:52:01 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/6/2022 3:52:31 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/6/2022 4:20:32 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/6/2022 4:21:02 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/6/2022 4:21:32 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/6/2022 4:22:02 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/6/2022 4:36:14 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/6/2022 4:36:45 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/6/2022 4:37:15 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/6/2022 4:57:03 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/6/2022 4:57:33 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/6/2022 4:58:04 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/6/2022 4:58:33 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/6/2022 5:12:21 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/6/2022 5:20:40 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/6/2022 5:21:10 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/6/2022 5:21:40 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.



12/6/2022 5:22:10 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/6/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/6/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/6/2022 5:55:26 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/7/2022 6:11:56 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/7/2022 6:12:26 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/7/2022 6:12:56 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/7/2022 6:24:08 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/7/2022 6:24:38 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/7/2022 6:25:08 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/7/2022 6:37:20 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/7/2022 6:48:20 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/7/2022 7:15:51 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/7/2022 7:17:21 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/7/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/7/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/7/2022 7:45:26 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



12/7/2022 7:45:56 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/7/2022 7:46:26 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/7/2022 7:53:16 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/7/2022 7:54:02 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/7/2022 7:54:31 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/7/2022 8:48:03 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/7/2022 8:48:33 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/7/2022 8:59:28 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/7/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/7/2022 10:01:38 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/7/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/7/2022 10:31:20 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/7/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/7/2022 11:16:39 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/7/2022 11:17:24 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/7/2022 11:17:54 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/7/2022 11:18:24 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/7/2022 11:32:51 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/7/2022 11:43:46 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/7/2022 11:52:15 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/7/2022 12:16:07 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/7/2022 12:23:25 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/7/2022 12:23:55 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/7/2022 12:24:25 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/7/2022 12:41:09 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/7/2022 12:41:39 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/7/2022 12:42:09 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/7/2022 12:50:33 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/7/2022 12:51:03 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/7/2022 12:51:33 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/7/2022 12:52:03 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/7/2022 12:52:34 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/7/2022 1:40:47 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/7/2022 1:52:31 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



12/7/2022 2:17:03 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/7/2022 2:18:03 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/7/2022 2:18:33 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/7/2022 2:29:33 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/7/2022 2:30:03 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/7/2022 2:41:36 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/7/2022 2:42:06 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/7/2022 2:53:47 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/7/2022 3:16:58 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/7/2022 3:17:28 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/7/2022 3:33:25 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/7/2022 3:42:50 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/7/2022 3:43:20 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/7/2022 3:53:00 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/7/2022 3:53:30 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/7/2022 4:19:45 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/7/2022 4:34:33 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



12/7/2022 4:44:14 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/7/2022 4:44:44 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/7/2022 4:56:33 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/7/2022 5:25:04 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/7/2022 5:40:26 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/7/2022 5:40:56 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/7/2022 5:41:26 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/7/2022 5:50:15 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/7/2022 6:11:57 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/7/2022 6:12:27 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/7/2022 6:23:19 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/7/2022 6:23:50 PM :15 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/7/2022 6:27:01 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/7/2022 6:27:31 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/7/2022 6:28:01 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/7/2022 6:28:31 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/7/2022 6:45:10 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



12/7/2022 6:56:34 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/7/2022 7:31:49 PM :15 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 15 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/7/2022 8:32:51 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/7/2022 8:33:21 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/7/2022 8:42:02 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/7/2022 8:42:32 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/7/2022 8:51:57 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/7/2022 8:52:27 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/7/2022 9:28:49 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/7/2022 9:29:19 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/7/2022 9:41:39 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/7/2022 9:53:09 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/7/2022 9:53:39 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/7/2022 10:28:30 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/7/2022 10:29:00 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/7/2022 10:41:57 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/7/2022 10:42:27 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



12/7/2022 10:52:50 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/7/2022 11:11:57 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/7/2022 11:25:48 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/7/2022 11:26:18 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/7/2022 11:26:48 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/7/2022 11:27:18 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/7/2022 11:34:06 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/7/2022 11:34:36 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/7/2022 11:55:22 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/7/2022 11:58:14 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/7/2022 12:24:03 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/7/2022 12:37:35 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/7/2022 12:38:05 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/7/2022 12:47:14 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/7/2022 1:06:46 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/7/2022 1:07:16 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/7/2022 1:17:48 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.



12/7/2022 1:18:18 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/7/2022 1:26:26 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/7/2022 1:26:56 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/7/2022 1:42:02 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/7/2022 1:42:32 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/7/2022 1:50:49 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/7/2022 1:51:19 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/7/2022 2:17:27 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/7/2022 2:17:58 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/7/2022 2:30:50 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/7/2022 2:31:20 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/7/2022 2:31:50 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/7/2022 2:40:07 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/7/2022 2:40:37 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/7/2022 2:53:19 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/7/2022 2:53:49 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/7/2022 3:24:45 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



12/7/2022 3:25:15 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/7/2022 3:25:45 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/7/2022 3:26:15 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/7/2022 3:50:31 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/7/2022 3:51:01 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/7/2022 3:51:31 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/7/2022 3:52:01 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/7/2022 4:18:50 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/7/2022 4:19:20 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/7/2022 4:19:50 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/7/2022 4:20:20 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/7/2022 4:34:38 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/7/2022 4:35:08 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/7/2022 4:35:38 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/7/2022 4:57:03 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/7/2022 4:57:33 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/7/2022 4:58:03 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/7/2022 4:58:33 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/7/2022 5:12:54 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/7/2022 5:23:03 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/7/2022 5:23:33 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/7/2022 5:24:03 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/7/2022 5:24:33 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/7/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/7/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/7/2022 5:54:53 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/8/2022 6:16:39 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/8/2022 6:18:09 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/8/2022 6:33:06 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/8/2022 6:33:36 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/8/2022 6:44:47 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/8/2022 7:17:13 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/8/2022 7:44:54 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/8/2022 7:45:24 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/8/2022 7:53:50 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/8/2022 7:54:36 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/8/2022 7:55:05 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/8/2022 9:00:39 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/8/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/8/2022 9:30:35 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/8/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/8/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/8/2022 11:13:35 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/8/2022 11:14:35 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/8/2022 11:15:05 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/8/2022 11:41:50 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/8/2022 11:52:24 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/8/2022 12:15:33 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/8/2022 12:23:36 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/8/2022 12:24:07 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/8/2022 12:42:24 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



12/8/2022 12:42:55 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/8/2022 12:43:25 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/8/2022 12:43:55 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/8/2022 12:52:16 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/8/2022 12:52:46 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/8/2022 12:53:16 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/8/2022 12:53:46 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/8/2022 12:54:16 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/8/2022 1:46:27 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/8/2022 1:46:57 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/8/2022 2:00:21 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/8/2022 2:00:51 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/8/2022 2:18:05 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/8/2022 2:19:05 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/8/2022 2:19:36 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/8/2022 2:33:20 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/8/2022 2:33:50 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/8/2022 2:43:53 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/8/2022 2:53:26 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/8/2022 2:53:56 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/8/2022 3:16:55 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/8/2022 3:17:25 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/8/2022 3:27:39 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/8/2022 3:28:09 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/8/2022 3:39:45 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/8/2022 3:50:12 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/8/2022 4:19:43 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/8/2022 4:31:39 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/8/2022 4:40:54 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/8/2022 4:41:24 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/8/2022 4:41:54 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/8/2022 4:54:12 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/8/2022 5:24:01 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/8/2022 5:39:43 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



12/8/2022 5:40:13 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/8/2022 5:40:43 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/8/2022 5:51:24 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/8/2022 6:12:40 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/8/2022 6:13:10 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/8/2022 6:24:11 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/8/2022 6:24:41 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/8/2022 6:25:11 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/8/2022 6:27:46 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/8/2022 6:28:16 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/8/2022 6:28:46 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/8/2022 6:29:16 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/8/2022 6:44:40 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/8/2022 6:45:10 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/8/2022 6:56:08 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/8/2022 6:56:38 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/8/2022 8:42:35 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



12/8/2022 8:43:05 PM :15 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/8/2022 8:53:15 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/8/2022 9:29:41 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/8/2022 9:41:44 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/8/2022 9:42:14 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/8/2022 9:52:35 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/8/2022 10:31:21 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/8/2022 10:40:32 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/8/2022 10:41:02 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/8/2022 10:51:56 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/8/2022 11:13:11 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/8/2022 11:23:43 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/8/2022 11:26:34 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/8/2022 11:27:04 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/8/2022 11:27:34 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/8/2022 11:28:04 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/8/2022 11:34:08 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



12/8/2022 11:34:38 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/8/2022 11:58:02 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/8/2022 12:23:36 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/8/2022 12:24:06 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/8/2022 12:37:37 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/8/2022 12:38:07 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/8/2022 12:48:29 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/8/2022 12:48:59 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/8/2022 1:09:38 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/8/2022 1:19:48 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/8/2022 1:20:18 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/8/2022 1:30:43 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/8/2022 1:31:13 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/8/2022 1:41:03 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/8/2022 1:41:33 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/8/2022 1:50:34 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/8/2022 1:51:04 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



12/8/2022 2:16:52 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/8/2022 2:17:22 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/8/2022 2:26:48 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/8/2022 2:27:18 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/8/2022 2:27:48 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/8/2022 2:28:18 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/8/2022 2:38:05 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/8/2022 2:38:35 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/8/2022 2:51:29 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/8/2022 2:51:59 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/8/2022 3:21:39 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/8/2022 3:22:39 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/8/2022 3:23:09 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/8/2022 3:50:53 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/8/2022 3:51:23 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/8/2022 3:51:53 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/8/2022 3:52:23 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.



12/8/2022 4:18:48 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/8/2022 4:19:18 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/8/2022 4:19:48 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/8/2022 4:20:18 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/8/2022 4:31:44 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/8/2022 4:32:14 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/8/2022 4:32:44 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/8/2022 4:54:42 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/8/2022 4:55:12 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/8/2022 4:55:42 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/8/2022 4:56:12 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/8/2022 5:14:40 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/8/2022 5:24:46 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/8/2022 5:25:16 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/8/2022 5:25:46 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/8/2022 5:26:16 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/8/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



12/8/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/8/2022 5:55:20 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/9/2022 6:13:35 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/9/2022 6:15:05 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/9/2022 6:31:29 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/9/2022 6:31:59 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/9/2022 6:32:29 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/9/2022 6:53:10 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/9/2022 7:16:11 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/9/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/9/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/9/2022 7:46:22 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/9/2022 7:46:52 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/9/2022 8:48:46 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/9/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/9/2022 10:00:46 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/9/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



12/9/2022 11:19:42 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/9/2022 11:20:42 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/9/2022 11:21:12 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/9/2022 11:33:42 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/9/2022 11:43:16 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/9/2022 11:54:22 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/9/2022 12:15:29 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/9/2022 12:25:40 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/9/2022 12:26:10 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/9/2022 12:26:40 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/9/2022 12:37:55 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/9/2022 12:38:25 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/9/2022 12:53:53 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/9/2022 12:54:23 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/9/2022 12:54:53 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/9/2022 12:55:23 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/9/2022 1:47:07 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



12/9/2022 1:47:37 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/9/2022 1:56:52 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/9/2022 2:18:42 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/9/2022 2:19:42 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/9/2022 2:20:12 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/9/2022 2:30:26 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/9/2022 2:44:16 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/9/2022 2:53:00 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/9/2022 3:24:19 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/9/2022 3:24:49 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/9/2022 3:34:09 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/9/2022 3:34:39 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/9/2022 3:44:28 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/9/2022 3:44:58 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/9/2022 3:53:43 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/9/2022 3:54:13 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/9/2022 4:18:05 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



12/9/2022 4:32:26 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/9/2022 4:43:36 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/9/2022 4:44:06 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/9/2022 4:44:36 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/9/2022 5:24:38 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/9/2022 5:38:02 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/9/2022 5:38:32 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/9/2022 5:39:02 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/9/2022 5:50:54 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/9/2022 6:12:10 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/9/2022 6:23:48 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/9/2022 6:24:18 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/9/2022 6:24:48 PM :15 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_15 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/9/2022 6:27:29 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/9/2022 6:27:59 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/9/2022 6:28:29 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/9/2022 6:28:59 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



12/9/2022 6:45:25 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/9/2022 6:45:55 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/9/2022 6:46:25 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/9/2022 6:58:06 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/9/2022 7:39:55 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/9/2022 7:50:50 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/9/2022 8:28:02 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/9/2022 8:28:32 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/9/2022 8:37:31 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/9/2022 8:50:06 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/9/2022 9:29:40 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/9/2022 9:41:47 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/9/2022 9:51:30 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/9/2022 9:52:00 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/9/2022 10:18:19 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/9/2022 10:29:25 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/9/2022 10:40:29 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



12/9/2022 10:51:30 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/9/2022 11:23:18 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/9/2022 11:26:14 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/9/2022 11:26:45 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/9/2022 11:27:15 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/9/2022 11:27:45 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/9/2022 11:34:05 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/9/2022 11:34:35 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/9/2022 11:54:54 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/9/2022 12:25:05 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/9/2022 12:38:11 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/9/2022 12:47:08 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/9/2022 12:47:38 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/9/2022 1:05:29 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/9/2022 1:05:59 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/9/2022 1:19:56 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/9/2022 1:20:26 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/9/2022 1:30:26 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/9/2022 1:30:56 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/9/2022 1:41:05 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/9/2022 1:41:35 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/9/2022 1:50:20 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/9/2022 2:16:43 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/9/2022 2:17:13 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/9/2022 2:26:35 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/9/2022 2:27:05 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/9/2022 2:27:35 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/9/2022 2:28:05 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/9/2022 2:38:40 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/9/2022 2:39:10 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/9/2022 2:50:50 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/9/2022 3:21:35 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/9/2022 3:22:05 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/9/2022 3:22:35 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.



12/9/2022 3:23:05 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/9/2022 3:52:30 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/9/2022 3:53:00 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/9/2022 3:53:30 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/9/2022 3:54:00 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/9/2022 4:17:10 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/9/2022 4:17:40 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/9/2022 4:18:10 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/9/2022 4:18:40 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/9/2022 4:33:01 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/9/2022 4:33:31 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/9/2022 4:34:01 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/9/2022 4:55:43 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/9/2022 4:56:13 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/9/2022 4:56:43 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/9/2022 4:57:13 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/9/2022 5:09:40 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



12/9/2022 5:25:53 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/9/2022 5:26:23 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/9/2022 5:26:53 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/9/2022 5:27:23 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/9/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/9/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/9/2022 5:58:35 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/10/2022 6:13:07 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/10/2022 6:13:37 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/10/2022 6:23:04 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/10/2022 6:23:34 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/10/2022 6:24:04 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/10/2022 6:24:34 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/10/2022 6:40:51 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/10/2022 6:41:21 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/10/2022 6:52:23 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/10/2022 6:52:53 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.



12/10/2022 6:53:23 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/10/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/10/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/10/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/10/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/10/2022 8:20:00 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/10/2022 8:20:30 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/10/2022 8:21:00 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/10/2022 8:21:30 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/10/2022 8:49:50 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/10/2022 8:50:20 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/10/2022 8:50:50 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/10/2022 8:51:20 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/10/2022 9:20:49 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/10/2022 9:21:19 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/10/2022 9:21:49 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/10/2022 9:22:19 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



12/10/2022 9:50:04 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/10/2022 9:50:34 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/10/2022 9:51:04 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/10/2022 9:51:34 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/10/2022 10:21:22 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/10/2022 10:22:22 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/10/2022 10:22:52 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/10/2022 10:52:34 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/10/2022 10:53:04 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/10/2022 10:53:34 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/10/2022 10:54:04 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/10/2022 11:09:19 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/10/2022 11:09:49 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/10/2022 11:10:19 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/10/2022 11:10:49 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/10/2022 11:11:19 AM :20 Building Recovery Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing 
mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery delivers words of encouragement from the recovery 
community, while Building Recovery shows how support can empower those living in recovery as well as individuals seeking help to achieve their recovery 
goals

12/10/2022 11:16:57 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/10/2022 11:17:27 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/10/2022 11:17:57 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/10/2022 11:18:27 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/10/2022 11:58:55 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/10/2022 11:59:25 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/10/2022 12:28:55 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/10/2022 12:29:25 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/10/2022 12:58:55 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/10/2022 12:59:25 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/10/2022 1:28:55 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/10/2022 1:29:25 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/10/2022 1:58:56 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/10/2022 2:15:53 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/10/2022 2:29:58 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/10/2022 2:30:28 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/10/2022 2:41:09 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/10/2022 2:50:09 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



12/10/2022 3:17:19 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/10/2022 3:31:52 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/10/2022 3:43:44 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/10/2022 3:54:51 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/10/2022 4:15:48 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/10/2022 4:16:18 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/10/2022 4:33:10 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/10/2022 4:41:14 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/10/2022 4:41:44 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/10/2022 4:42:14 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/10/2022 4:42:44 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/10/2022 4:57:48 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/10/2022 4:58:18 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/10/2022 5:09:12 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/10/2022 5:21:53 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/10/2022 5:31:43 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/10/2022 5:32:13 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



12/10/2022 5:32:43 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/10/2022 5:46:39 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/10/2022 6:10:18 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/10/2022 6:10:48 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/10/2022 6:11:18 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/10/2022 6:11:48 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/10/2022 6:24:07 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/10/2022 6:48:52 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/10/2022 6:49:22 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/10/2022 6:49:52 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/10/2022 6:58:12 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/10/2022 6:58:42 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/10/2022 7:27:20 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/10/2022 7:43:53 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/10/2022 7:57:42 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/10/2022 8:21:16 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/10/2022 10:15:40 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



12/10/2022 11:11:56 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/10/2022 11:12:56 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/10/2022 11:23:47 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/10/2022 11:24:17 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/10/2022 11:47:59 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/10/2022 11:48:29 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/10/2022 11:48:59 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/10/2022 11:49:29 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/10/2022 11:57:57 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/10/2022 11:58:27 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/10/2022 12:24:53 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/10/2022 12:25:22 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/10/2022 12:41:36 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/10/2022 12:48:44 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/10/2022 1:15:10 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/10/2022 1:26:39 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/10/2022 1:27:09 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/10/2022 1:27:39 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/10/2022 1:37:36 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/10/2022 1:38:06 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/10/2022 1:50:15 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/10/2022 1:50:45 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/10/2022 2:14:53 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/10/2022 2:25:36 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/10/2022 2:26:05 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/10/2022 2:26:35 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/10/2022 2:27:06 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/10/2022 2:42:24 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/10/2022 2:42:54 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/10/2022 2:43:24 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/10/2022 2:43:54 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/10/2022 2:58:13 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/10/2022 3:17:04 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/10/2022 3:17:34 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/10/2022 3:30:52 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/10/2022 3:31:22 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/10/2022 3:31:52 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/10/2022 3:32:22 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/10/2022 3:42:29 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/10/2022 3:42:59 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/10/2022 3:53:36 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/10/2022 3:54:06 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/10/2022 3:54:36 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/10/2022 4:11:51 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/10/2022 4:22:20 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/10/2022 4:22:50 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/10/2022 4:23:20 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/10/2022 4:42:30 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/10/2022 4:43:00 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/10/2022 4:50:47 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/10/2022 4:51:17 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



12/10/2022 4:51:47 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/10/2022 4:52:17 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/10/2022 5:10:48 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/10/2022 5:11:18 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/10/2022 5:11:48 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/10/2022 5:23:37 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/10/2022 5:24:07 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/10/2022 5:48:59 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/10/2022 5:49:29 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/10/2022 5:49:59 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/10/2022 5:50:29 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/10/2022 5:57:58 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/10/2022 5:58:28 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/11/2022 6:14:06 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/11/2022 6:14:36 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/11/2022 6:22:52 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/11/2022 6:23:22 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



12/11/2022 6:23:52 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/11/2022 6:24:22 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/11/2022 6:40:41 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/11/2022 6:41:11 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/11/2022 6:52:16 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/11/2022 6:52:46 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/11/2022 6:53:16 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/11/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/11/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/11/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/11/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/11/2022 8:18:46 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/11/2022 8:19:16 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/11/2022 8:19:46 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/11/2022 8:20:16 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/11/2022 8:50:56 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/11/2022 8:51:26 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



12/11/2022 8:51:56 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/11/2022 8:52:26 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/11/2022 9:17:29 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/11/2022 9:37:11 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/11/2022 9:54:38 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/11/2022 10:09:07 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/11/2022 10:22:08 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/11/2022 10:22:38 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/11/2022 10:49:42 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/11/2022 11:28:00 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/11/2022 11:28:31 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/11/2022 11:51:53 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/11/2022 12:05:54 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/11/2022 12:19:41 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/11/2022 12:20:11 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/11/2022 12:34:04 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/11/2022 12:48:54 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.



12/11/2022 1:12:31 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/11/2022 1:13:31 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/11/2022 1:14:01 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/11/2022 1:28:45 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/11/2022 1:43:01 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/11/2022 1:54:23 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/11/2022 2:06:57 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/11/2022 2:18:22 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/11/2022 2:18:52 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/11/2022 2:19:22 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/11/2022 2:19:52 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/11/2022 2:32:55 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/11/2022 2:47:24 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/11/2022 2:47:54 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/11/2022 3:26:24 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/11/2022 3:27:25 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/11/2022 3:27:55 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



12/11/2022 3:41:04 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/11/2022 3:49:05 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/11/2022 3:58:26 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/11/2022 4:23:23 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/11/2022 4:23:53 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/11/2022 4:40:35 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/11/2022 4:47:05 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/11/2022 4:47:35 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/11/2022 5:15:59 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/11/2022 5:16:29 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/11/2022 5:16:59 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/11/2022 5:17:29 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/11/2022 5:28:42 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/11/2022 5:29:12 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/11/2022 5:40:25 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/11/2022 5:50:41 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/11/2022 5:51:11 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



12/11/2022 6:09:30 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/11/2022 6:10:30 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/11/2022 6:11:00 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/11/2022 6:23:49 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/11/2022 6:48:27 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/11/2022 6:48:57 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/11/2022 6:49:27 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/11/2022 6:58:33 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/11/2022 7:19:59 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/11/2022 7:34:21 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/11/2022 7:50:17 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/11/2022 7:50:47 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/11/2022 8:16:51 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/11/2022 8:27:31 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/11/2022 8:39:37 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/11/2022 8:54:22 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/11/2022 9:06:54 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



12/11/2022 9:22:16 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/11/2022 9:35:13 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/11/2022 9:35:42 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/11/2022 9:48:47 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/11/2022 10:18:27 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/11/2022 10:18:57 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/11/2022 10:32:14 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/11/2022 10:32:44 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/11/2022 10:43:40 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/11/2022 10:44:10 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/11/2022 10:54:30 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/11/2022 10:55:00 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/11/2022 11:18:27 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/11/2022 11:18:57 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/11/2022 11:19:27 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/11/2022 11:28:03 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/11/2022 11:28:33 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.



12/11/2022 11:48:01 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/11/2022 11:48:31 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/11/2022 12:10:19 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/11/2022 12:25:21 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/11/2022 12:25:51 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/11/2022 12:34:02 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/11/2022 12:34:32 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/11/2022 12:44:17 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/11/2022 12:44:47 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/11/2022 12:45:17 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/11/2022 12:45:47 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/11/2022 12:52:09 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/11/2022 12:52:39 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/11/2022 12:53:09 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/11/2022 12:53:39 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/11/2022 12:59:53 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/11/2022 2:17:52 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



12/11/2022 2:18:22 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/11/2022 2:27:01 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/11/2022 2:27:31 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/11/2022 2:28:01 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/11/2022 2:28:31 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/11/2022 2:37:23 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/11/2022 2:37:53 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/11/2022 2:49:32 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/11/2022 2:50:02 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/11/2022 3:13:30 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/11/2022 3:14:30 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/11/2022 3:15:00 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/11/2022 3:27:46 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/11/2022 3:28:16 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/11/2022 3:38:43 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/11/2022 3:39:13 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/11/2022 3:51:23 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



12/11/2022 3:51:53 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/11/2022 4:21:57 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/11/2022 4:22:27 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/11/2022 4:32:12 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/11/2022 4:32:42 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/11/2022 4:33:12 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/11/2022 4:33:42 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/11/2022 4:43:45 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/11/2022 4:44:15 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/11/2022 4:53:22 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/11/2022 4:53:52 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/11/2022 4:54:22 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/11/2022 5:10:25 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/11/2022 5:10:55 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/11/2022 5:18:20 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/11/2022 5:18:50 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/11/2022 5:19:20 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



12/11/2022 5:19:50 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/11/2022 5:27:56 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/11/2022 5:28:26 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/11/2022 5:28:56 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/11/2022 5:45:33 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/11/2022 5:55:56 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/12/2022 6:19:42 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/12/2022 6:20:12 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/12/2022 6:33:28 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/12/2022 6:33:58 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/12/2022 6:34:28 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/12/2022 6:44:17 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/12/2022 7:15:37 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/12/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/12/2022 7:42:41 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/12/2022 7:43:11 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/12/2022 7:43:41 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



12/12/2022 7:44:11 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/12/2022 7:52:47 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/12/2022 7:53:33 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/12/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/12/2022 9:31:35 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/12/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/12/2022 11:14:02 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/12/2022 11:53:51 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/12/2022 12:14:23 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/12/2022 12:25:54 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/12/2022 12:26:24 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/12/2022 12:26:54 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/12/2022 12:42:58 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/12/2022 12:43:28 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/12/2022 12:53:02 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/12/2022 12:53:32 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/12/2022 12:54:02 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



12/12/2022 1:32:00 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/12/2022 1:40:48 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/12/2022 1:49:44 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/12/2022 2:16:06 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/12/2022 2:17:06 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/12/2022 2:17:36 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/12/2022 2:33:33 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/12/2022 2:43:04 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/12/2022 2:43:34 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/12/2022 2:53:17 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/12/2022 2:53:47 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/12/2022 3:17:49 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/12/2022 3:18:19 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/12/2022 3:29:38 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/12/2022 3:39:15 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/12/2022 3:50:59 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/12/2022 3:51:29 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



12/12/2022 4:23:25 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/12/2022 4:35:17 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/12/2022 5:25:11 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/12/2022 5:40:53 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/12/2022 5:52:51 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/12/2022 6:13:23 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/12/2022 6:23:55 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/12/2022 6:24:25 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/12/2022 6:27:24 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/12/2022 6:27:54 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/12/2022 6:28:24 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/12/2022 6:28:54 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/12/2022 6:47:09 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/12/2022 6:47:39 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/12/2022 6:56:48 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/12/2022 8:59:17 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/12/2022 9:00:47 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



12/12/2022 9:06:21 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/12/2022 10:08:17 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/12/2022 10:08:47 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/12/2022 11:07:31 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/12/2022 11:09:02 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/12/2022 11:13:06 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/12/2022 12:11:00 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/12/2022 12:11:30 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/12/2022 12:12:00 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/12/2022 12:39:22 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/12/2022 12:54:28 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/12/2022 12:58:36 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/12/2022 1:28:59 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/12/2022 1:29:59 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/12/2022 1:30:29 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/12/2022 1:40:08 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/12/2022 2:08:22 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



12/12/2022 2:10:52 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/12/2022 2:22:42 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/12/2022 2:31:19 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/12/2022 2:31:49 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/12/2022 2:39:42 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/12/2022 2:40:12 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/12/2022 2:54:37 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/12/2022 2:55:07 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/12/2022 3:00:05 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/12/2022 3:00:35 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/12/2022 3:23:18 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/12/2022 3:23:48 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/12/2022 3:24:18 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/12/2022 3:24:48 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/12/2022 3:50:29 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/12/2022 3:50:59 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/12/2022 3:51:29 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/12/2022 3:51:59 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/12/2022 4:21:16 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/12/2022 4:21:46 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/12/2022 4:22:16 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/12/2022 4:22:46 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/12/2022 4:34:22 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/12/2022 4:34:52 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/12/2022 4:56:30 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/12/2022 4:57:00 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/12/2022 4:57:30 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/12/2022 4:58:00 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/12/2022 5:14:13 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/12/2022 5:24:32 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/12/2022 5:25:02 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/12/2022 5:25:32 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/12/2022 5:26:02 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/12/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



12/12/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/12/2022 5:55:03 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/12/2022 5:58:32 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/13/2022 6:14:02 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/13/2022 6:29:17 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/13/2022 6:29:47 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/13/2022 7:18:03 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/13/2022 7:18:32 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/13/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/13/2022 7:46:01 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/13/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/13/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/13/2022 10:30:50 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/13/2022 11:14:18 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/13/2022 11:29:45 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/13/2022 12:27:06 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/13/2022 12:27:36 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;



12/13/2022 12:39:50 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/13/2022 12:53:22 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/13/2022 12:53:52 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/13/2022 12:54:22 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/13/2022 1:39:29 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/13/2022 1:52:27 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/13/2022 2:16:53 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/13/2022 2:17:53 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/13/2022 2:18:23 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/13/2022 2:32:29 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/13/2022 2:42:25 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/13/2022 2:42:55 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/13/2022 2:53:14 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/13/2022 2:53:44 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/13/2022 3:13:53 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/13/2022 3:51:00 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/13/2022 4:18:56 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.



12/13/2022 5:22:51 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/13/2022 5:41:56 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/13/2022 5:52:03 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/13/2022 6:13:24 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/13/2022 6:23:13 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/13/2022 6:23:43 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/13/2022 6:24:13 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/13/2022 6:24:43 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/13/2022 6:27:59 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/13/2022 6:28:29 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/13/2022 6:28:59 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/13/2022 6:46:35 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/13/2022 6:47:05 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/13/2022 8:42:27 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/13/2022 9:52:33 PM :15 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/13/2022 11:12:51 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/13/2022 11:13:21 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



12/13/2022 11:23:08 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/13/2022 11:26:07 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/13/2022 11:26:37 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/13/2022 11:27:07 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/13/2022 11:27:38 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/13/2022 11:34:08 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/13/2022 11:34:38 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/13/2022 11:55:05 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/13/2022 12:21:08 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/13/2022 12:39:17 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/13/2022 12:47:35 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/13/2022 1:09:20 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/13/2022 1:09:50 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/13/2022 1:17:36 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/13/2022 1:18:06 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/13/2022 1:26:59 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/13/2022 1:27:29 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



12/13/2022 1:36:33 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/13/2022 1:37:02 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/13/2022 1:50:25 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/13/2022 1:50:55 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/13/2022 2:16:57 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/13/2022 2:17:27 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/13/2022 2:26:17 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/13/2022 2:26:47 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/13/2022 2:27:17 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/13/2022 2:40:03 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/13/2022 2:40:33 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/13/2022 2:52:08 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/13/2022 2:52:38 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/13/2022 3:20:56 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/13/2022 3:21:56 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/13/2022 3:22:26 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/13/2022 3:51:56 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



12/13/2022 3:52:26 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/13/2022 3:52:56 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/13/2022 3:53:26 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/13/2022 4:18:01 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/13/2022 4:18:31 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/13/2022 4:19:01 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/13/2022 4:19:31 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/13/2022 4:32:01 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/13/2022 4:32:31 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/13/2022 4:52:15 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/13/2022 4:52:45 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/13/2022 4:53:15 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/13/2022 4:53:45 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/13/2022 5:10:20 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/13/2022 5:25:23 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/13/2022 5:25:53 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/13/2022 5:26:23 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



12/13/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/13/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/13/2022 5:54:36 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/13/2022 5:58:05 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/14/2022 6:14:18 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/14/2022 7:17:25 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/14/2022 7:46:26 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/14/2022 7:46:56 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/14/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/14/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/14/2022 11:11:58 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/14/2022 11:13:43 AM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/14/2022 11:30:11 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/14/2022 11:40:32 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/14/2022 12:22:17 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/14/2022 12:42:42 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/14/2022 12:43:12 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



12/14/2022 12:56:38 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/14/2022 12:57:08 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/14/2022 2:17:38 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/14/2022 2:19:08 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/14/2022 2:31:40 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/14/2022 2:42:15 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/14/2022 3:17:27 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/14/2022 3:43:19 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/14/2022 4:22:24 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/14/2022 4:43:39 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/14/2022 4:55:44 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/14/2022 5:20:39 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/14/2022 5:39:21 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/14/2022 6:24:05 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/14/2022 6:27:54 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/14/2022 6:28:24 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/14/2022 6:28:54 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



12/14/2022 6:45:53 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/14/2022 6:46:23 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/14/2022 6:56:35 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/14/2022 7:41:58 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/14/2022 8:54:44 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/14/2022 9:43:29 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/14/2022 10:49:05 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/14/2022 11:26:19 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/14/2022 11:26:49 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/14/2022 11:34:38 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/14/2022 12:26:24 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/14/2022 12:40:38 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/14/2022 1:11:45 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/14/2022 1:23:22 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/14/2022 1:23:52 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/14/2022 1:34:19 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/14/2022 1:42:32 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going



12/14/2022 1:52:02 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/14/2022 2:18:04 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/14/2022 2:28:33 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/14/2022 2:29:03 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/14/2022 2:29:33 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/14/2022 2:30:03 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/14/2022 2:40:42 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/14/2022 2:41:12 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/14/2022 2:52:38 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/14/2022 2:53:08 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/14/2022 3:21:46 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/14/2022 3:22:46 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/14/2022 3:23:16 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/14/2022 3:50:45 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/14/2022 3:51:15 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/14/2022 3:51:45 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/14/2022 3:52:15 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



12/14/2022 4:21:29 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/14/2022 4:22:30 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/14/2022 4:23:00 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/14/2022 4:34:04 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/14/2022 4:34:33 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/14/2022 4:35:03 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/14/2022 4:55:44 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/14/2022 4:56:14 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/14/2022 4:56:44 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/14/2022 4:57:14 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/14/2022 5:13:57 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/14/2022 5:28:09 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/14/2022 5:28:39 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/14/2022 5:29:09 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/14/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/14/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/14/2022 5:54:42 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/14/2022 5:58:37 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/15/2022 6:11:58 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/15/2022 6:30:27 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/15/2022 6:30:57 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/15/2022 6:52:01 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/15/2022 7:18:39 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/15/2022 8:48:15 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/15/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/15/2022 9:59:40 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/15/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/15/2022 11:15:18 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/15/2022 12:24:17 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/15/2022 12:24:47 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/15/2022 12:42:06 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/15/2022 12:42:36 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/15/2022 12:43:06 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/15/2022 12:52:54 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



12/15/2022 12:53:24 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/15/2022 1:44:51 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/15/2022 1:53:45 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/15/2022 2:17:44 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/15/2022 2:19:14 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/15/2022 2:44:33 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/15/2022 3:42:34 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/15/2022 4:22:19 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/15/2022 5:24:15 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/15/2022 5:40:17 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/15/2022 5:41:17 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/15/2022 6:23:12 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/15/2022 6:23:42 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/15/2022 6:24:13 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/15/2022 6:28:15 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/15/2022 6:28:30 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/15/2022 6:44:50 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



12/15/2022 9:51:17 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/15/2022 11:26:47 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/15/2022 11:27:17 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/15/2022 11:34:18 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/15/2022 11:34:48 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/15/2022 12:24:34 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/15/2022 12:25:04 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/15/2022 12:40:05 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/15/2022 12:48:45 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/15/2022 12:49:15 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/15/2022 1:06:33 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/15/2022 1:19:02 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/15/2022 1:27:10 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/15/2022 1:27:40 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/15/2022 1:39:57 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/15/2022 1:49:37 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/15/2022 2:16:28 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



12/15/2022 2:27:30 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/15/2022 2:28:00 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/15/2022 2:28:30 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/15/2022 2:29:00 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/15/2022 2:41:22 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/15/2022 2:41:52 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/15/2022 2:53:22 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/15/2022 2:53:52 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/15/2022 3:25:28 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/15/2022 3:26:28 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/15/2022 3:26:58 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/15/2022 3:52:29 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/15/2022 3:52:59 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/15/2022 3:53:29 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/15/2022 4:21:24 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/15/2022 4:22:24 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/15/2022 4:22:54 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



12/15/2022 4:35:57 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/15/2022 4:36:27 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/15/2022 4:57:17 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/15/2022 4:57:47 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/15/2022 4:58:47 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/15/2022 5:13:51 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/15/2022 5:24:25 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/15/2022 5:24:55 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/15/2022 5:25:25 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/15/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/15/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/15/2022 5:54:46 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/15/2022 5:58:41 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/16/2022 6:15:18 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/16/2022 6:16:48 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/16/2022 6:53:53 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/16/2022 7:19:09 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;



12/16/2022 7:38:48 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/16/2022 7:50:55 AM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/16/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/16/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/16/2022 11:16:03 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/16/2022 11:17:33 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/16/2022 11:51:49 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/16/2022 12:23:36 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/16/2022 12:24:06 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/16/2022 12:42:25 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/16/2022 12:52:49 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/16/2022 12:53:19 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/16/2022 2:17:53 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/16/2022 2:54:30 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/16/2022 3:31:34 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/16/2022 4:17:12 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/16/2022 4:41:27 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



12/16/2022 5:21:33 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/16/2022 5:37:15 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/16/2022 5:51:21 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/16/2022 6:11:42 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/16/2022 6:12:12 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/16/2022 6:21:30 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/16/2022 6:22:00 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/16/2022 6:23:15 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/16/2022 6:27:42 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/16/2022 8:31:56 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/16/2022 8:42:17 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/16/2022 10:52:44 PM :15 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/16/2022 11:11:13 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/16/2022 11:25:59 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/16/2022 11:26:29 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/16/2022 11:26:59 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/16/2022 11:27:30 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/16/2022 11:34:39 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/16/2022 12:25:04 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/16/2022 12:39:26 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/16/2022 12:48:11 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/16/2022 1:07:19 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/16/2022 1:19:28 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/16/2022 1:29:49 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/16/2022 1:38:13 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/16/2022 1:38:43 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/16/2022 1:50:48 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/16/2022 2:15:25 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/16/2022 2:24:35 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/16/2022 2:25:05 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/16/2022 2:25:35 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/16/2022 2:40:48 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/16/2022 2:53:41 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/16/2022 3:24:00 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



12/16/2022 3:25:00 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/16/2022 3:25:30 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/16/2022 3:52:16 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/16/2022 3:52:46 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/16/2022 3:53:16 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/16/2022 4:16:17 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/16/2022 4:17:17 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/16/2022 4:17:47 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/16/2022 4:28:50 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/16/2022 4:29:20 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/16/2022 4:29:50 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/16/2022 4:51:49 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/16/2022 4:52:19 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/16/2022 4:52:49 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/16/2022 4:53:19 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/16/2022 5:13:11 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/16/2022 5:24:20 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



12/16/2022 5:24:50 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/16/2022 5:25:20 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/16/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/16/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/16/2022 5:55:16 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/16/2022 5:58:36 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/17/2022 6:14:46 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/17/2022 6:15:16 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/17/2022 6:23:12 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/17/2022 6:23:42 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/17/2022 6:24:12 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/17/2022 6:24:42 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/17/2022 6:44:25 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/17/2022 6:44:55 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/17/2022 6:53:33 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/17/2022 6:54:04 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/17/2022 6:54:33 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/17/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/17/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/17/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/17/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/17/2022 8:13:22 AM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/17/2022 8:13:52 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/17/2022 8:14:22 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/17/2022 8:14:52 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/17/2022 8:25:23 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/17/2022 8:25:53 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/17/2022 8:37:46 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/17/2022 8:38:16 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/17/2022 8:53:19 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/17/2022 8:53:49 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/17/2022 9:12:31 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/17/2022 9:13:01 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/17/2022 9:21:45 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;



12/17/2022 9:22:15 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/17/2022 9:32:56 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/17/2022 9:33:26 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/17/2022 9:41:33 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/17/2022 9:42:03 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/17/2022 9:49:35 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/17/2022 9:50:05 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/17/2022 10:19:46 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/17/2022 11:18:38 AM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

12/17/2022 11:40:24 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/17/2022 12:06:55 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/17/2022 12:35:40 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/17/2022 1:42:08 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/17/2022 2:26:49 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/17/2022 2:47:34 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/17/2022 2:59:03 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/17/2022 3:28:20 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



12/17/2022 3:41:27 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/17/2022 3:49:47 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/17/2022 3:50:17 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/17/2022 4:10:25 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/17/2022 4:27:59 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/17/2022 4:28:29 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/17/2022 4:45:05 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/17/2022 5:00:37 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/17/2022 5:01:07 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/17/2022 5:01:37 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/17/2022 5:14:11 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/17/2022 5:34:10 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/17/2022 5:34:41 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/17/2022 5:41:07 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/17/2022 5:56:38 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/17/2022 5:57:08 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/17/2022 6:16:38 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



12/17/2022 6:33:39 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/17/2022 6:34:39 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/17/2022 6:42:12 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/17/2022 6:50:22 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/17/2022 6:50:52 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/17/2022 6:51:22 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/17/2022 7:24:39 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/17/2022 7:25:09 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/17/2022 7:25:39 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/17/2022 7:37:27 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/17/2022 8:01:23 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/17/2022 8:14:40 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/17/2022 8:24:03 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/17/2022 8:43:11 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/17/2022 8:43:41 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/17/2022 8:44:11 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/17/2022 8:44:41 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



12/17/2022 8:58:51 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/17/2022 9:13:01 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/17/2022 9:28:26 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/17/2022 9:28:56 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/17/2022 9:37:04 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/17/2022 9:37:34 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/17/2022 9:51:56 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/17/2022 9:52:26 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/17/2022 10:17:21 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/17/2022 10:36:09 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/17/2022 10:36:39 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/17/2022 10:37:09 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/17/2022 10:37:39 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/17/2022 10:57:18 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/17/2022 11:10:24 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/17/2022 11:10:54 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/17/2022 11:11:24 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



12/17/2022 11:20:50 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/17/2022 11:29:01 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/17/2022 11:29:31 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/17/2022 11:30:01 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/17/2022 11:40:00 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/17/2022 11:40:30 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/17/2022 11:41:00 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/17/2022 11:56:50 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/17/2022 11:57:20 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/17/2022 11:57:50 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/17/2022 12:13:55 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/17/2022 12:26:24 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/17/2022 12:26:54 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/17/2022 12:27:24 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/17/2022 12:27:54 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/17/2022 12:39:47 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/17/2022 12:54:31 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



12/17/2022 12:55:01 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/17/2022 12:55:31 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/17/2022 1:21:59 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/17/2022 1:31:52 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/17/2022 1:32:22 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/17/2022 1:32:52 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/17/2022 1:46:01 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/17/2022 2:01:15 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/17/2022 2:01:45 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/17/2022 2:02:15 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/17/2022 2:12:32 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/17/2022 2:13:02 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/17/2022 2:13:32 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/17/2022 2:14:02 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/17/2022 2:30:41 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/17/2022 2:31:11 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/17/2022 2:49:13 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



12/17/2022 2:49:43 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/17/2022 3:14:08 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/17/2022 3:14:38 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/17/2022 3:25:16 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/17/2022 3:25:46 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/17/2022 3:26:16 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/17/2022 3:26:46 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/17/2022 3:36:25 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/17/2022 3:36:55 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/17/2022 3:48:58 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/17/2022 3:49:28 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/17/2022 3:49:58 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/17/2022 4:14:07 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/17/2022 4:24:52 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/17/2022 4:25:22 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/17/2022 4:25:52 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/17/2022 4:38:15 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



12/17/2022 4:53:49 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/17/2022 4:54:19 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/17/2022 5:12:31 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/17/2022 5:13:01 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/17/2022 5:21:46 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/17/2022 5:22:16 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/17/2022 5:32:26 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/17/2022 5:32:56 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/17/2022 5:41:33 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/17/2022 5:42:03 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/17/2022 5:48:35 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/17/2022 5:49:05 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/17/2022 5:49:35 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/18/2022 6:11:49 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/18/2022 6:12:19 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/18/2022 6:23:18 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/18/2022 6:23:47 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



12/18/2022 6:24:17 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/18/2022 6:24:48 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/18/2022 6:41:35 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/18/2022 6:42:05 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/18/2022 6:54:19 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/18/2022 6:54:48 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/18/2022 6:55:19 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/18/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/18/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/18/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/18/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/18/2022 8:20:16 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/18/2022 8:20:46 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/18/2022 8:21:16 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/18/2022 8:21:46 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/18/2022 8:48:36 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/18/2022 8:49:06 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



12/18/2022 8:49:36 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/18/2022 8:50:06 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/18/2022 9:21:04 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/18/2022 9:34:23 AM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/18/2022 9:49:44 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/18/2022 10:03:28 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/18/2022 10:18:07 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/18/2022 11:41:41 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/18/2022 11:53:10 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/18/2022 12:06:06 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/18/2022 12:21:07 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/18/2022 12:36:24 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/18/2022 12:51:38 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/18/2022 12:52:23 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/18/2022 1:17:31 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/18/2022 1:18:31 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/18/2022 1:19:01 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.



12/18/2022 1:32:35 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/18/2022 1:44:56 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/18/2022 1:57:28 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/18/2022 2:12:49 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/18/2022 2:26:42 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/18/2022 3:30:30 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/18/2022 3:39:22 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/18/2022 3:57:19 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/18/2022 4:16:12 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/18/2022 4:17:42 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/18/2022 4:33:09 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/18/2022 4:45:34 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/18/2022 5:05:15 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/18/2022 5:47:24 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/18/2022 5:47:54 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/18/2022 5:48:24 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/18/2022 5:48:54 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



12/18/2022 6:11:35 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/18/2022 6:12:35 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/18/2022 6:13:05 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/18/2022 6:24:41 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/18/2022 6:51:03 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/18/2022 6:58:24 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/18/2022 7:50:01 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/18/2022 8:07:33 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/18/2022 8:18:04 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/18/2022 8:30:05 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/18/2022 8:41:25 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/18/2022 9:18:30 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/18/2022 10:19:55 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/18/2022 10:30:47 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/18/2022 10:44:03 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/18/2022 10:52:42 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/18/2022 11:20:03 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.



12/18/2022 11:20:33 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/18/2022 11:21:03 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/18/2022 11:28:54 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/18/2022 11:58:36 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/18/2022 12:23:02 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/18/2022 12:39:04 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/18/2022 12:39:34 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/18/2022 12:47:53 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/18/2022 1:16:54 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/18/2022 1:25:10 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/18/2022 1:25:40 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/18/2022 1:26:10 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/18/2022 1:41:05 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/18/2022 1:41:35 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/18/2022 1:42:05 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/18/2022 1:42:35 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/18/2022 1:53:43 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



12/18/2022 2:10:35 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/18/2022 2:11:35 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/18/2022 2:12:05 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/18/2022 2:28:03 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/18/2022 2:41:16 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/18/2022 2:53:10 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/18/2022 3:16:44 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/18/2022 3:17:14 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/18/2022 3:17:44 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/18/2022 3:18:14 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/18/2022 3:29:32 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/18/2022 3:30:02 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/18/2022 3:38:57 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/18/2022 3:51:31 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/18/2022 4:19:55 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/18/2022 4:20:25 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/18/2022 4:29:17 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/18/2022 4:29:47 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/18/2022 4:30:17 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/18/2022 4:30:47 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/18/2022 4:44:02 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/18/2022 4:51:42 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/18/2022 4:52:12 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/18/2022 4:52:42 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/18/2022 5:10:54 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/18/2022 5:11:23 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/18/2022 5:18:49 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/18/2022 5:19:18 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/18/2022 5:19:49 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/18/2022 5:20:19 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/18/2022 5:28:26 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/18/2022 5:28:56 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/18/2022 5:29:26 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/18/2022 5:53:29 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



12/18/2022 5:58:36 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/19/2022 6:16:04 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/19/2022 6:30:35 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/19/2022 6:31:05 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/19/2022 7:18:34 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/19/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/19/2022 7:43:03 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/19/2022 7:43:33 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/19/2022 7:55:17 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/19/2022 7:55:47 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/19/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/19/2022 9:56:49 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/19/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/19/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/19/2022 11:15:27 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/19/2022 11:16:42 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/19/2022 11:17:12 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/19/2022 11:28:28 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/19/2022 11:41:10 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/19/2022 12:24:55 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/19/2022 12:25:25 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/19/2022 12:25:55 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/19/2022 12:41:41 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/19/2022 12:42:11 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/19/2022 12:42:41 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/19/2022 12:52:37 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/19/2022 12:53:07 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/19/2022 12:53:37 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/19/2022 12:54:07 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/19/2022 1:34:06 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/19/2022 1:43:07 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/19/2022 1:43:37 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/19/2022 2:17:55 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/19/2022 2:18:55 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.



12/19/2022 2:19:25 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/19/2022 2:33:16 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/19/2022 2:44:26 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/19/2022 2:54:05 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/19/2022 3:17:33 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/19/2022 3:18:03 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/19/2022 3:29:41 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/19/2022 3:53:20 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/19/2022 4:22:49 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/19/2022 4:49:20 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/19/2022 4:49:50 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/19/2022 5:25:51 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/19/2022 5:42:29 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/19/2022 5:49:30 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/19/2022 5:50:00 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/19/2022 6:13:42 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/19/2022 6:14:12 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



12/19/2022 6:23:04 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/19/2022 6:23:34 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/19/2022 6:26:39 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/19/2022 6:27:09 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/19/2022 6:27:39 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/19/2022 6:28:09 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/19/2022 6:46:54 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/19/2022 7:43:10 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/19/2022 8:57:52 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/19/2022 8:58:52 PM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/19/2022 9:04:26 PM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/19/2022 9:09:15 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/19/2022 10:09:56 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/19/2022 11:05:32 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/19/2022 11:06:32 PM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

12/19/2022 12:02:45 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/19/2022 12:06:07 XM 1:00 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/19/2022 12:30:23 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/19/2022 12:52:58 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/19/2022 1:22:51 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/19/2022 1:23:21 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/19/2022 1:23:51 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/19/2022 1:24:21 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/19/2022 1:32:49 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/19/2022 1:33:19 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/19/2022 2:05:56 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/19/2022 2:14:00 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/19/2022 2:24:50 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/19/2022 2:33:36 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/19/2022 2:34:06 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/19/2022 2:42:06 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/19/2022 2:49:23 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/19/2022 2:49:53 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/19/2022 3:23:41 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.



12/19/2022 3:24:41 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/19/2022 3:25:11 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/19/2022 3:53:16 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/19/2022 3:53:46 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/19/2022 3:54:16 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/19/2022 3:54:46 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/19/2022 4:20:39 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/19/2022 4:21:09 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/19/2022 4:21:39 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/19/2022 4:22:09 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/19/2022 4:35:44 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/19/2022 4:36:14 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/19/2022 4:57:30 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/19/2022 4:58:00 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/19/2022 4:58:31 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/19/2022 4:59:01 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/19/2022 5:13:11 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



12/19/2022 5:24:37 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/19/2022 5:25:07 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/19/2022 5:25:37 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/19/2022 5:26:07 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/19/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/19/2022 5:55:09 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/19/2022 5:58:59 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/20/2022 6:15:27 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/20/2022 6:28:44 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/20/2022 7:19:28 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/20/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/20/2022 7:42:18 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/20/2022 7:42:48 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/20/2022 7:56:33 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/20/2022 8:47:39 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/20/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/20/2022 9:31:35 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



12/20/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/20/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/20/2022 11:14:33 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/20/2022 11:16:03 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/20/2022 11:30:17 AM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/20/2022 11:41:01 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/20/2022 12:16:18 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/20/2022 12:25:44 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/20/2022 12:26:14 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/20/2022 12:42:00 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/20/2022 12:42:30 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/20/2022 12:51:53 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/20/2022 12:52:23 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/20/2022 12:52:53 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/20/2022 1:51:26 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/20/2022 2:01:03 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/20/2022 2:01:33 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



12/20/2022 2:22:50 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/20/2022 2:23:50 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/20/2022 2:24:20 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/20/2022 2:34:58 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/20/2022 2:35:28 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/20/2022 2:45:20 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/20/2022 2:54:19 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/20/2022 3:16:05 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/20/2022 3:27:37 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/20/2022 3:39:03 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/20/2022 4:22:47 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/20/2022 4:46:07 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/20/2022 5:21:54 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/20/2022 5:39:06 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/20/2022 5:52:22 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/20/2022 6:11:45 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/20/2022 6:23:27 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



12/20/2022 6:23:57 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/20/2022 6:24:42 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/20/2022 6:28:19 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/20/2022 6:28:50 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/20/2022 6:29:20 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/20/2022 6:45:45 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/20/2022 6:46:15 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/20/2022 6:46:45 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/20/2022 6:56:23 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/20/2022 7:33:51 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/20/2022 7:52:58 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/20/2022 8:54:19 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/20/2022 10:40:10 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/20/2022 10:51:12 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/20/2022 11:27:45 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/20/2022 11:28:15 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/20/2022 11:34:09 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



12/20/2022 11:34:39 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/20/2022 11:55:35 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/20/2022 12:25:28 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/20/2022 12:48:07 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/20/2022 1:10:51 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/20/2022 1:21:45 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/20/2022 1:33:08 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/20/2022 1:41:06 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/20/2022 1:51:27 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/20/2022 2:15:44 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/20/2022 2:33:05 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/20/2022 2:33:35 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/20/2022 2:34:05 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/20/2022 2:42:04 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/20/2022 2:52:43 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/20/2022 3:21:39 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/20/2022 3:22:09 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



12/20/2022 3:22:39 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/20/2022 3:23:09 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/20/2022 3:49:44 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/20/2022 3:50:14 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/20/2022 3:50:44 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/20/2022 3:51:14 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/20/2022 4:21:52 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/20/2022 4:22:22 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/20/2022 4:22:52 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/20/2022 4:23:22 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/20/2022 4:33:31 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/20/2022 4:34:01 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/20/2022 4:34:31 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/20/2022 4:56:23 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/20/2022 4:56:53 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/20/2022 4:57:23 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/20/2022 4:57:53 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



12/20/2022 5:13:15 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/20/2022 5:23:38 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/20/2022 5:24:08 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/20/2022 5:24:38 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/20/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/20/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/20/2022 5:55:05 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/20/2022 5:58:38 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/21/2022 6:14:33 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/21/2022 6:16:04 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/21/2022 6:30:33 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/21/2022 6:31:03 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/21/2022 6:42:01 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/21/2022 7:18:07 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/21/2022 7:29:35 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/21/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/21/2022 7:41:39 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



12/21/2022 7:42:09 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/21/2022 7:42:39 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/21/2022 8:48:37 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/21/2022 8:49:07 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/21/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/21/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/21/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/21/2022 11:18:12 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/21/2022 12:16:15 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/21/2022 12:41:52 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/21/2022 12:50:19 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/21/2022 12:50:49 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/21/2022 12:51:19 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/21/2022 2:17:36 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/21/2022 2:19:06 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/21/2022 2:32:34 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/21/2022 2:42:30 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



12/21/2022 2:43:00 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/21/2022 3:18:21 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/21/2022 3:32:20 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/21/2022 3:53:02 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/21/2022 4:20:59 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/21/2022 4:45:47 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/21/2022 4:46:18 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/21/2022 4:57:16 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/21/2022 5:20:17 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/21/2022 5:40:02 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/21/2022 6:09:00 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/21/2022 6:09:31 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/21/2022 6:22:43 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/21/2022 6:26:33 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/21/2022 6:27:03 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/21/2022 6:27:33 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/21/2022 6:28:03 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



12/21/2022 6:45:11 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/21/2022 6:45:41 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/21/2022 6:56:17 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/21/2022 8:32:16 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/21/2022 8:44:33 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/21/2022 9:42:33 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/21/2022 9:52:28 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/21/2022 10:49:44 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/21/2022 11:09:31 PM :15 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/21/2022 11:21:28 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/21/2022 11:25:19 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/21/2022 11:25:49 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/21/2022 11:26:19 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/21/2022 11:26:49 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/21/2022 11:34:09 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/21/2022 11:34:39 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/21/2022 11:55:38 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



12/21/2022 12:26:27 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/21/2022 12:40:51 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/21/2022 12:47:43 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/21/2022 1:08:53 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/21/2022 1:19:39 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/21/2022 1:20:09 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/21/2022 1:30:31 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/21/2022 1:40:12 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/21/2022 1:51:37 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/21/2022 2:15:18 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/21/2022 2:26:25 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/21/2022 2:26:55 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/21/2022 2:27:25 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/21/2022 2:38:23 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/21/2022 2:48:32 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/21/2022 3:22:10 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/21/2022 3:23:10 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



12/21/2022 3:23:40 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/21/2022 3:53:01 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/21/2022 3:53:31 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/21/2022 3:54:01 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/21/2022 3:54:31 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/21/2022 4:20:05 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/21/2022 4:21:05 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/21/2022 4:21:35 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/21/2022 4:33:35 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/21/2022 4:34:05 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/21/2022 4:34:35 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/21/2022 4:57:46 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/21/2022 4:58:16 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/21/2022 4:58:46 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/21/2022 5:12:37 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/21/2022 5:22:19 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/21/2022 5:22:49 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/21/2022 5:23:19 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/21/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/21/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/21/2022 5:54:53 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/21/2022 5:58:23 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/22/2022 6:18:12 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/22/2022 6:27:59 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/22/2022 7:18:47 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/22/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/22/2022 7:40:21 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/22/2022 7:40:51 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/22/2022 7:41:21 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/22/2022 7:54:56 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/22/2022 8:48:27 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/22/2022 8:48:57 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/22/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/22/2022 9:30:35 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



12/22/2022 9:57:02 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/22/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/22/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/22/2022 11:15:14 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/22/2022 11:51:07 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/22/2022 12:26:54 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/22/2022 12:39:08 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/22/2022 12:49:00 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/22/2022 12:49:30 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/22/2022 2:16:32 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/22/2022 2:18:02 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/22/2022 2:30:45 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/22/2022 2:53:04 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/22/2022 3:17:18 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/22/2022 3:17:48 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/22/2022 3:29:57 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/22/2022 3:30:27 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



12/22/2022 3:40:03 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/22/2022 3:51:21 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/22/2022 4:19:09 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/22/2022 4:31:48 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/22/2022 4:41:39 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/22/2022 4:42:09 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/22/2022 5:22:50 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/22/2022 5:41:10 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/22/2022 5:51:43 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/22/2022 6:12:11 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/22/2022 6:23:00 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/22/2022 6:23:30 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/22/2022 6:24:00 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/22/2022 6:28:18 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/22/2022 6:28:48 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/22/2022 6:45:03 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/22/2022 6:56:36 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



12/22/2022 9:29:54 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/22/2022 9:39:49 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/22/2022 9:50:47 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/22/2022 10:41:03 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/22/2022 10:51:39 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/22/2022 11:12:12 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/22/2022 11:22:47 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/22/2022 11:27:06 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/22/2022 11:27:36 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/22/2022 11:33:38 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/22/2022 11:55:52 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/22/2022 12:28:23 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/22/2022 12:48:57 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/22/2022 1:12:43 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/22/2022 1:24:27 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/22/2022 1:31:15 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/22/2022 1:45:16 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.



12/22/2022 1:53:57 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/22/2022 2:21:04 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/22/2022 2:31:58 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/22/2022 2:32:28 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/22/2022 2:32:58 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/22/2022 2:33:28 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/22/2022 2:42:54 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/22/2022 2:43:24 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/22/2022 2:54:21 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/22/2022 2:54:51 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/22/2022 3:20:55 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/22/2022 3:21:55 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/22/2022 3:22:25 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/22/2022 3:50:53 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/22/2022 3:51:53 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/22/2022 3:52:23 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/22/2022 4:18:14 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.



12/22/2022 4:19:14 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/22/2022 4:19:44 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/22/2022 4:32:23 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/22/2022 4:32:53 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/22/2022 4:33:23 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/22/2022 4:57:23 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/22/2022 4:57:53 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/22/2022 4:58:23 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/22/2022 5:09:53 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/22/2022 5:20:30 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/22/2022 5:21:00 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/22/2022 5:21:30 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/22/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/22/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/22/2022 5:55:06 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/22/2022 5:58:39 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/23/2022 6:15:14 AM :30 Felices Fiestas



12/23/2022 6:30:41 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/23/2022 7:17:58 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/23/2022 7:29:50 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/23/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/23/2022 7:42:11 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/23/2022 7:42:41 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/23/2022 7:43:11 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/23/2022 7:55:02 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/23/2022 8:49:43 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/23/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/23/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/23/2022 10:31:50 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/23/2022 11:12:57 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/23/2022 11:14:42 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/23/2022 12:24:54 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/23/2022 12:25:24 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/23/2022 12:41:23 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



12/23/2022 12:41:53 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/23/2022 12:50:36 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/23/2022 12:51:06 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/23/2022 12:51:36 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/23/2022 12:52:06 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/23/2022 1:54:37 PM :15 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/23/2022 2:17:46 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/23/2022 2:42:21 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/23/2022 3:19:39 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/23/2022 4:20:29 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/23/2022 4:43:31 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/23/2022 5:22:32 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/23/2022 5:39:17 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/23/2022 5:39:47 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/23/2022 5:50:55 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/23/2022 6:07:51 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/23/2022 6:08:21 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;



12/23/2022 6:08:51 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/23/2022 6:18:04 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/23/2022 6:18:34 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/23/2022 6:19:04 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/23/2022 6:19:34 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/23/2022 6:20:05 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/23/2022 6:25:06 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/23/2022 6:25:36 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/23/2022 6:26:06 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/23/2022 6:46:24 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/23/2022 6:46:54 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/23/2022 6:47:09 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/23/2022 7:40:20 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/23/2022 9:27:41 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/23/2022 9:38:21 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/23/2022 10:51:27 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/23/2022 11:24:06 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



12/23/2022 11:24:36 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/23/2022 11:25:06 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/23/2022 11:34:03 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/23/2022 11:34:33 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/23/2022 12:22:15 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/23/2022 12:41:23 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/23/2022 12:46:38 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/23/2022 1:12:41 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/23/2022 1:25:42 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/23/2022 1:37:01 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/23/2022 1:37:31 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/23/2022 1:46:55 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/23/2022 1:53:13 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/23/2022 1:53:43 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/23/2022 2:16:56 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/23/2022 2:17:26 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/23/2022 2:26:54 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



12/23/2022 2:27:24 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/23/2022 2:27:54 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/23/2022 2:39:19 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/23/2022 2:39:49 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/23/2022 2:52:49 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/23/2022 3:25:31 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/23/2022 3:26:01 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/23/2022 3:26:31 XM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/23/2022 3:27:01 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/23/2022 3:50:02 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/23/2022 3:50:32 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/23/2022 3:51:02 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/23/2022 3:51:32 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/23/2022 4:19:35 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/23/2022 4:20:35 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/23/2022 4:21:05 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/23/2022 4:34:35 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going



12/23/2022 4:35:05 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/23/2022 4:56:30 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/23/2022 4:57:00 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/23/2022 4:57:30 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/23/2022 4:58:00 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/23/2022 5:12:38 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/23/2022 5:22:36 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/23/2022 5:23:06 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/23/2022 5:23:36 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/23/2022 5:24:06 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/23/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/23/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/23/2022 5:55:19 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/23/2022 5:58:36 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/24/2022 6:13:50 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/24/2022 6:14:20 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/24/2022 6:22:08 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



12/24/2022 6:22:38 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/24/2022 6:23:08 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/24/2022 6:23:38 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/24/2022 6:41:35 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/24/2022 6:42:05 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/24/2022 6:53:27 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/24/2022 6:53:57 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/24/2022 6:54:27 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/24/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/24/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/24/2022 7:58:55 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/24/2022 7:59:25 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/24/2022 8:20:07 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/24/2022 8:20:37 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/24/2022 8:21:07 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/24/2022 8:21:37 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/24/2022 8:50:39 AM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.



12/24/2022 8:51:09 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/24/2022 8:51:39 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/24/2022 8:52:09 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/24/2022 9:19:59 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/24/2022 9:20:29 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/24/2022 9:20:59 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/24/2022 9:21:29 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/24/2022 9:50:57 AM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/24/2022 9:51:27 AM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/24/2022 9:51:57 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/24/2022 9:52:27 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/24/2022 10:24:04 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/24/2022 10:24:34 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/24/2022 10:25:04 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/24/2022 10:25:34 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/24/2022 10:53:01 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/24/2022 10:53:31 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.



12/24/2022 10:54:01 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/24/2022 11:09:01 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/24/2022 11:10:31 AM :20 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/24/2022 11:19:58 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/24/2022 11:58:55 AM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/24/2022 11:59:25 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/24/2022 12:28:55 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/24/2022 12:29:25 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/24/2022 12:58:55 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/24/2022 12:59:25 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/24/2022 1:21:38 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/24/2022 1:22:08 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/24/2022 1:22:38 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/24/2022 1:23:08 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/24/2022 1:51:54 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/24/2022 1:52:24 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/24/2022 1:52:54 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/24/2022 1:53:24 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/24/2022 2:12:34 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/24/2022 2:36:14 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/24/2022 3:13:55 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/24/2022 4:11:59 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/24/2022 4:30:30 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/24/2022 4:58:26 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/24/2022 5:05:46 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/24/2022 6:08:43 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/24/2022 6:09:43 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/24/2022 6:20:00 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/24/2022 8:13:40 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/24/2022 9:23:44 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/24/2022 10:14:23 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/24/2022 10:23:26 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/24/2022 10:46:19 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/24/2022 11:09:51 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



12/24/2022 11:10:51 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/24/2022 11:24:10 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/24/2022 11:48:09 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/24/2022 11:49:09 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/24/2022 11:49:39 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/24/2022 11:57:53 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/24/2022 1:57:55 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/24/2022 1:58:25 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/24/2022 2:09:46 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/24/2022 2:23:29 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/24/2022 2:23:59 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/24/2022 2:24:29 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/24/2022 2:45:25 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/24/2022 2:45:55 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/24/2022 3:33:22 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/24/2022 3:47:00 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/24/2022 3:56:05 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/24/2022 4:28:55 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/24/2022 4:29:25 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/24/2022 4:58:55 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/24/2022 4:59:25 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/24/2022 5:09:13 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/24/2022 5:09:43 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/24/2022 5:10:13 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/24/2022 5:19:30 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/24/2022 5:20:00 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/24/2022 5:49:08 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/24/2022 5:49:38 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/24/2022 5:50:08 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/24/2022 5:50:39 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/24/2022 5:57:52 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/24/2022 5:58:22 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/25/2022 6:09:38 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/25/2022 6:10:08 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



12/25/2022 6:24:26 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/25/2022 6:24:56 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/25/2022 6:25:26 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/25/2022 6:25:56 AM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/25/2022 6:44:10 AM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/25/2022 6:44:40 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/25/2022 6:54:15 AM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/25/2022 6:54:45 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/25/2022 6:55:15 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/25/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/25/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/25/2022 7:58:56 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/25/2022 7:59:26 AM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/25/2022 8:13:38 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/25/2022 8:14:08 AM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/25/2022 8:14:38 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/25/2022 8:15:08 AM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



12/25/2022 8:30:24 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/25/2022 8:30:54 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/25/2022 8:41:18 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/25/2022 8:41:48 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/25/2022 8:51:37 AM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/25/2022 9:14:41 AM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/25/2022 10:10:54 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/25/2022 10:27:38 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/25/2022 10:43:05 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/25/2022 10:51:19 AM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/25/2022 11:20:25 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/25/2022 11:49:36 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/25/2022 12:17:59 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/25/2022 12:29:32 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/25/2022 12:39:28 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/25/2022 12:51:31 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/25/2022 1:12:17 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.



12/25/2022 1:13:17 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/25/2022 1:29:25 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/25/2022 1:45:10 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/25/2022 2:01:21 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/25/2022 2:12:56 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/25/2022 2:27:06 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/25/2022 2:27:36 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/25/2022 2:50:57 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/25/2022 3:25:50 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/25/2022 3:27:20 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/25/2022 3:36:54 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/25/2022 3:42:22 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/25/2022 3:53:25 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/25/2022 4:12:30 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/25/2022 4:13:30 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/25/2022 4:14:00 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/25/2022 4:25:38 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going



12/25/2022 5:14:10 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/25/2022 5:15:10 PM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/25/2022 5:15:40 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/25/2022 5:28:44 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/25/2022 5:43:26 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/25/2022 6:09:57 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/25/2022 6:11:27 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/25/2022 6:47:07 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/25/2022 6:47:37 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/25/2022 6:48:07 PM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/25/2022 6:55:39 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/25/2022 7:22:08 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/25/2022 7:47:31 PM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/25/2022 8:18:45 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/25/2022 8:49:01 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/25/2022 8:49:31 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/25/2022 9:09:26 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/25/2022 9:23:22 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/25/2022 9:36:53 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/25/2022 9:50:17 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/25/2022 10:13:10 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/25/2022 10:48:01 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/25/2022 10:57:26 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/25/2022 11:17:07 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/25/2022 11:17:37 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/25/2022 11:18:07 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/25/2022 11:25:10 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/25/2022 11:25:39 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/25/2022 11:52:27 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/25/2022 11:58:36 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/25/2022 12:39:11 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/25/2022 12:39:41 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/25/2022 12:46:00 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/25/2022 12:51:21 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.



12/25/2022 12:51:51 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/25/2022 12:56:03 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/25/2022 12:56:34 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/25/2022 12:57:03 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/25/2022 12:57:34 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/25/2022 1:13:33 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/25/2022 1:21:58 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/25/2022 1:22:28 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/25/2022 1:22:58 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/25/2022 1:23:28 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/25/2022 1:40:57 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/25/2022 1:41:27 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/25/2022 1:41:57 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/25/2022 1:42:27 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/25/2022 2:17:29 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/25/2022 2:17:59 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/25/2022 2:28:32 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



12/25/2022 2:29:02 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/25/2022 2:29:32 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/25/2022 2:30:02 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/25/2022 2:38:43 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/25/2022 2:39:13 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/25/2022 2:51:01 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/25/2022 2:51:31 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/25/2022 3:13:08 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/25/2022 3:14:08 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/25/2022 3:14:38 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/25/2022 3:30:23 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/25/2022 3:30:53 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/25/2022 3:40:48 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/25/2022 3:41:17 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/25/2022 3:51:37 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/25/2022 3:52:07 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/25/2022 4:13:45 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



12/25/2022 4:14:15 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/25/2022 4:24:08 XM :30 NCPC - Go For Real-2 :30 The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC)  hopes to protect our kids by shining a light on the dangers associated with purchasing counterfeit products. A 
dupe “McGruff” makes an appearance and attempts to encourage a group of teens and tweens to buy cheap counterfeits. Scruff exposes the imposter Crime 
Dog while the genuine McGruff outlines the dangers inherent in fake products.

12/25/2022 4:24:38 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/25/2022 4:25:08 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/25/2022 4:25:38 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/25/2022 4:34:15 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/25/2022 4:34:45 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/25/2022 4:41:50 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/25/2022 4:42:20 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/25/2022 4:42:50 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/25/2022 5:10:51 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/25/2022 5:11:21 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/25/2022 5:19:57 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/25/2022 5:20:27 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/25/2022 5:20:57 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/25/2022 5:21:27 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/25/2022 5:28:59 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



12/25/2022 5:29:29 XM :30 Power of Smile Spanish 30 Smile Train is the world’s largest cleft charity. Their sustainable model has sponsored more than 1.5 million smiles by offering training and financial support to 
local medical professionals so they can provide life-changing surgery and other essential services at no cost to families.

12/25/2022 5:29:59 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/25/2022 5:52:27 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/25/2022 5:58:36 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/26/2022 6:12:57 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/26/2022 6:13:57 AM 1:00 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/26/2022 6:27:48 AM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/26/2022 6:28:18 AM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

12/26/2022 6:29:18 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/26/2022 6:41:22 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/26/2022 7:16:17 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/26/2022 7:17:47 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/26/2022 7:29:35 AM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/26/2022 7:41:30 AM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/26/2022 7:42:30 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/26/2022 7:52:37 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/26/2022 7:53:21 AM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/26/2022 7:54:21 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/26/2022 8:46:13 AM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/26/2022 8:47:13 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/26/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/26/2022 9:31:35 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/26/2022 10:02:52 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/26/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/26/2022 10:31:05 AM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

12/26/2022 10:32:05 AM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

12/26/2022 10:43:22 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/26/2022 11:15:21 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/26/2022 11:16:21 AM 1:00 APDA - Look Closer_:60 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/26/2022 11:32:51 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/26/2022 11:41:37 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/26/2022 11:50:19 AM 1:00 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/26/2022 12:15:17 PM 1:00 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/26/2022 12:24:19 PM 1:00 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.



12/26/2022 12:25:18 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/26/2022 12:40:35 PM 1:00 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/26/2022 12:41:35 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/26/2022 12:50:53 PM 1:00 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/26/2022 12:51:53 PM 1:00 Estan Listos 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/26/2022 1:43:14 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/26/2022 1:53:09 PM 1:00 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/26/2022 2:06:24 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/26/2022 2:17:45 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/26/2022 2:18:15 PM 1:00 El Hogar FAMILY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/26/2022 2:19:15 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/26/2022 2:33:42 PM 1:00 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/26/2022 2:44:24 PM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

12/26/2022 2:53:19 PM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/26/2022 3:17:51 PM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/26/2022 3:18:51 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/26/2022 3:30:25 PM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/26/2022 3:40:13 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/26/2022 3:49:27 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/26/2022 4:18:26 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/26/2022 4:31:08 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/26/2022 4:42:13 PM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/26/2022 4:43:13 PM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

12/26/2022 4:56:31 PM 1:00 APDA - Look Closer_:60 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/26/2022 5:19:51 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/26/2022 5:37:06 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/26/2022 5:51:26 PM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/26/2022 6:10:54 PM 1:00 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/26/2022 6:11:54 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/26/2022 6:23:29 PM 1:00 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/26/2022 6:24:29 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

12/26/2022 6:27:28 PM 1:00 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/26/2022 6:28:28 PM 1:00 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/26/2022 6:45:18 PM 1:00 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going



12/26/2022 6:46:18 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/26/2022 6:46:48 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/26/2022 6:55:45 PM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/26/2022 6:56:15 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/26/2022 7:27:53 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/26/2022 7:38:16 PM 1:00 Estan Listos 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/26/2022 7:51:05 PM 1:00 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/26/2022 8:26:19 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/26/2022 8:34:54 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/26/2022 8:48:40 PM 1:00 El Hogar FAMILY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/26/2022 9:40:43 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/26/2022 9:52:30 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/26/2022 11:12:10 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/26/2022 11:26:46 PM 1:00 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/26/2022 11:27:46 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/26/2022 11:34:07 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/26/2022 11:55:14 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/26/2022 11:58:57 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/26/2022 12:26:50 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/26/2022 12:40:30 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/26/2022 12:47:03 XM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/26/2022 12:47:33 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/26/2022 1:06:47 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/26/2022 1:18:22 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/26/2022 1:26:50 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/26/2022 1:41:31 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/26/2022 1:42:01 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/26/2022 1:52:55 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/26/2022 1:53:25 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/26/2022 2:15:06 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/26/2022 2:26:38 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/26/2022 2:27:08 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/26/2022 2:27:38 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/26/2022 2:28:08 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



12/26/2022 2:37:47 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/26/2022 2:38:16 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/26/2022 2:51:05 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/26/2022 2:51:35 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/26/2022 3:24:56 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/26/2022 3:25:26 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/26/2022 3:25:56 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/26/2022 3:26:26 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/26/2022 3:52:47 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/26/2022 3:53:17 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/26/2022 3:53:47 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/26/2022 4:17:31 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/26/2022 4:18:01 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/26/2022 4:18:31 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/26/2022 4:19:01 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/26/2022 4:31:43 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/26/2022 4:32:13 XM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019



12/26/2022 4:57:01 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/26/2022 4:57:31 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/26/2022 4:58:01 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/26/2022 4:58:31 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/26/2022 5:12:50 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/26/2022 5:13:20 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/26/2022 5:22:53 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/26/2022 5:23:23 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/26/2022 5:23:53 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/26/2022 5:24:23 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/26/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/26/2022 5:54:44 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/26/2022 5:59:11 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/27/2022 6:15:21 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/27/2022 6:16:21 AM 1:00 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/27/2022 6:32:06 AM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

12/27/2022 6:33:06 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.



12/27/2022 6:51:34 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/27/2022 7:17:35 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/27/2022 7:18:35 AM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/27/2022 7:29:05 AM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/27/2022 7:30:05 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/27/2022 7:42:27 AM 1:00 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_60 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/27/2022 7:43:27 AM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/27/2022 7:54:44 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/27/2022 7:55:29 AM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/27/2022 7:56:29 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/27/2022 8:18:18 AM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/27/2022 8:46:41 AM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

12/27/2022 8:47:41 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/27/2022 8:58:58 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/27/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/27/2022 9:31:06 AM 1:00 APDA - Look Closer_:60 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/27/2022 9:57:06 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.



12/27/2022 10:31:20 AM 1:00 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/27/2022 10:44:48 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/27/2022 11:12:41 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/27/2022 11:13:11 AM 1:00 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/27/2022 11:14:11 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/27/2022 11:27:50 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/27/2022 11:38:30 AM 1:00 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/27/2022 11:52:30 AM 1:00 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/27/2022 12:25:58 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/27/2022 12:31:06 PM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/27/2022 12:31:36 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/27/2022 12:51:58 PM 1:00 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/27/2022 12:52:58 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/27/2022 1:01:35 PM 1:00 Estan Listos 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/27/2022 1:44:28 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/27/2022 1:54:47 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/27/2022 2:05:54 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.



12/27/2022 2:14:32 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/27/2022 2:16:02 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/27/2022 2:27:59 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/27/2022 2:37:57 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/27/2022 2:52:14 PM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish

12/27/2022 2:52:44 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/27/2022 3:14:36 PM 1:00 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/27/2022 3:32:18 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/27/2022 3:42:27 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/27/2022 3:53:07 PM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/27/2022 4:20:00 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/27/2022 4:34:01 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/27/2022 4:43:57 PM 1:00 El Hogar FAMILY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/27/2022 4:44:57 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/27/2022 4:56:47 PM 1:00 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/27/2022 5:28:12 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/27/2022 5:43:45 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



12/27/2022 5:44:15 PM :15 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/27/2022 5:52:30 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/27/2022 6:10:55 PM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/27/2022 6:11:25 PM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

12/27/2022 6:22:53 PM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/27/2022 6:23:53 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/27/2022 6:27:17 PM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/27/2022 6:28:17 PM 1:00 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_60 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/27/2022 6:44:38 PM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/27/2022 6:45:38 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/27/2022 6:56:24 PM :15 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/27/2022 7:25:22 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/27/2022 7:25:52 PM :15 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/27/2022 7:38:08 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/27/2022 7:51:05 PM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/27/2022 8:30:32 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/27/2022 8:50:05 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



12/27/2022 9:40:18 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/27/2022 9:51:16 PM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish

12/27/2022 9:51:46 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/27/2022 10:39:16 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/27/2022 10:50:59 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/27/2022 11:11:27 PM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

12/27/2022 11:22:39 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/27/2022 11:26:18 PM 1:00 APDA - Look Closer_:60 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/27/2022 11:27:18 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/27/2022 11:27:48 PM :15 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 15 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/27/2022 11:34:10 PM 1:00 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/27/2022 12:25:35 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/27/2022 12:48:08 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/27/2022 1:07:04 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/27/2022 1:19:16 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/27/2022 1:28:18 XM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/27/2022 1:28:48 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.



12/27/2022 1:37:37 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/27/2022 1:38:07 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/27/2022 1:52:38 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/27/2022 1:53:08 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/27/2022 2:14:20 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/27/2022 2:14:50 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/27/2022 2:24:22 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/27/2022 2:24:52 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/27/2022 2:25:22 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/27/2022 2:25:53 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/27/2022 2:37:39 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/27/2022 2:51:05 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/27/2022 2:51:35 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/27/2022 3:23:18 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/27/2022 3:23:48 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/27/2022 3:24:18 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/27/2022 3:24:48 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.



12/27/2022 3:50:03 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/27/2022 3:50:33 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/27/2022 3:51:03 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/27/2022 3:51:33 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/27/2022 4:18:35 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/27/2022 4:19:05 XM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/27/2022 4:19:35 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/27/2022 4:20:05 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/27/2022 4:34:06 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/27/2022 4:34:36 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/27/2022 4:35:06 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/27/2022 4:57:17 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/27/2022 4:57:47 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/27/2022 4:58:17 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/27/2022 4:58:47 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/27/2022 5:12:15 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/27/2022 5:12:45 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.



12/27/2022 5:23:58 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/27/2022 5:24:28 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/27/2022 5:24:58 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/27/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/27/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/27/2022 5:55:06 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/27/2022 5:58:14 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/28/2022 6:12:41 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/28/2022 6:14:11 AM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/28/2022 6:27:35 AM 1:00 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/28/2022 6:28:35 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/28/2022 6:40:00 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/28/2022 7:17:06 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/28/2022 7:18:36 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/28/2022 7:29:35 AM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

12/28/2022 7:43:09 AM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/28/2022 7:44:09 AM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.



12/28/2022 7:55:46 AM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/28/2022 8:48:23 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/28/2022 8:59:30 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/28/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/28/2022 9:31:35 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/28/2022 9:59:55 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/28/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/28/2022 10:31:20 AM 1:00 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_60 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/28/2022 11:15:26 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/28/2022 11:15:56 AM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/28/2022 11:16:56 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/28/2022 11:30:16 AM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish

12/28/2022 11:30:46 AM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/28/2022 11:42:53 AM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/28/2022 11:52:40 AM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/28/2022 12:21:42 PM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

12/28/2022 12:22:42 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand



12/28/2022 12:40:12 PM 1:00 APDA - Look Closer_:60 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/28/2022 12:41:12 PM 1:00 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/28/2022 12:51:49 PM 1:00 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/28/2022 12:52:49 PM 1:00 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/28/2022 12:53:49 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/28/2022 1:43:55 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/28/2022 1:55:47 PM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish

12/28/2022 1:56:17 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/28/2022 2:17:25 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/28/2022 2:17:55 PM 1:00 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/28/2022 2:18:55 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/28/2022 2:29:38 PM 1:00 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/28/2022 2:43:28 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/28/2022 2:52:39 PM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/28/2022 2:53:09 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/28/2022 3:20:12 PM 1:00 Estan Listos 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/28/2022 3:31:04 PM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish



12/28/2022 3:40:06 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/28/2022 3:49:05 PM 1:00 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/28/2022 4:17:50 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/28/2022 4:40:26 PM 1:00 El Hogar FAMILY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/28/2022 4:41:26 PM 1:00 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/28/2022 4:56:58 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/28/2022 4:57:28 PM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/28/2022 5:20:52 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/28/2022 5:37:44 PM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

12/28/2022 5:38:45 PM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/28/2022 6:12:34 PM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/28/2022 6:24:08 PM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/28/2022 6:25:08 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/28/2022 6:27:36 PM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/28/2022 6:28:36 PM 1:00 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_60 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/28/2022 6:43:47 PM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/28/2022 6:44:17 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



12/28/2022 6:55:58 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/28/2022 7:14:33 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/28/2022 7:25:55 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/28/2022 7:53:31 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/28/2022 8:30:11 PM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/28/2022 8:43:14 PM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/28/2022 8:53:15 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/28/2022 9:29:17 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/28/2022 9:49:41 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/28/2022 10:41:46 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/28/2022 10:53:37 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/28/2022 11:23:36 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/28/2022 11:26:05 PM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/28/2022 11:27:05 PM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

12/28/2022 11:34:22 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/28/2022 11:34:52 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

12/28/2022 12:25:41 XM :30 Felices Fiestas



12/28/2022 12:50:57 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/28/2022 1:06:05 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/28/2022 1:06:35 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/28/2022 1:17:21 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/28/2022 1:27:08 XM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish

12/28/2022 1:27:38 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/28/2022 1:38:16 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/28/2022 1:47:05 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/28/2022 1:47:35 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/28/2022 2:15:23 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/28/2022 2:15:53 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/28/2022 2:24:40 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/28/2022 2:25:10 XM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/28/2022 2:25:40 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/28/2022 2:26:10 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/28/2022 2:38:30 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/28/2022 2:39:00 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.



12/28/2022 2:53:01 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/28/2022 2:53:31 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/28/2022 3:24:46 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/28/2022 3:25:46 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/28/2022 3:26:16 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/28/2022 3:47:36 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/28/2022 3:48:06 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/28/2022 3:48:36 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/28/2022 3:49:06 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/28/2022 4:16:54 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/28/2022 4:17:24 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/28/2022 4:17:54 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/28/2022 4:18:25 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/28/2022 4:31:47 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/28/2022 4:32:17 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/28/2022 4:57:43 XM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/28/2022 4:58:13 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.



12/28/2022 4:58:43 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/28/2022 5:12:27 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/28/2022 5:24:19 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/28/2022 5:24:49 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/28/2022 5:25:19 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/28/2022 5:25:49 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/28/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/28/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/28/2022 5:55:07 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/28/2022 5:58:38 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/29/2022 6:15:26 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/29/2022 6:30:30 AM 1:00 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/29/2022 6:31:30 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/29/2022 7:17:28 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/29/2022 7:18:58 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/29/2022 7:29:35 AM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

12/29/2022 7:41:10 AM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



12/29/2022 7:42:10 AM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/29/2022 7:54:03 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/29/2022 7:55:18 AM 1:00 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_60 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/29/2022 8:47:04 AM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/29/2022 8:48:04 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/29/2022 9:30:06 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/29/2022 9:31:36 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/29/2022 9:58:09 AM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

12/29/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/29/2022 10:31:20 AM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/29/2022 11:14:41 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/29/2022 11:28:30 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/29/2022 11:39:03 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/29/2022 11:39:33 AM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/29/2022 11:50:07 AM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/29/2022 12:13:29 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/29/2022 12:23:35 PM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.



12/29/2022 12:39:10 PM 1:00 APDA - Look Closer_:60 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/29/2022 12:40:10 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/29/2022 12:49:15 PM 1:00 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/29/2022 12:50:15 PM 1:00 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/29/2022 1:57:20 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/29/2022 2:08:43 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/29/2022 2:19:15 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/29/2022 2:20:15 PM 1:00 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/29/2022 2:31:21 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/29/2022 2:41:44 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/29/2022 2:53:47 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/29/2022 3:13:59 PM 1:00 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/29/2022 3:14:59 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/29/2022 3:41:46 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/29/2022 3:52:03 PM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish

12/29/2022 3:52:33 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/29/2022 4:18:39 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;



12/29/2022 4:31:57 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/29/2022 4:32:27 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

12/29/2022 4:43:26 PM 1:00 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/29/2022 4:57:22 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/29/2022 5:23:43 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/29/2022 5:41:43 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/29/2022 5:50:15 PM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/29/2022 6:11:17 PM 1:00 Estan Listos 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/29/2022 6:12:17 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/29/2022 6:21:35 PM 1:00 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/29/2022 6:22:35 PM 1:00 El Hogar FAMILY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/29/2022 6:23:35 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/29/2022 6:26:32 PM 1:00 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/29/2022 6:27:32 PM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

12/29/2022 6:48:27 PM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/29/2022 6:49:27 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/29/2022 6:49:57 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.



12/29/2022 6:55:17 PM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/29/2022 7:26:11 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/29/2022 7:36:49 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/29/2022 7:49:23 PM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/29/2022 8:31:46 PM 1:00 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_60 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/29/2022 8:44:19 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/29/2022 8:54:04 PM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/29/2022 9:32:01 PM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/29/2022 9:41:04 PM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/29/2022 9:41:34 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/29/2022 9:52:08 PM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/29/2022 10:28:19 PM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/29/2022 10:38:59 PM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/29/2022 10:48:54 PM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/29/2022 11:11:48 PM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish

12/29/2022 11:12:18 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/29/2022 11:22:07 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



12/29/2022 11:25:19 PM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/29/2022 11:26:19 PM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/29/2022 11:33:38 PM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

12/29/2022 11:34:38 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/29/2022 12:21:58 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/29/2022 12:44:04 XM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/29/2022 1:10:45 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/29/2022 1:11:15 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/29/2022 1:22:12 XM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/29/2022 1:22:42 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/29/2022 1:30:12 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/29/2022 1:30:42 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/29/2022 1:44:35 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/29/2022 1:45:05 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/29/2022 1:54:10 XM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish

12/29/2022 1:54:40 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/29/2022 2:12:40 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



12/29/2022 2:24:56 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/29/2022 2:25:26 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/29/2022 2:25:56 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/29/2022 2:26:26 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/29/2022 2:35:49 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/29/2022 2:36:19 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/29/2022 2:49:53 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/29/2022 3:23:33 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/29/2022 3:24:03 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/29/2022 3:24:33 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/29/2022 3:25:03 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/29/2022 3:48:47 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/29/2022 3:49:17 XM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/29/2022 3:49:47 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/29/2022 3:50:17 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/29/2022 4:17:45 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/29/2022 4:18:45 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.



12/29/2022 4:19:15 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/29/2022 4:32:18 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/29/2022 4:32:48 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/29/2022 4:33:18 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/29/2022 4:57:22 XM :30 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/29/2022 4:57:53 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/29/2022 4:58:23 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/29/2022 4:58:53 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/29/2022 5:10:55 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/29/2022 5:11:25 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/29/2022 5:21:15 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/29/2022 5:21:45 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/29/2022 5:22:15 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/29/2022 5:22:45 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/29/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/29/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/29/2022 5:53:18 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



12/29/2022 5:58:30 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/30/2022 6:14:41 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/30/2022 6:15:11 AM 1:00 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/30/2022 6:16:11 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/30/2022 6:28:44 AM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

12/30/2022 6:50:22 AM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/30/2022 7:17:12 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/30/2022 7:17:42 AM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/30/2022 7:18:42 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/30/2022 7:29:20 AM 1:00 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_60 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/30/2022 7:30:20 AM :15 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15 Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors 
due to health inequalities. New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic communities, encourage the use of masks to protect themselves, 
their loved ones and vulnerable communities.

12/30/2022 7:41:07 AM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/30/2022 7:42:07 AM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/30/2022 7:54:40 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/30/2022 7:55:10 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/30/2022 7:55:40 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/30/2022 8:50:03 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.



12/30/2022 8:50:33 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/30/2022 8:59:32 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/30/2022 9:30:05 AM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish

12/30/2022 9:30:35 AM 1:00 APDA - Look Closer_:60 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/30/2022 9:31:35 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/30/2022 10:30:20 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/30/2022 10:31:20 AM 1:00 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/30/2022 10:41:42 AM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/30/2022 11:13:36 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/30/2022 11:15:21 AM :15 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/30/2022 11:25:14 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/30/2022 11:35:40 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/30/2022 11:48:34 AM 1:00 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/30/2022 12:16:43 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

12/30/2022 12:25:19 PM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/30/2022 12:25:49 PM 1:00 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/30/2022 12:38:23 PM 1:00 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.



12/30/2022 12:39:23 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/30/2022 12:52:14 PM 1:00 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/30/2022 12:53:14 PM 1:00 Estan Listos 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/30/2022 1:47:05 PM 1:00 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/30/2022 2:00:54 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/30/2022 2:09:18 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/30/2022 2:20:11 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/30/2022 2:21:11 PM 1:00 El Hogar FAMILY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/30/2022 2:42:46 PM 1:00 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/30/2022 2:52:23 PM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

12/30/2022 3:13:17 PM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish

12/30/2022 3:13:47 PM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/30/2022 3:31:27 PM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/30/2022 3:41:37 PM 1:00 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_60 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/30/2022 3:52:15 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/30/2022 4:20:49 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/30/2022 4:35:04 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.



12/30/2022 4:44:04 PM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/30/2022 4:44:34 PM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/30/2022 4:56:20 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/30/2022 5:22:13 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/30/2022 5:22:58 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/30/2022 5:40:05 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/30/2022 6:09:33 PM :15 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 15H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/30/2022 6:20:00 PM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/30/2022 6:21:00 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/30/2022 6:21:30 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/30/2022 6:24:12 PM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish

12/30/2022 6:25:12 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/30/2022 6:46:29 PM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

12/30/2022 7:51:40 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/30/2022 8:31:21 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/30/2022 8:40:49 PM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/30/2022 8:41:19 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.



12/30/2022 8:50:29 PM :15 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_15 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/30/2022 8:50:44 PM :15 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/30/2022 9:51:13 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 15 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/30/2022 10:29:16 PM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/30/2022 10:42:25 PM :15 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/30/2022 10:42:40 PM :15 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/30/2022 11:09:49 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/30/2022 11:22:59 PM 1:00 APDA - Look Closer_:60 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/30/2022 11:23:59 PM 1:00 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/30/2022 11:34:07 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/30/2022 11:58:13 PM :15 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/30/2022 12:23:56 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/30/2022 12:37:47 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/30/2022 12:48:45 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/30/2022 1:09:27 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/30/2022 1:22:19 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/30/2022 1:28:52 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.



12/30/2022 1:29:22 XM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/30/2022 1:38:52 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/30/2022 1:39:22 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/30/2022 1:51:15 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/30/2022 1:51:45 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/30/2022 2:13:16 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/30/2022 2:13:46 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/30/2022 2:25:08 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/30/2022 2:25:39 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/30/2022 2:26:09 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/30/2022 2:26:39 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/30/2022 2:38:49 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/30/2022 2:50:55 XM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/30/2022 2:51:25 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/30/2022 3:22:50 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/30/2022 3:23:20 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/30/2022 3:23:50 XM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.



12/30/2022 3:24:20 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/30/2022 3:52:55 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/30/2022 3:53:25 XM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/30/2022 3:53:55 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/30/2022 3:54:25 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/30/2022 4:19:54 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/30/2022 4:20:24 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/30/2022 4:20:54 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/30/2022 4:21:24 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/30/2022 4:35:09 XM :30 SAMHSA Can't Be Seen_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/30/2022 4:35:39 XM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/30/2022 4:36:09 XM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/30/2022 4:56:20 XM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/30/2022 4:56:50 XM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/30/2022 4:57:20 XM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/30/2022 4:57:50 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/30/2022 5:10:38 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them



12/30/2022 5:24:14 XM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/30/2022 5:24:44 XM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/30/2022 5:25:14 XM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/30/2022 5:25:44 XM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/30/2022 5:33:55 XM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/30/2022 5:34:25 XM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/30/2022 5:55:22 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/30/2022 5:58:27 XM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/31/2022 6:08:12 AM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/31/2022 6:08:42 AM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.

12/31/2022 6:21:50 AM 1:00 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/31/2022 6:22:50 AM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

12/31/2022 6:44:47 AM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/31/2022 6:52:14 AM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/31/2022 6:53:14 AM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/31/2022 7:28:55 AM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/31/2022 7:29:25 AM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/



12/31/2022 7:58:55 AM 1:00 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_60 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/31/2022 8:21:30 AM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/31/2022 8:22:00 AM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/31/2022 8:23:00 AM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/31/2022 8:50:26 AM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/31/2022 8:51:26 AM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

12/31/2022 9:21:14 AM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/31/2022 9:21:44 AM 1:00 APDA - Look Closer_:60 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/31/2022 9:22:44 AM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/31/2022 9:49:22 AM 1:00 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/31/2022 9:50:22 AM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/31/2022 10:21:13 AM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/31/2022 10:21:43 AM 1:00 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/31/2022 10:22:44 AM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/31/2022 10:51:15 AM 1:00 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/31/2022 10:52:15 AM 1:00 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.

12/31/2022 11:10:32 AM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.



12/31/2022 11:11:02 AM :20 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/31/2022 11:58:55 AM 1:00 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/31/2022 12:28:55 PM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/31/2022 12:29:25 PM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/31/2022 12:58:55 PM 1:00 Estan Listos 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/31/2022 1:28:55 PM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/31/2022 1:29:25 PM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/31/2022 1:58:55 PM 1:00 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/31/2022 2:13:24 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/31/2022 2:26:15 PM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish

12/31/2022 2:26:45 PM 1:00 El Hogar FAMILY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/31/2022 2:48:56 PM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/31/2022 3:11:46 PM :30 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/31/2022 3:24:12 PM :30 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/31/2022 3:37:05 PM 1:00 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/31/2022 4:29:17 PM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/31/2022 4:39:22 PM :30 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.



12/31/2022 4:48:31 PM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish

12/31/2022 4:49:01 PM :30 Connecting Kids to Coverage_Spanish 30 The Connecting Kids to Coverage National Campaign reaches out to families with children and
teens eligible for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to:
Raise awareness about health coverage available under these programs for kids, teens,
pregnant/postpartum people and parents;

12/31/2022 5:06:46 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/31/2022 5:29:16 PM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

12/31/2022 5:30:15 PM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/31/2022 6:11:38 PM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/31/2022 6:12:08 PM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/31/2022 6:13:08 PM :30 Estan Listos 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/31/2022 6:22:37 PM 1:00 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_60 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/31/2022 6:46:14 PM :30 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 30 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/31/2022 6:55:44 PM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/31/2022 7:46:08 PM :15 Middle School Mental Health_Lauren and Anna - Span Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents. Run these PSAs to support kids’ mental health and emotional wellbeing.

12/31/2022 8:20:18 PM :15 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/31/2022 8:30:31 PM :30 Los Boletos HONESTY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/31/2022 9:24:16 PM :30 Destinados a estar juntos It is estimated that in 2022 in the United States there will be more than 1.9 million new cases of cancer and 66,000 deaths
(1,700 each day). In fact, during their lifetime, 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will face a diagnosis of
cancer. The good side of these figures is that we are seeing progress in cancer death rates, which have decreased
32% from 1991 to 2019

12/31/2022 9:46:08 PM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/31/2022 9:46:38 PM :30 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30 Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care 
professionals caring for the needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication, resilience and empathy of our employees each day when 
they all come together and work together for an amazing cause.



12/31/2022 9:56:22 PM :30 Association of Zoos and Aquariums-Safe Return Encouraging viewers to visit an accredited AZA member in their local community to support the
conservation mission of both the AZA and the member organization.

12/31/2022 10:26:48 PM :30 Project Roadblock_TVB For the Stans Spanish

12/31/2022 10:27:33 PM :15 Alzheimer's Awareness_ Judith - Hopeful - Spanish Talking to your loved one about changes you are noticing is hard, but early detection and care can make a difference in managing the disease. Run updated 
PSAs to help families start important conversations with their loved ones about Alzheimer’s and seeking an early diagnosis.

12/31/2022 10:53:56 PM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/31/2022 10:54:56 PM :30 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya.

12/31/2022 11:14:24 PM :30 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/31/2022 11:39:32 PM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

12/31/2022 11:40:32 PM :30 Empress Of and Marianne Kids are struggling emotionally yet it can be hard for their caregivers to get past “I’m fine.” The Sound it Out campaign gives parents a range of tools to help 
kids express their feelings and connect with their parents.

12/31/2022 12:18:23 XM :30 Felices Fiestas

12/31/2022 12:25:11 XM 1:00 APDA - Look Closer_:60 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/31/2022 12:26:11 XM :30 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Audio Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/31/2022 12:44:17 XM 1:00 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/31/2022 12:45:17 XM 1:00 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/31/2022 1:15:09 XM :30 Ad Council-Discovering Nature_Outside Highlights the power of music to inspire meaningful experiences in nature, where families can deepen their connection with each other and the outdoors, with 
an emphasis on reaching Black and Latino parents and caregivers, to “feel the beat of nature” and experience the outdoors firsthand.

12/31/2022 1:15:39 XM :30 TVB_TryingToSoberUp_Spanish In support of the industry’s largest drinking and driving prevention effort.

12/31/2022 1:26:19 XM 1:00 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Change the Outcome During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our communities. Run PSAs 
to help people detect the early warning signs of prediabetes while it can still be reversed so they can change the outcome.

12/31/2022 1:37:10 XM 1:00 Healing Hands (Spanish) Our new PSA, “Healing Hands,” shows how everyone at VA has a key part to play — from health care providers to support staff at all levels of care. Working in 
innovative, state-of-the-art facilities with influential health care leaders, our diverse staff unite with a single goal in mind: to help Veterans heal, recover, and 
get their lives back.



12/31/2022 1:50:01 XM :30 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_30 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

12/31/2022 2:12:34 XM :30 American Academy of Pediatrics Perritos 30H The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) A pediatrician is a vital sounding board and a trusted care giver who families can turn to with questions about the 
COVID vaccines. No matter what questions you have, the pediatrician who has been here all along is here for you now.

12/31/2022 2:19:45 XM 1:00 Fatherhood Involvement_Juan Dadication means showing up for your kids, even when it’s not easy. Air PSAs, including new clips from a documentary showcasing the diverse experiences of 
real dads who share a commitment to being there for their children. An involved father significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and these 
spots serve as a reminder for dads to continue to be present for their kids, through parenting highlights and challenges. Each of these stories of perseverance 
can help give fathers confidence to keep going

12/31/2022 2:20:45 XM 1:00 Estan Listos 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/31/2022 2:44:23 XM 1:00 Cual Es Nuestro Plan 60 THE FAMILY SCREEN USE PLAN (HEALTHYCHILDREN.ORG/MEDIAUSEPLAN), DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS is an easy-to-use tool 
that will help your family set priorities and create healthy digital habits in line with your family's values. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AAP.ORG.

12/31/2022 2:45:23 XM 1:00 El Hogar FAMILY: The values we live by are worth more when we pass them on. We choose values we hope most individuals would find encouraging and relevant. 
Then we provide an uplifting message based on each value, in an effort to encourage people to bring out the best in themselves.

12/31/2022 2:54:40 XM :30 Alcoholics Anonymous - La fiesta PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/31/2022 3:24:28 XM :30 RMHC_KeepingFamiliesClose_30 Por más de 48 años, Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) ha mantenido a millones de niños y familias cerca de la atención crítica que necesitan - y 
el uno al otro.

12/31/2022 3:24:58 XM :30 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 30 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/31/2022 3:46:46 XM 1:00 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is 
possible.

12/31/2022 3:52:43 XM 1:00 American Cancer Society-The Conversation A father and son discuss the importance of cancer screening. The PSA also encourages its audience to have the conversation, talk to a doctor, and visit 
cancer.org/revise-ya for more information.

12/31/2022 4:09:18 XM :30 APDA - Look Closer_:30 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/31/2022 4:09:48 XM :30 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.

12/31/2022 4:19:44 XM 1:00 National Crime Prevention Council-Mom's Job Reducing crime is a shared responsibility between the community and law enforcement. Encouraging viewers to "Start the conversation, help stop crime." 
Additional information about the campaign is available here: http://www.causewaypsa.com/EPK/66061_NCPC/

12/31/2022 4:20:44 XM :30 Office of Infectious Disease Policy_Blood Donation Our nation’s blood and plasma supply dropped to historic lows during the COVID-19 pandemic,
disrupting our health care system and impacting people who rely on these products for surgeries,
childbirth, cancer treatments, serious injuries, blood disorders, rare diseases, and more. While some areas
of the country have seen improvement other areas are still struggling to meet the demand

12/31/2022 4:45:04 XM 1:00 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-Speec Tens of millions of Americans suffer from a communication disorder. The tragedy is many adults are not even aware these conditions are treatable by certified 
audiologists. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) strives to uphold every human’s right to communicate. For more information, visit 
ASHA.org/public.

12/31/2022 4:53:34 XM 1:00 SAMHSA Hiding Places_Spanish_60 The Substance Use Disorder national campaign serves to raise awareness about the crises of drug use and mental illness, which have been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.



12/31/2022 4:54:34 XM 1:00 Alcoholics Anonymous - El muro PSAs ilustran la manera en que el alcohol puede apoderarse de la vida de una persona y destacan el hecho de que hay esperanza y apoyo para quienes 
buscan ayuda para dejar de beber.

12/31/2022 5:12:08 XM :30 Kitten Foster PSA - Spanish Right now in your community and across the country, thousands of tiny kittens are entering shelters.
And each and every one of them needs our help to survive. You can help save the lives of kittens at
risk in shelters by sharing the Best Friends kitten campaign, which asks fuzz-ball lovers everywhere
to adopt or foster kittens at a shelter near them

12/31/2022 5:12:38 XM 1:00 Paralyzed Veterans of America - All In 60 The Big Leap showcases veterans and their unstoppable attitude as they sky dive, ski and participate in a variety of adaptive sports.

12/31/2022 5:22:37 XM 1:00 See for a Lifetime TV PSA 60 Span The American Society of Retina Specialists has launched an awareness campaign urging the public to be aware of the risk factors of retinal disease, know the 
signs and symptoms, and consult a retina specialist of timely manner for the best chance of preventing vision loss from AMD. More information available at 
SeeForaLifetime.org.

12/31/2022 5:42:23 XM 1:00 APDA - Look Closer_:60 The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) Every nine minutes someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease and these PSAs seek to create greater 
awareness of the disease. Visit
www.apdaparkinson.org to learn more and show support.

12/31/2022 5:43:23 XM :30 Flu Vaccination_Otro caso de la Influenza Up to 41 million Americans get sick with flu each year. For vulnerable people, there can be severe
outcomes. With experts warning that this flu season may be the worst in recent years, there is
heightened urgency. These PSAs encourage everyone to get their annual flu shot.

12/31/2022 5:51:30 XM 1:00 Shriners Hospital FEAT. MARIA ELENA SALINAS As a child with osteogenesis imperfecta, Sebastian has broken over 100 bones in his life. Thanks to the care he received from Shriners Hospitals for Children, 
he has hope for his future.
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